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OCEANOGRAPHIC OBSERVATIONS FOR THE MAZATLAN PHOJbCT, 1966-1967 
INTRODUCTION 
The waters off the coast of western Mexico, including the area 
just to the south of the Gulf of california, are important to the 
fishing industries of both California and Mexico because of their 
high yields of yellowfin tuna. Adult fish, however, are only sea­
sonal residents in the area because they tend to migrate north and 
south along the coast of Mexico and Central America as indicated by 
tagging studies (Schaefer, Chatwin, and Broadhead 1961), and analysis 
of catch distribution (calkins & Chatwin 1967). 
To learn more about the early life of yellowfin tuna in their 
immediate environment, the Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission 
initiated a 2-year cooperative investigation with the Direcci6n Ge­
neral de Pesca e Industrias Conexas (DGP) of Mexico in August 1966. 
The project called for monthly cruises of about 5 days duration to 
be made in a triangular track between Ma~atlan, Cape San Lucas and 
the Tres Marias Islands. Laboratory space for the field work was 
provided by the DGP in their biological station in Mazatlan and the 
research vessel Yolanda, property of the DGP, was made available 
for the monthly cruises. 
Cruise description 
During each cruise a grid of 15 to 17 stations was occupied in 
approximate accord with local sunrise, noon, sunset and midnight. 
Bathythermograph casts were made at each station to measure subsur­
face temperature, and Knudsen-Morrison bottles were used to collect 
water samples for the determination of salinity. Water transparency 
was determined with the aid of a Secchi disc. Zooplankton samples 
were collected by making surface and oblique net tows at each sta­
tion. Samples of surface plankton and nekton were collected at night 
by dip netting under a floodlight on several cruises. 
starting with the sixtbcruise, estimates were made of the 
phytoplankton concentration at the surface by the measurement of 
the plant pigments chlorophyll ~ and phaeophytin~. Carbon fixa­
tion by phytoplankton was measured by the uptake of c l4 • Certain 
weather observations were made at each station at the time of the 
bathythermograph (BT) cast. A solar radiation recorder was in­
stalled atop the biological station at Mazatlan just prior to the 
sixth cruise. A continuous trace was made to provide a general 
index of the solar energy input at the sea surface for the general 
area under study. 
Scientific personnal 
The cruises were made with the aid of the following persons: 
Cruise Number Vessel Personnel 
1 Yolanda William Leet*, Witold Klawe, 
n~dez ­ biologists 
Anatolio Her­
2 Yolanda William Leet*, Anatolio Hern~ndez -biologists; 
Teodosio Raygoza-technician 
j Yolanda William Leet*, Ruben Soto - biologists 
4 Yolanda William Leet* 
technician 
- biologist; Teodosio Raygoza­
5 Yolanda William Leet* 
technician 
- biologist; Gilberto Valdez­
6 Yolanda William Leet* 
Oceanographer 
- biologist; Merritt Stevenson­
7 + Defiance James S"luire, Jr., *, William Leet**, Howard 
Ness, Lloyd Richards, W.H. Witherspoon, Dan 
Eilers - biologists; Chris psaropulos -scien­
tist. 
8 Tuxpan William Leet* - biologist; Eric Forsbergh­
oceanographer, Marco Osuna-technician 
* Cruise leader 
** Assistant cruise leader 
+ 	A joint cruise made with the U.S. Bureau Sportfish and Wildlife 
aboard their U.S. chartered vessel. 
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Acknowledgements to participants 
Many persons were associated with one or more phases of the 
investigation. particular acknowledgement is given to Cuthbert 
Love, Commission Oce&nographer, for setting up the cruise schedule 
and assisting with the plans for the field work; Mr. Robert Wagner 
Commission technician, for preparing the equipment for the project 
and subsequently for making the salinity and chlorophyll determina­
tions for the project; Mr. William Leet, who was responsible for 
the field work of the project and participated in all cruises and 
processed the zooplankton samples; and Mr. Chris Psaropulos, Com­
mission programmer, who modified and assisted with the computer 
processing of the data. The invitation by the U.S. Bureau Sport­
fish and Wildlife to the Tuna Commission to make a joint extended 
cruise in the area of this study aboard their chartered vessel is 
gratefully acknowledged. Data processing and compilation was d.i­
rected by Dr. Merritt Stevenson. 
METHODS 
Each monthly cruise with the exception of the seventh (Mazatlan­
7 or MZ-7) was planned to take 5 days. The stations were spaced 
at 6-hour intervals: 6:00 AM, noon, 6:00 PM and midnight (+7 time 
zone). Each data section in this report is preceded by a figure 
containing the appropriate cruise traCK and station positions. 
Knudsen-Morrison reversing bottles were placed at 0,10,25,40,55,75, 
100,150,200,270 m depth for each station where possible. 
Temperature and salinity 
Temperature was determined by BT cast to a depth of 270 m or 
less. A continuous recording thermograph monitored near surface 
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(J m depth) temperature during some of the cruises. Temperatures 
were read from each BT trace at depths that corresponded with the 
placement of Knudsen bottles. Observations of surface temperature 
were also made with a bucket thermometer calibrated to ±O.loC and 
were used to align the BT records. The temperatures are considered 
reliable to ±0.2C. Salinity determinations were made with the use 
of an inductive salinometer and are considered accurate to +0.00J1., 
(Brown and Hamon 1961). 
Zooplankton 
Zooplankton concentration was estimated from surface and oblique 
net tows made with a conical net having a circular mouth with a 
diameter of I-meter. The conical and cod end sections were made from 
Nytex with a mesh opening of 505 and JJJ microns respectively. The 
oblique tow was made by first allowing the net to fall freely until 
110 m of towing line was paid out. The angle on the towing line was 
then adjusted to about 45° (for a net depth of 77 m) by slowly towing 
the net through the water and at the same time pulling the net to the 
ship. The surface tow was made at low speed (about 2 knots) and took 
15 minutes. The strained volumes were determined by flow-meter read­
ings made after each tow. Zooplankton concentrations were determined 
by measuring the wet volume of zooplankton and standardizing to 1000 
Jm of water strained. 
water transparency 
water transparency was estimated by measurements with a Secchi 
disc. The maximum depth at which the white disc is visible is re­
lated to the extinction coefficient for visible light by 
k ;:: 1.7/D 
where D is the depth of the disc measured in meters. 




is expressed by the relationship 




is the incoming light intensity, 
z is the depth measured from the surface, and 
k is the extinction coefficient for some wave­
length of light. 
Plant pigments 
Surface water samples were collected with a polyethylene bucket 
and placed in 550 m1 polyethylene bottles. ~ach 4uantity of water 
was then filtered with aid of a vacuum system through an HA Mi11i­
pore filter on the sixth and seventh cruises, and a combination of 
Whatman GF/C glass fiber filters and HA Mi11ipore filters on the 
eigh~cruise. The filtered plant material was then covered with 
a thin layer of magnesium carbonate from a saturated magnesium 
carbonate solution contained in a washbott1e. After filtration, 
the filters were carefully folded, marked for station identifica­
tion and vacuum dried in an opaque container. The filters were 
then refrigerated for shipment by air to La Jolla for final ana­
lysis. All samples were processed with a Turner fluorometer Model 
III according to the method outlined by Holm-Hansen, Lorenzen, and 
others (1965) and the Manual of EASTROPAC Observations (Anon. 
1967) • 
The actual pigment concentrations were determined by 
Fo/Famax (Kx)(Fo-Fa) (dilution factor) 
(Fo IFamax - 1) 
liters filtered 
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FO(Xx)(Fa( F ) - F )(di1ution 
amax 0 factor) 
phaeophytin a (mg.M- J ) = 
liters filtered 
where 
F = fluorescence before acidification 
o 

Fa = fluorescence after acidification 

K = calibration factor of a specific instrument slit 
x 









c fixation method of Steeman Nielsen (1952). A surface water 
sample was collected (either at local sunrise or noon) with a clean 
polyethylene bucket. The water was put into three 250 m1 reagent 
bottles (two clear, one opa~ue). Each bottle was innocu1ated with 
14 
a known ,!uantity of a carbonate solution containing c • The 
bottles were then placed in a cylindrical plastiC incubator and 
towed behind the ship at a depth of about 1 meter for 6 hours 
beginning at sunrise or local noon. On the seventh cruise a deck 
incubator with running sea water was used. After incubation, the 
innocu1ated samples were filtered, stored in an evacuated dessicator 
14flask and later sent to the International Agency for C Determina­
tion in Denmark, for counting and analYSis. The uncertainty of 
this method at the 18 mg C/mJ/day level was ~1.8 mg/c/mJ/day 
(Strickland and parsons 1965). 
Solar radiation 
The solar radiation recorder consisted of an Eppley 10 junc­
tion pyranometer and associated amplifier and calibration system 
with strip chart recorder. Daily traces were recorded a month at 
a time. A planimeter was used to integrate each daily trace two 
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timf.s, and areal integration constant was determin,d for each 
trace. Analysis of integration constants and the daily traces 
indicates an integration error for calibration of about +1% and 
an overall uncertainty in the energy units of about ~4%. A ch~ck 
on the variability for a number of the traces indicated a standard 
deviation of 11 langleys per day. 
TREATMENT OF DATA 
After each cruise the BT slides were sent to the BT section 
of Scripps Institution of Oceanography, La Jolla, to be photopro­
cessed and digitized. Each BT card was then checked for inflection 
points and inversions and these values noted. Additional tempera­
tures at depths corresponding to the depths of the Knudsen bottles 
were also noted. 
The temperature and salinity values were punched onto IBM 
cards prior to machine processing. The hydrographic program used 
contains a printer plotting program that was used to dra\, tempera­
ture versus depth and temperature versus salinity (T-S) diagrams. 
These profiles were used to eliminate bad values or make minor 
changes in the data. A final computer tabulation was used to print 
the data tables. 
EXPLANATION OF DATA TABLES 
A blank space in the tables or headings indicates either that 
no observation was taken or that the measurement was not consider­
ed reliable enough to be used. Observations of present weather, 
visibility, clouds, sea, and swell appearing in the heading infor­
mation have been coded according to the codes provided in the U.S. 
National Oceanographic Data Center publication M-2 (1962). Abbre­
viations used in the tables and units in which the properties are 
expressed are explained below. 
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NAME OF VESSEL 

CRUC (Cruise number) 









HORA (Time of cast) 

TIEMPO (present weather) 
VISIB (Visibility 
NUBES-TIPO (Cloud type) 
CANT (Cloud cover) 
VIENTO: VEL-DIR (wind 
velocity and direction) 
BAR (Barometric pressure) 
TERMHUM (Air temperature, 
wet bulb) 
TERMSEC (Air temperature, 
dry bulb) 
HUMREL (Relative humidity) 
OLAS: DIR-ALT (Waves: 
direction and height) 
PER (Period of waves) 
The name of the vessel appears after 

the participant CIAT (IATTC) 

Cruise numbers were assigned with the 

first two numbers for the year and the 

Jrd number for the quarter of the year. 

The serial number of each cruise is to 

the right of the vessel name. 

Station numbers were assigned by the 

partiCipants conducting the cruise 

In degrees and minutes of arc 
Local date of the. first cast 
Local time of the cast. If a second num­
ber appears, it is the time of the second 
cast. 
















Velocitys The first number indicates 
knots, the number in parentheses indicates 
meters per second. Direction: numbers in­
dicate range of direction in degrees true, 
from which wind was blowing. 
In millibars 
In degrees Celsius 
In degrees Celsius 
In percent 
Direction: Numbers indicate range of 

direction, in degrees true, from which 

swell was coming. Height: coded accord­

ing to NODe Publication M-2 (1962) 

Period of dominant waves coded according 
to NODC publication M-2 (1962) 
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SECCHI (Water transparency) Depth in meters to which a Secchi disc 




ANOM TERMOST (Thermosteric 
anomaly) 
ALT DINAM (Dynamic height) 
ESTAB (stability) 
PIGMENTOS:CLO.A - FAEO. 







'I (~uestionable value) 
could be seen 
Depth in meters from which sample was 
obtained 
In degrees Celsius 
In parts per thousand (~) 
An expression for the density of sea 
water at atmospheric pressure, having 
the indicated temperature and salinity 
In centiliters per ton 
Dynamic height of the layer of water 
between the surface and the indicated 
depth expressed in dynamic meters 
The units of static stability are 
105 d U t (See Sverdrup, Johnson and 
dZ Fleming 194~, p.4l6-l8) 
Plant pigments in mg/M) collected from 
the surface water 
The first number is for the "light" 
bottles, second number is another 
"light" or a 50% ambient light "medium" 
bottle (followed by *), third number is) 
for "dark" bottle. Values are in mgC/M 
per day as determined from uptake of C14, 
Samples are from surface water. 
Plankton concentrations are in ml/lOOOM~ 
The numbers below *MACRO* signify spe­
cimens longer than 30 mm - the numbers 
above are for those less than 30 mm. 
The numeral one to the right of a 
tabulated number indicates a value con­
sidered questionable by the originator 
or compiler of the data. 
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Las aguas f'rente a la costa del litoral de M~xico occidental, 
incluyendo el ~rea justo al sur del Golfo de calif'ornia, son impoE 
tantes para las indus trias pesqueras de California y M~xico debido 
al alto rendimiento producido de atdn aleta amarilla. Los peces a 
dultos, sin embargo, son solamente residentes estacionales en el 
~rea, ya iue tienden a desplazarse al norte y alsur a 10 largo de 
la costa de M~xico y de la Am~rica Central, como 10 indican los es 
tudios de marcaci6n (Schaef'er, Chatwin y Broadhead 1961), y el 
an~lisis de 1a distribuci6n de captura (calkins y Chatwin 1967). 
Con e1 fin de obtener un conocimiento m~s avanzado sobre la vida 
temprana de estos atunes aleta amarilla, y del ambiente que los rodea, 
1a Comisi6n Interamericana del Atdn Tropical inici6 una investig~ 
ci6n colaborativa de 2 anos con la Direcci6n General de Pesca e In 
dustrias Conexas (DGP) de M~xico, en agosto de 1966. El proyecto 
re(1uiri6 cruceros mensuales de unos 5 dias de duraci6n para que 
fueran realizados en un rumbo triangular entre Mazatl~n, Cabo San 
Lucas y las Islas Tres Marias. La Direcci6n General de Pesca of'reci6 
amab1emente las facilidades del laboratorio para el trabajo exper! 
mental en la estaci6n bio16gica de Mazatl~n, y e1 barco de investi 
gaCi6n Yolanda para los cruceros mensuales. 
Descripci6n de los cruceros 
Durante cada crucero se ocup6 una malla de 15 a 17 estaciones, 
aproximadamente de acuerdo a1 orto, el mediodia, el ocaso y la media 
noche local. Los lances batitermogr~f'icos se hicieron en cada esta 
ci6n para medir la temperatura subsuperf'icia1 y se emp1earon botellas 
Knudsen-Morrison para obtener las muestras de agua para determinar 
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la salinidad. La transparencia del agua fue determinada mediante 
el disco Secchi. Los ejemplares de zooplancton fueron obtenidos 
en cada estacion mediante arrastres superficiales y oblicuos de 
la red. En varios cruceros se obtuvieron por la noche muestras 
superficiales de plancton y necton, con una red manual bajo la luz 
de un reflector. 
Al empezar el sexto crucero, se hicieron los estimativos de la 
concentracion del fitoplancton en la superficie, mediante el avaluo 
de los pigmentos de las plantas, la clorofila ~ y el f'aeofitin ~. 
La fijacion de carbono del fitoplancton fue determinada por la ab 
sorcion de c14 • Se realizaron ciertas observaciones meteorologicas 
en cada estacion en el momento del lanzamiento batitermogr~fico (BT). 
Un registro de radiacion solar fue instalado encima de la estacion 
biologica de Mazatl~n, justamente antes del sexto crucero. Conti 
nuamente se hizo una delineacion para proveer un !ndice general de 
la energ!a solar recibida en la superficie del mar, correspondiente 
al ~rea general del estudio. 
Personal cient!fico 
Los cruceros se llevaron a cabo con la ayuda de las siguientes 
personas: 
Numero del crucero Baroo Personal 
1 Yolanda William Leet*, Witold 
Hern~ndez - biologos 
Klawe, Anatolio 
2 Yolanda William Leet*, Anatolio Hernandez-biologoE 
Teodosio Raygoza-tdcnico 
J Yolanda William Leet*, Rubdn Soto - biologos 
4 Yolanda William Leet* 
tdcnico 
- biologo; Teosodio Raygoza­
5 Yolanda William Leet* 
tdcnico 
- biologo; Gilberto valdez 
* Jefe del crucero 
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Numero del crucero Barco 	 Personal 
6 Yolanda 	 William Leet* - bi6logo; Merritt steven 
son - ocean6grafo 
7+ Defiance 	 James Squire, Jr.,*, William Leet**, 
Howard Ness, Lloyd Richards, W. H. Withe~ 
spoon, Dan Eilers - bi610gos; Chris Psa 
ropulos, cientifico 
8 Tuxpan William Leet* - bi6logo; Eric Forsbergh ­
ocean6grafo, Marco Osuna - t~cnico 
Reconocimiento a los participantes 
Varias personas estuvieron asociadas con una 0 m~s fases de la 
investigaci6n. Se agradece especialmente a Cuthbert Love, ocean6gr~ 
fo de la Comisi6n, qui~n organiz6 el itinerario de los cruceros y 
ayud6 con los planes del trabajo experimental; al Sr. Robert Wagner, 
t~cnico de la Comisi6n, por preparar el equipo del proyecto, y por 
hacer luego las determinaciones de salinidad y clorofila para el 
proyecto; a1 Sr. William Leet, 4ui~n fue responsable por el trabajo 
experimental del proyecto Y 'lui~n particip6 en todos los cruceros y 
proces6 las muestras de zooplancton; y al Sr. Chris psaropulos pr~ 
gramador de la Comisi6n, ,~ui~n modific6 y ayud6 con el procesamiento 
de 105 datos por computador. Se reconoce tambi~n la invitaci6n que 
el U.S. Bureau Sportfish and Wildlife, hizo a la Comisi6n del Atdn 
para realizar un crucero conjunto en el ~rea de estudio, a bordo de 
un barco fletado por ellos. El procesamiento de los datos y la com 
pilaci6n fue dirigida por el Dr. Merritt Stevenson. 
~TODOS 
Cada crucero mensual con excepci6n del s~ptimo (Mazat14n-7 0 
MZ-7) fue planeado paraiue durara 5 dias. Las estaciones fueron 
espaciadas a intervalos de 6 horasl 6200 am, mediodia, 6s00 pm y a 
* Jefe del orucero 
** Subjefe del crucero 
+ 	Crucero realizado en conjunto con el U.S. Bureau Sportfish and 
Wildlife a bordo de un barco fletado de 105 E.U. 
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la medianoche (+ 7 hora zonal). Cada seccion de datos en este in 
forme es precedida por una cifra 'lue contiene la traves!a apropiada 
del crucero y la posicion de las estaciones. Las botellas reversi 
bles Knudsen-Morrison fueron colocadas donde era posible a 0, 10, 25, 
40, 55, 75, 100, 150, 200, 270 m de profundidad para cada estacion. 
Temperatura y salinidad 
La temperatura fue determinada por ('1 lanzamiento BT a una pr.2, 
fundidad de 270 m 0 inferior. Durante algunos de los cruceros se 
registro continuamente mediante un termografo la temperatura cercana 
a la superficie (J m de profundidad). Las temperaturas fueron le!das 
segun cada trazado BT a profundidades correspondientes a la coloc~ 
cion de las botellas Knudsen. Se hicieron tambi~n observaciones de 
la temperatura superficial con un termometro de cuba calibrado a 
±O.loC y se usaron para alinear los registros BT. Las temperaturas 
se consideran confiables hasta ±0.20C. Las determinaciones de 1a 
salinidad fueron realizadas con un salinometro inductivo y se co!!, 
sideran con una precision hasta de ±0.005~ (Brown y Hamon 1961). 
Zooplancton 
La concentracion de zooplancton fue estimada segun los arrastres 
superficiales y oblicuos de la red, realizados con una red conica 
con una apertura circular de I-metro en di~metro. La seccion conica 
y de la manga eran de Nytex con la malla de una apertura de 505 y JJJ 
microns respectivamente. El arrastre oblicuo se realizo primero de 
jando ,ue la red cayera libremente hasta tener unos 110 m de la 
linea de arrastre. El ~ngulo de la linea de arrastre fue entonces 
ajustado a unos 45° (para una profundidad de 77 m de la red) arra!,. 
trando lentamente la red a trav~s del agua y halando al mismo tiempo 
la red a bordo. El arrastre superficial se hizo a muy poca velocidad 
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(unos 2 nudos) y tomo 15 minutos. Los voldmenes filtrados fueron 
determinados mediante las lecturas de un correntometro, realizadas 
despu~s de cada arrastre. Las concentraciones de zooplancton fueron 
determinadas al medir el volumen hdmedo del zooplancton y standardi 
zando el agua filtrada a 1000 mJ • 
Transparencia del agua 
La transparencia del agua fue estimada mediante mediciones con 
el disco Secchi. La profundidad m~xima a la que el disco blanco es 
visible est~ relacionada al coeficiente de extincion de la luz visi 
ble por 
! = 1.7/!! 
donde D es la profundidad del disco medida en metros. 
La intensidad 0 luz transmitida a alguna profundidad debajo de la 
superficie est~ expresada por la relacion 
-kz 

I = I e 
o 

donde I es la intensidad de luz entrante 

-0 
z es la profundidad medida desde la superficie, y 
k es el coeficiente de extincion de alguna longitud 
de onda de la luz. 
Pigmentos de las plantas 
Las muestras del agua superficial fueron obtenidas con un cubo 
de polietileno y colocadas en botellas de polietileno de 550 mI. Se 
filtro luego cada cantidad de agua con la ayuda de una bomba aspir~ 
dora a trav~s de un filtro HA Millipore en los cruceros sexto y s~~ 
tim~, y en el octavo crucero con una combinacion de filtros de fibra 
de vidrio Whatman GF/C y filtros HA Millipore. El material filtrado 
de las plantas :fue entonces cubierto con una fina capa de carbonato 
de magnesio de una solucion saturada de carbonato de magnesio conte 
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nida en una botella de enjuague. Despu~s de la filtraci6n, los fil 
tros se doblaron cuidadosamente, se marcaron para identificar la 
estacion y se secaron al vacio en un recipiente opaco. Los filtros 
fueron entonces refrigerados para enviarlos via a~rea a La Jolla 
para el an~lisis final. Todas las muestras fueron procesadas con un 
fluor6metro Turner Modelo III, de acuerdo al m~todo indicado por 
Holm-Hansen, Lorenzen y otros (1965), y el Manual de las Observacio 
nes de EASTROPAC (Anon. 1967). 
Las concentraciones actuales de los pigmentos fueron determinadas 
por 
F IF (Kx)(Fo - Fa) (factor de dilucion)o amax 
(Fo/Famax - 1) 
litros filtrados 
)-F )(factor de 
o dilucion) 
faeofitin a (mg.M- J ) = litros filtrados 
donde 
F = fluorescencia antes de la acidificaci6n 0 
F fluorescencia despu~s de la acidificacion 
a = 
K = factor de calibracion de la cortadura de un instrumento x 
especifico 
F IF = factor de acidez m~xima en ausencia de faeofitin 
o amax 
Produccion primaria 
Los estimativos de la productividad 	primaria fueron hechos al 
14
modificar el m,todo de la fijaci6n del c de Steeman Nielsen (1952). 
Se extrajo una muestra de agua superficial (ya sea al orto 0 al 
mediodia local) con un cuba limpio de polietileno. El agua se puso 
en tres botellas de reactivos de 250 ml (dos claras, una opaca). 
Cada botella fue inoculada con una cantidad conocida de una solucion 
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14de carbonato conteniendo c • Las botellas fueron colocadas enton 
ces en una incubadora cil!ndrica de pl~stico y remolcada detr~s del 
barco a una profundidad de cerca de 1 metro por 6 horas, empezando 
al orto 0 al mediod!a local. En el s~ptimo crucero se empleo una 
incubadora a cubierta por la que corr!a el agua de mar. Despu~s de 
la incubacion, se fl1traban las muestras inoculadas, se almacenaban 
en un frasco desecador vac!o y luego se enviaron al International 
14Agency de la Determinacion del C en Dinamarca, para su c~lculo y 
an~lisis. La inseguridad de este m~todo alnivel de 18 mg c/mJ/d!a 
Jfue ~1.8 mg/C/m /d!a (strickland y parsons 1965). 
Radlaci6n solar 
El registro de la radiacion solar consisti6 de un piran6metro 
Eppley de lO-conexiones y de un sistema asociado amplificador y de 
calibracion con cinta grabadora. Los trazos de cada d!a fueron re 
gistrados por grupos cada meso Se empleo un plan!metro para integrar 
cada trazo diario dos veces, y se determino una constante de integr~ 
cion areal para cada trazo. El an~lisis de las constantes de inte 
gracion y de los trazos diarios indica un error de integracion para 
la calibraCion de por all! ~l% y una inseguridad total en las unida 
des de energ!a de cerca del ~4%. Un examen de la variabilidad para 
un ndmero de trazos indico una desviacion standard de 11 langleys 
por d!a. 
PROCESAMIENTO DE LOS DATOS 
Despu~s de cada crucero las placas BT fueron enviadas a la sec 
cion BT de Scripps Institution of Oceanography, La Jolla, para que 
fueran fotoprocesadas y digitalizadas. Cada tarjeta BT fue entonces 
examinada para ver si se encontraban puntos de inflexion e inversio 
nes y estos valores fueron anotados. Adem~s se anotaron unas tem 
peraturas adicionales correspondientes a las profundidades de las 
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botellas de Knudsen. 
Los valores de temperatura y salinidad fueron perforados en ta£ 
jetas IBM antes de procesarlos mec4nicamente. El programa hidrogr~ 
fico, empleado, contiene un programa de imprenta gr~fico que fue us~ 
do para dise"ar los diagramas de temperatura versus profundidad y de 
temperatura versus salinidad (T-S). Estos perfiles fueron usados 
para eliminar valores errados 0 con el fin de hacer cambios menores 
en los datos. Se emple6 una tabulaci6n final de c6mputo para impri 
mir la tabla de los datos. 
EXPLICACION DE LA TABLA DE LOS DATOS 
Un espacio en blanco en la tabla 0 en los t!tulos, indica.ue 
no se ha efectuado observaci6n alguna 0 que las mediciones no se 
consideran suficientemente fidedignas para ser empleadas. Las ob­
servaciones del tiempo actual, visibilidad, nubes, mar y oleaje que 
aparecen en el encabezamiento del informe han sido codificadas de 
acuerdo a los c6digos provistos en la Publicaci6n M-~ (196~) del 
U.S. National Oceanographic Data center. Las abreviaturas usadas en 
la tabla y en las unidades que expresan las propiedades, se explican 
en seguida. 
NOMBRE DE LA NAVE 	 El nombre de la nave aparece despu~s 
de la entidad participante CIAT 
CRUC (numero del crucero) 	 Se asignaron los numeros del crucero: 
los dos primeros numeros correspon 
dientes al ano y el tercer numero-al 
trimestre del ano. El numero de la 
serie de cada crucero se encuentra a 
la derecha del nombre del barco. 
ESTAC (numero de la estaci6n) 	 Los numeros de las estaciones fueron 
asignados por los participantes 4ue 
realizaron el crucero 





HORA (hora del lanzamiento) 





NUBES - TIPO (tipode nUbe) 
CANT (cubierta de nubes) 
VIENTO: VEL-DIR 
BAR (presi&n barom~trica) 
TERMHUM (temperatura del 
aire, ampolleta hdmeda) 
TERMSEC (temperatura del 
aire, ampolleta seca) 
HUMREL (humedad relativa) 
OLAS: DIR-ALT (direcci&n de 
las olas y su altura) 
PER (perfodo del oleaje) 
SECCHI (transparencia del 
agua) 





Fecha local del primer lanzamiento 
Hora local del lanzamiento. Si ap~ 
rece una segunda cifra esta correspon 
de a la hora del segundo lanzamiento-
Codificado de acuerdo a NODC Publica 
ci&n M-2 (1962 ) -
Codificada de acuerdo a NODC Publica 
ci&n M-2 ( 1962) 
Codificadas de acuerdo a NODC Publica 
ci&n M-2 (1962) 
Codificada de acuerdo a NODC Publica 
ci&n M-2 (1962) 
Velocidad: la primera cifra indica 
nudos, la cifra entre par~ntesis indi 
ca metros por segundo. Direcci&ns ­
las cifras indican la amplitud de di 
recci&n, expresada en grados fieles: 
de la cual soplaba el viento 
En milibares 
En grados Celsius (centfgrados) 
En grados Celsius (centfgrados) 
El porcentaje 
Direcci&n: las cifras indican la am 
plitud de direcci&n en grados fieles, 
de la cual proviene el oleaje. Altu 
ra: codificada de acuerdo a NODC Pu 
blicaci&n M-2 (1962) 
Perfodo dominante del oleaje codifica 
do de acuerdo a NODC publicaci&n M-2­
(1962) 
Profundidad en metros a la cual podfa 
verse el disco Secchi 
Profundidad en metros a la cual se 
obtuvo la muestra 
En grados Celsius (centfgrados) 
En partes por mil (~) 
Expresi&n que representa la densidad 
del agua de mar a presi&n atmosf~ric~ 
teniendo la temperatura y salinidad 
indicada 
ANOM TERMOST (anoma1!a termos 
t~rica) ­
ALT DINAM (altura din~mica) 
ESTAB (estabi1idad) 
PIGMENTOS: CLO.A - FAEO. 
(c10rofi1a ~ y pigmentos 
de faeofitin) 
PHODUCCION PRIMARIA 
ZOOPLANCTON: SUPER, OBLICUO 
1 (valor dudoso) 
En centilitros por tone1ada 
Altura din~mica de 1a capa de agua 
comprendida entre la superficie y la 
profundidad indicada, expresada en 
metros din~micos 
Las unidades de estabi1idad son 
5dOt (v~ase Sver~rup, Johnson y 
10 dZ Fleming 1942; p. 416-418 
Pigmentos de las plantas en mg/mJ 
obtenidos del agua superficial 
La primera cifra es para las bote11as 
"claras ", 1a s egunda cifra es tambi~n 
para otra "clara" 0 el 50% de luz am 
biental, botel1a (seguida por *) ­
"semic1ara" , 1a tercera cifra es para 
1a bote11a "3paca". Los valores e~ 
t~n en mgC/m por d!a segun se han14 determinado por 1a absorci6n del C 
Las muestras son de agua superficial 
Las concentraciones deJPlancton est~n 
expresadas en m1/1000m. Las cifras 
debajo de *MACRO* indican espec!menes 
de una longitud mayor de )0 mm - las 
cifras encima son para aquellos meno 
res de JO mm. 
La cifra uno colocada a 1a derecha de 
una cifra tabu1ada indica ,!ue 'iui~n 
origin6 los datos, la considera dudo 
sa. 
-19­
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FIGIJRE 1. 	 Cruise traCJ' and station locations for tile first :'-1azatlan 
cruise, NZ-1. 
FIGURA 1. 	 Rumbo del crucero y localidad de las estaciones del primer 
crucero de Mazatldn, MZ-l. 
* MAlATLAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*YOLANDA*Ml-l 
CRue 66-4 ESTAC 1 L~r 23-06.1N LONG 106-59.0~ FECHA 15 OCT 66 HORA 1225, 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB 8 NUSES-TIPO 0 CANT 1 VIENTO-VEL 2 ( 1.0) OIR 275-285 BAR 1011 
TERMHUM H:RMSEC 21.6 HUMHEL OLAS-OIR 215-285 ALT 3 PER 4 SECCHI 28 
VALORfS OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO lOOPLANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT CLO.A FAED. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBLICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA Ml/lOOOM3 
o 28.2 34.111 22.1.'J 25.23 





























PAGINA 22 DE DATOS 

* MAlATLAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOLANOA*Ml-1 
CRUC btJ-4 ESTI\C 2 LAT 23-07.5N LONG 107-22.5h FECHA 15 OCT 66 HORA 1800, 
TI EMPO 1 VISIB NUAE:S-T[PO 0 CANT 1 VIENTO-VEL 2' 1.0J OIR 3~5- 5 BAR 
TERMHUM TE:RMSEC HUMREL OLAS-OIR ALT PER SECCHI 19 
VALORES OBSERVAOOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO lOOPLANCTON 
MTR. OEG.C 0/00 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBllCUO 
ATM. MG/M) MG/H3-0IA HL/1000M3 
o 2!:S.~ 35.417 22.50 25.79 333.76 2795.01 
15 28.4 * MACRO * 
























PAGINA 23 DE DATOS 

* MAlATLAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOlANOA*Ml-l 
CRUC 6b-4 ESTI\C J LAT 22-55.0N lONG 107-59.0w FECHA 16 OCT 66 HORA 0000, 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB ~UBES-TIPD CANT VIENTO-VEl 2 ( 1.0) OIR 355- 5 BAR 1013 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 27.2 HUMREl OlAS-OIR AlT PER SECCHI 
VAlORES OBSERVAOOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIHARIO ZOOPlANCTON 
MTR. OEG.C 0/00 OSMOT ClO.A FAEO. PROOUCCION SUPER. OBlICUO 
ATM. HG/H3 MG/H3-0IA Ml/I000H3 
0 28.9 34.51)8 21.82 25.20 171.20 412.51 
25 28.9 * MACRO • 


















PAGINA 24 OE DATOS 

• MAZATLAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOLANOA*MZ-l 
CRUC 66-4 ESTAC 4 LAT 22-51.0N LONG 108-38.1W FECHA 16 OCT 66 HORA 0600, 
TIEMPO 2 VISIB 6 NUB~S-TIPO 6 CANT 8 VIENTO-VEL 2 ( 1.0) OIR 215-285 BAR 1013 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 21.0 HUMREL OLAS-OIR 215-285 ALT 2 PER 2 SECCHI 28 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SlGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO ZOOPLANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0100 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBLICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-0IA ML/I000M3 
0 28.2 34.619 22.11 25.20 14.90 231.11 
15 28.2 * MACRO * 














PAGINA 25 DE DATOS 

* MAZATLAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOLANOA*MZ-l 
CRUC 66-4 ESTAC 5 LAT 22-49.~N LONG 109-22.5W FECHA 16 OCT 66 HORA 1200, 
TIEMPO 1 YISIB 6 NUBES-TIPO 6 CANT 7 YIENTO-YEL 2 ( 1.0) OIR 225-235 BAR 1014 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 26.5 HUMREL OLAS-OIR 225-235 ALT 2 PER 2 SECCHI 24 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO ZOOPLANCTON 
MTR. OEG.C 0100 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBlICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-0IA ML/I000M3 
0 28.0 34.680 22.18 25.19 7.38 2~)1.26 
10 27.8 * MACRO * 


















PAGINA 26 DE DATOS 

• MAZATLAN PROJECTO • 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOLANDA*MZ-l 
CRue 66-4 E~TAC 6 LAT 22-40.6N LONG 109-51.5W FECHA 16 OCT 66 HORA 1800. 
TlEMPO 1 VISIS 6 Nu8[S-TIPO 6 CANT 1 VIENTO-VEL 3 ( 1.5) OIR 215-285 BAR 1013 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 26.0 HUMREL ULAS-DIR 275-285 ALT 2 PER 1 SECCHI 21 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
PROf- TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRE~ PJGMENTOS PRIMARIO ZOOPLANCTON 
MTR. DEG.e 0/00 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBLICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA ML/I000M3 
0 21.0 34.054 22.48 25.09 425.29 2358.13 
10 21.0 • MACRO • 















PAGINA 21 DE DATOS 

"'. "~,o,·",,,,~~,,,.,.,:.,~....",,·,~:"'t",~••.,.t·_'ii_~"""','''''"'''''''''''~~'17''''',...,-....·.-\''"R''''11';,·''''''''l<~,-'''.,..'-..,~'''''~~~7 
* MAIATLAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*YOlANDA*MI-l 
CRUC 66-4 ESTAC 7 LAT 22-03.0N lONG 110-10.lW FECHA 11 OCT 66 HORA 0000, 
TIEMPO 1 VISIS 6 NUBES-TIPO 6 CANT 7 VIENTO-VEl 2 ( 1.0) DIM 275-285 BAR 1014 
TERMHUM TlRMSEC 26.0 HUMREl OlAS-DIR 275-285 AlT 2 PER 1 SECCHI 
VAlORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF THIP SAL S IGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO ZOOPlANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT ClO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBllCUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA Ml/1000M3 
0 26.1 34.658 22.77 25.01 49.85 177.27 
30 25.9 * MACRO * 
























PAGINA 28 DE DATOS 

• MAZATLAN PROJECTO • 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOLANOA*MI-1 
CRUC 66-4 ESTAC B lAT 21-43.5N LONG 109-41.3w FECHA 17 OCT 66 HORA 0600, 
TIEMPO 1 VISII3 0 ~UBES-TIPO 6 CANT 7 VrENTO-VEL 2 ( 1.0) OrR 275-285 BAR 1012 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 26.5 HUMREL OLAs-orR 275-285 ALT 2 PER 1 SECCHI 25 
VALORES OBSERVAOOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO IOOPLANCTON 
MTR. OEG.C 0/00 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PROOUCCIO\t SUPER. OBLICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA ML/I000M3 
0 25.9 34.639 22.81 24.98 





























P~GINA 29 DE DATOS 
""' 
* MAlATLAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*YOLANDA*MI-l 
CRUC 66-4 ESTAC 9 LAT 2l-19.5N LONG 109-06.3W FECHA 11 OCT 66 HORA 1200, 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB 6 NUBES-TIPO 8 CANT 2 VIENTO-VEL 1« .5) OIR 275-285 BAR 1013 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 26.5 HUMREL OLAS-DIR 275-285 ALT 2 PER 1 SECCHI 28 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO 100PLANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOl CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBLICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA ML/1000M3 
0 26.1 34.416 22.58 24.83 9.51 160.91 
10 25.8 * MACRO • 




















PAGINA 30 DE DATOS 

...... 
* MAZATLAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*YOLANDA*MZ-1 
CRUC 66-4 ESTAC 10 LAT 20-50.1N LONG 108-22.1w fECHA 11 OCT 66 HORA 1800, 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB 6 NUBES-TIPO 6 CANT 2 VIENTO-VEL 2 , 1.0) DIR 275-285 BAR 1013 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 21.0 HUMREL OlAS-DIR 215-285 ALT 2 PER 1 SECCHI 20 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
PROf TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRE:) PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO lOOPlANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0100 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBLICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA ML/IOOOM3 
0 21.2 34.124 22.47 25.15 246.70 245.54 
10 26.9 • MACRO * 


















PAGINA 31 DE DATOS 

* MAIATLAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOLANDA*MZ-l 
CRUC 66-4 ES TAC 11 LAT 20-26.5N LONG 107-48.6W FECHA 18 OCT 66 HORA 0000, 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB 6 NU8[S-TlPO 6 CANT 2 VIENTO-VEL 2 ( 1.0) DIR 275-285 BAR 1013 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 26.5 HUMREL OLAS-DIR 275-285 ALT 2 PER 1 SECCHI 
VALORES OBSERVAOOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO 100PLANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBLICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA ML/1000M3 
a 27.8 34.506 22.11 25.04 251.04 552.40 
10 27.7 * MACRO * 






















PAGINA 32 DE DATOS 

* MAZATLAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOLANOA*MZ-l 
CRUC 66-4 ESTAC 12 LAT 20-01.5N LONG 107-10.5w FECHA 18 OCT 66 HORA 0600, 
TIEMPO 2 VISla b NURES-TIPO 3 CANT 8 VIENTO-VEL 3 ( 1.5) DIR 215-285 BAR 1013 
TEI{MHUM TERMSEC 2b.5 HUMREL OLAS-OIR 275-785 ALT 2 PER 1 SECCHI 23 
VALORES oaSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES P IGMPHOS PRIMARIO ZOOPLANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C DIDO OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. oaLICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA ML/I000M3 
0 28.6 34.356 21.73 24.99 63.61 112.53 
20 28.6 * MACRO * 

















PAGINA 33 DE DATOS 

">', "'"~'~"''''.'' ·\""l"'~'l:i~~, 
* MAZATlAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOlANDA*Ml-l 
CRUC 66-4 ESTAC 13 LAT 19-51.7N LONG 106-32.0W FECHA 18 OCT 66 HORA 1300, 
TIEMPO 2 VISIB 5 NUBES-TIPO 3 CANT 8 VIENTO-VEl 3 ( 1.5) DIR 215-285 BAR 1012 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 27.0 HUMREl OlAS-DIR 275-285 AlT 2 PER 1 SECCHI 30 
VAlORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO IOOPlANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT ClO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBllCUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-0IA Ml/I000M3 
0 28.2 34.415 21.91 25.01 49.84 152.11 
15 28.1 * MACRO * 






















PAGINA 34 DE DATOS 

* MAlATLAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOLANOA*Ml-I 
CRUC 66-4 E!)TAC 14 LAT 20-33.0N LONG 106-35.5w FECHA 18 OCT 66 HORA 1800, 
TlEMPO 2 VI::'IB '> r~URES-TIPO 3 CANT 8 VIENTO-VEL 3 C 1.5) OIR 215-285 8AR 1013 
TERMHUM TERM$I:C 21.0 HUM~EL OLAS-OIR 215-285 ALT 2 PER I SECCHI 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIC lOOPLANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBLICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA ML/IOOOM3 
0 26.6 34.321 21.71 24.91 138.61 286.81 
20 28.6 * MACRO * 
























* MAlA1LAN PROJEC10 * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOLANDA*Ml-l 
CRUC 66-4 I::S1AC 15 LAT 21-14.0N LONG 106-39.5W FECHA 19 OCT 66 HORA 0000, 
TIEMPO 2 VISIA 5 NUBE$-lIPO 2 CANT 8 VIENTO-VEL 3« 1.5) OIR 215-285 BAR 1013 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 16.0 HUMREL OLA$-OIR 215-285 ALl 2 PER 1 SECCHI 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO lOOPLANC10N 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOl CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCICN SUPER. OBLICUO 
A1M. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA ML/I000M3 
0 28.2 34.118 22.14 25.23 126.68 206.83 
25 28.1 * MACRO * 




















PAGINA 36 DE DATOS 

* MAIATlAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOlANDA*MI-1 
CRUC 6b-4 ESTAC 16 LAT 22-01.0N lONG 106-41.5W FECHA 19 OCT 66 HORA 0600, 
TI EMPO 2 VISIB 5 NUBES-TIPO 2 CANT 8 VIENTO-YEl 1 ( .5) DIR 215-285 BAR 1013 
TERMHUM TEKMSEC 2b.0 HUMREL OlAS-DIR 215-285 AlT 2 PER 1 SECCHI 
VAlORES OBSERYADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-r PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO IOOPLANCTON 
MTR. OE~.C 0/00 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBllCUO 
ATM. MGtM3 MGtM3-DIA Mlt1000M3 
0 28.5 34.105 22.03 25.25 50.13 209.52 
5 28.6 * MACRO * 















PAGINA 31 DE DATOS 

& 
* MAlATLAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*YOLANOA*Ml-l 
CRUC 66-4 ESTAC 17 LAT 22-40.0N LONG 106-33.0W FECHA 19 OCT 66 HORA 1200, 
TIEMPO 2 VISIB 5 NuBES-TIPG 2 CANT 8 VIENTO-VEL 1 ( .5) OIR 275-285 BAR 1013 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 26.5 HUMREL OLAS-DIR 275-285 ALT 2 PER 1 SECCHI 30 
VALORES OBSERVAOOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO lOOPLANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBLICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-0IA ML/I000M3 
0 28.3 34.768 22.14 25.28 26.41 124.84 
10 28.0 * MACRO * 
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FIGURE 2. 	 Cruise tracK and station locations for the second Mazatlan 
cruise, MZ-2. 
FIGURA 2. 	 Rumbo del crucero y localidad de las estaciones del segundo 
crucero de Mazatl~n, MZ-2. 
* MAlATLAN PROJECTC * 
MEXICO-C(AT*VOLANDA*Ml-2 
CRUC 66-4 ESTAC I LAT 23-03.0N LONG 107-22.0W FECHA 10 NOV 66 HORA 1800, 
TI EMPO I VISIB b NUBES-T(pe 1 CANT 6 VIENTO-VEL 1 ( .5) DIR 275-285 BAR 1015 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 26.0 HUMREL OLAS-DIR 275-285 ALT I PER I SECCHI 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA,..T PRES P(GMENTOS PR(MAR(O ZGOPlANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBllCUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-0IA Ml/I000M3 
0 27.6 35.079 22.61 25.46 54.59 265.84 
25 21.5 * MACRO * 
















PAGINA 40 DE DATOS 

.• 1P"' 
* MAZATLAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOLANOA*MZ-2 
CRUC 66-4 ESTAC 2 LAT 22-56.5N LONG 108-03.0W FECHA 1t NOV 66 HORA 0000, 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB 6 NUBES-TIPO 1 CANT 6 VIENTD-VEL 2 ( 1.0) DIR 275-285 BAR 1017 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 24.0 HUMREL OLAS-OIR 275-285 ALT 2 PER 1 SECCHI 
VALORES OBSERVAOOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIfilARIC ZOOPLANCTON 
MTR. OEG.C 0/00 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBLICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA ML/IOOOM3 
0 27.5 34.868 22.48 25.29 62.43 221.93 
5 27.6 * MACRO • 
















PAGINA 41 DE DATOS 

* MAIATLA~ PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*YOLANOA*HZ-2 
CRUC 66-4 ESTAC 3 lAT 22-50.2N LONG 108-42.2W FECHA 11 NOV 66 HORA 0600, 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB 6 NUBES-TIPO 6 CANT 3 VIENTO-VEL 1« .5) DIR 275-285 BAR 1017 
TERHHUH TERHSEC 24.0 HUMREL OLAS-DIR 215-285 ALT 1 PER 1 SECCHI 30 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGHENTOS PRIMARIO ZOOPlANCTON 
MTR. OEG.C 0/00 OSMOl CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCICN SUPER. OBllCUO 
ATH. HG/M3 MG/~3-0IA Ml/I000M3 
0 26.1 35.147 23.13 25.38 73.65 296.58 
20 26.0 * MACRO * 
















PAGINA 42 DE DATOS 

* MAZATLAN PROJECTC * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOLANDA*MI-2 
CRUC 66-4 ESTAC 4 LAT 22-44.0N LONG 109-25.5W fECHA 11 NOV 66 HORA 1200, 
TI EMPO 1 VISIB 7 NUBES-TIPO 6 CANT 6 VIENTO-VEL 1 ( .5) DIR 275-285 BAR 1017 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 27.0 HUMREL OLAS-OIR 275-2B5 ALT 1 PER 1 SECCHI 21 
VALO~ES OBSERVADOS 
PROf TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO ZOOPLANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT CLO.A fAEO. PROOUCCION SUPER. OBLICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/fl.3-DIA ML/1000M3 
0 25.9 34.599 22.7B 24.95 B.31 74.BO 
30 25.8 * MACRO * 
















PAGINA 43 DE DATOS 

* MAlATLAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOLANDA*Ml-2 
CRUC 66-4 ES TAC 5 LAT 22-44.0N LONG 110-05.0W FECHA 11 NOV 66 HORA 1800, 
TIEMPO 1 VIstB 1 NURES-TIPO 6 CANT 6 VIENTO-VEL 1 ( .5) DIR 215-285 BAR 1011 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 24.0 ~UMREL OLAS-DIR 215-285 ALT 1 PER 1 SECCHI 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SlGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIG ZOOPLANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C aIDa OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBLICUO 





34.791 22.11 25.14 32.81 259.15 
* ~ACRO * 










PAGINA 44 DE OATOS 

* MAIATLAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOLANOA*MI-l 
CRUC 66-4 ESTAC 6 LAT 22-46.5N LONG I10-18.0W FECHA 11 NOV 66 HORA 2040, 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB 7 I\JUBES-TIPO 6 CANT 6 VIENTo-VEL 1 ( .5) OIR 275-285 BAR 1018 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 24.0 HUMREL OLAS-OIR 275-285 ALT 1 PER 1 SECCHI 
VALURES OBSERVAOOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIC IOOPLANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PKODUCCION SUPER. OBLICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA ML/1000M3 
0 25.2 34.531 22.95 24.84 30.22 218.04 
15 25.0 * MACRO * 
















PAGINA 45 DE OATCS 

* MAIATLAh PROJECTC * 
MEXICO-CIAT*YOlANOA*Ml-2 
CRUC 66-4 ESTAC 7 lAT 22-04.SN lONG 110-09.2W FECHA 13 NOV 66 HORA 0000, 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB 7 NUBES-TIPO 6 CANT 6 VIENTO-VEl 1 « .5) DIR 215-285 BAR 1018 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 23.5 HUMREl OlAS-OIR 215-285 AlT 1 PER 1 SECCHI 
VAlORES OBSERVAOOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGHENTOS PRIHARIO ZOOPlANCTON 
HTR. OEG.C 0/00 OSHOT ClO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBlICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 HG/t43-DIA t4l/1000M3 
0 25.6 34.121 22.91 25.02 41.33 198.51 
25 25.6 • MACRO * 




















PAGINA 46 DE DATOS 

* MAZATLAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*YOLANOA*Ml-2 
CRUC 66-4 ESTAC 8 LAT 21-26.0N LONG 109-28.6W FECHA 13 NOV 66 HORA 0600, 
TIEMPO 1 VISIS 7 NUBES-TIPO 6 CANT 6 VIENTO-VEL 1 ( .5) OIR 215-285 BAR 1011 
TERMHUM TtRMSEC 24.0 HUMREL OLAS-OIR 275-285 ALII PER 1 SECCHI 
VALORES OBSERVAOOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIG~U-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO ZOOPLANCTON 
MIR. OEG.C 0100 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PROOUCCION SUPER. OBLICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-0IA ML/I000M3 
0 25.5 34.648 22.94 24.96 31.68 98.95 
40 25.4 * MACRO * 






















PAGINA 41 DE DATOS 

* MAlATLAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOLANDA*Ml-2 
CRUC 66-4 ES TAC q LAT 2L-04.0N LONG 108-48.0W FECHA I) NOV 66 HDRA 1200, 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB 7 NUBES-TIPO 0 CANT 1 VIENTO-VEL 1 ( .5) DIR 275-285 BAR 1017 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 25.5 ~U~REL OLAS-DIR 275-285 ALT 1 PER 1 SECCHI 35 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO ZOOPLANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBLICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M)-DIA ML/1000M) 
0 26.8 34.717 22.59 25.12 5.70 120.61 
20 26.5 * MACRO * 


















PAGINA 48 DE DATOS 

* MAZATLAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOLANOA*Ml-2 
CRUC 66-4 ESTAC 10 LAT 20-41.2N LONG 108-12.0W FECHA 13 NOV 66 HORA 1800, 
TIEMPO 1 VISIR 7 NURES-TIPO 0 CANT 1 VIENTO-VEL 1 ( .5) DIR 215-285 BAR 1011 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 25.0 HUMREL OLAS-DIR 215-285 ALT 1 PER 1 SECCHI 
VAL ORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO ZOOPLANCTON 
MTR. OEG.C 0/00 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PROOUCCICN SUPER. OBLICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-0IA ML/I000M3 
0 27.3 34.865 22.54 25.21 39.53 211.28 
20 21.1 • MACRC * 













PAGINA 49 OE CATOS 

* MAZATlAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*YOlANOA*MZ-2 
CRUC 66-4 ESTAC 11 lAT 20-11.0N lONG 101-34.5W FECHA 14 NOV 66 HORA 0000, 
TlEMPO 1 VISIB 1 NUBES-TIPO 6 CANT 1 VIENlO-VEl 1 ( .5) OIR 215-285 BAR 1017 
lERMHUM TERMSEC 25.0 HUMREl OlAS-DIR 215-285 All 1 PER 1 SECCHI 
VAlORES OBSERVADDS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO ZOOPlANCTON 
MTR. OEG.C 0/00 OSMOT ClO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBllCUO 





34.118 22.41 25.22 45.20 225.32 
• MACRO * 









PAGINA 50 DE DATOS 

* MAZATLAN PROJECTO * 
MEX(CO-CIAT*YOLANOA*Ml-2 
CRUC 66-4 ESTAC 12 LAT 19-53.3N LONG 106-58.2W FECHA 14 NOV 66 HORA 0600, 
TIE~PO 1 VISIB 7 NUBES-TIPO 6 CANT 1 YIENTO-YEL 1 ( .5) OIR 355- 5 BAR 1017 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 26.5 HUMREL OLAS-OIR 355- 5 ALT 1 PER 1 SECCHI 
YALORES OBSERYADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO lCOPLANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBLICUG 
ATM. ~1G/M3 MG/M3-DIA ML/I000M3 
0 27.4 34.641 22.34 25.11 50.30 204.78 
10 27.6 * MACRO * 












PAGINA 51 DE DATOS 

* MAIATlAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOLANOA*MI-2 
CRUC 66-4 ESTAC 13 LAT 19-34.8N LONG 106-29.6W FECHA 14 NOV 66 HORA 1200, 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB 7 NUBES-TIPO 6 CANT 1 VIENTO-VEL 1 ( .5) OIR 355- 5 BAR 1018 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 26.5 HUMREl OlAS-OIR 355- 5 AlT 1 PER 1 SECCHI 31 
VALORES OBSERVAOOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIC· 100PLANCTON 
MTR. OEG.C 0/00 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBlICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-0IA ML/I000M3 
0 28.0 34.469 22.02 25.03 25.14 126.55 
10 27.6 * MACRO • 












PAGINA 52 DE DATOS 

* MAlATLAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOLANOA*Ml-2 
CRUC 66-4 ESTAC 14 LAT 20-17.8N LONG 106-32.0W FECHA 14 NOV 66 HORA 1800, 
TIEMPO 1 VIStB 6 NUBES-TIPC 9 CANT 1 VIENTO-VEL 1 ( .5) DIR 275-285 BAR 1018 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 26.5 HUMREL OLAS-OIR 275-285 ALT 1 PER 1 SECCHI 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO lOOPLANCTON 
MTR. OEG.C OIOU OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBLICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-0IA ML/1000M3 
0 27.4 34.617 22.32 25.09 64.44 449.02 
25 21.4 * MACRO * 


















PAGINA 53 DE DATOS 

* MAlATlAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*YOLANOA*Ml-2 
CRUC 66-4 ESTAC 15 lAT 21-04.2N lONG 106-37.2W FECHA 15 NOV 66 HORA 0000, 
11 EMPO 1 VISIB 6 NUBES-TIPO 6 CANT 1 VIENTO-VEl 1 ( .5) DIR 275-285 BAR 1018 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 24.5 HUMREl OlAS-DIR 275-285 All 1 PER 1 SECCHI 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEt-1P SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO lOOPlANCTON 
MTR. OEG.C 0/00 OSMOT ClO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. 08llCUO 
ATM. MG/~3 MG/~3-DIA Ml/1000M3 
0 27.5 34.629 22.30 25.11 111.73 316.84 
15 27.4 * MACRO * 
















PAGINA 54 DE DATOS 

* MAZATLAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*YOLANDA*Ml-2 
CRUC 66-4 ESTAt:. 16 LAT 21-45.5N LONG 106-45.0W FECHA 15 NOV 66 HORA 2300, 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB 6 NUBES-TIPO 6 CANT 1 VIENTO-VEl 1 ( .5) DIR 215-285 BAR 1016 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 25.5 HUMKEL OLAS-DIR 215-285 AlT 1 PER 1 SECCHI 
VAlORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIC ICOPlANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBLICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA Ml/IOOOM3 
0 21.2 34.193 22.52 25.21 628.18 483.01 
25 27.0 * MACRO * 














PAGINA 55 DE DATOS 

* MAlATLAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOLANDA*Ml-2 
CRUC 66-4 ESTAC 11 LAT 22-26.5N LONG 106-36.1W FECHA 16 NOV 66 HORA 0600, 
TIEMPO 1 VlSIB 6 NUBES-TIPO 6 CANT 1 VIENTO-VEL 1 ( .5) OIR 275-285 8AR 1015 
TERMHUM TERM SEC 26.0 HUMREL OLAS-OIR 275-285 ALT 1 PER 1 SECCHI 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO lOOPLANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER., OBLICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA ML/I000M3 
0 26.5 34.926 22.84 25.25 207.52 171.75 
30 26.5 * MACRO • 












PAGINA 56 DE DATOS 
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FIGURE J. 	 Cruise track and station 10cations for the third Mazat1an 
cruise, MZ-J. 
FIGURA J. 	 Rumbo de1 crucero y 10ca1idad de 1as estaciones de1 tercer 
crucero de Mazat1~nt MZ-J. 
CRUC 66-4 ESTAC 1 
TIEMPO 1 VISIA 6 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 
PROF TEMP SAL 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 
0 24.5 34.734 
10 24.5 34.739 
25 23.3 34.754 
40 18.2 34.104 
55 16.6 34.684 
70 15.6 34.125 
100 13.4 34.443 
150 12.3 34.862 
200 11.9 34.791 
250 11.2 
210 34.821 
* MAIATLA~ PRGJECTG * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOLANDA*MI-3 
LAT Z3-08.6N LONG 106-41.3W FECHA 10 DEC 66 HORA 1200, 
NUBES-TIPO 0 CANT 1 VIENTO-VEL ( ) DIR 285-295 BAR 1016, 
23.0 HUMREL OLAS-OIR 285-295 ALT 3 PER 1 SECCHI 23 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
SIGMA-T 	 PRES PIGMENTOS PRI ... ARIO ZOOPLANCTON 
OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBLICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA ML/I000M3 
23.l1 24.94 	 23.16 96.43 
23.32 24.94 	 * MACRO * 







PAGINA 58 DE DATOS 

C~UC 66-4 ESTAC 1 
VAlO~ES INTERPOLAUOS A PROFUNDIDADES ~STANDAR 
PRUF TEMP SAL SIGM~-T ANOM AL T f:STAB 
TE~MOST DINAM 
0 24.5 34.734 23 •.H 457.6 0 
10 24.5 34.739 23.32 457.2 .046 38 
20 23.7 34.149 23.57 433.3 .090 2506 
30 21.5 34.737 24. 18 374.7 .131 6142 
50 17. 1 34.687 25.27 2.70.6 .196 5458 
75 15.2 34.734 25.75 225.7 .258 1896 
100 13.4 34.776 26. 16 186.6 .310 1643 
150 12.3 34.862 26.44 159.5 .399 569 
200 11.9 34.791 26.46 157.5 .480 46 
250 11.2 34.816 26.61 143.2 .558 299 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEL TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
143.2 250 .3~8 11.20 34.816 
160.0 149 .392 12.32 34.860 
200.0 91 .440 14.01 34.757 
240.0 &1 .411 15.78 34.714 
260.0 56 .484 16.63 34.694 
300.0 44 .':>04 18.32 34.678 
320.0 41 • <j 12 19.17 34.683 
340.0 37 .520 20.02 34.696 
360.0 33 .527 20.86 34.717 
400.0 26 .539 22.43 34.736 
457.6 0 .546 24.50 34.734 




* MAlATlAN PROJECTG * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOlANDA*Ml-3 
CRUC 66-4 ESTAC 2 LAT 23-03.0N lONG 107-18.8W FECHA 10 OEC 66 HORA 1800, 
TI EMPO 1 VISIB 6 NUAES-TIPO 0 CANT 1 VIENTO-VEl ( ) DIR 285-295 BAR 1015 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 22.5 HUMREl OlAS-DIR 285-295 AlT 3 PER 1 SECCHI 
VAlORES OBSERVAOOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRI~ARIC lOOPlANCTON 
MTR. OEG.C 0/00 OSMOT ClO.A FAEO. PROUuCCION SUPER. OBlICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-0IA Ml/1000M3 
0 24.6 35.096 23.56 25.21 



















PAGINA 60 DE DATOS 

* MAZATLA~ PROJECTC * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOLANDA*Ml-3 
CRUC 66-4 ESTAC 3 LAT 27-~8.3N LONG 107-55.2~ FfCHA 11 DEC 66 HORA 0000, 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB 6 NU~ES-TIPO 0 CANT 1 VIENTO-VEL ( , DIR 285-295 BAR 1016 
TERMHUM 22.5 TERMSEC 29.0 HUM~EL OLAS-DIR 285-295 ALT 3 PER 1 SECCHI 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMI\-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIC lCOPLANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSPl.UT CLO.A FAEO. PRODLJCCIC~ SUPER. OBLIcue 
ATM. MG/"'3 MG/"'3-0IA ~L/1000M3 
a 24.9 34.963 23.36 25.14 10.29 163.15 
25 24.9 * ",ACRC * 













PAGINA 61 DE DATCS 

* MAZATLA~ PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOLANUA*Ml-3 
CRUC 66-4 ESTAC 4 lAT 22-53.5N lONG 108-33.5W FECHA 11 DEC 66 HORA 0600, 
TII::HPO 1 VISIB 6 NUBE$-TIPO 2 CANT 1 VIENTO-Vl::l 4 ( 2.0J OIR 285-295 BAR 1017 
TERHHUH TI::RMSEC 23.0 HUMREl OlAS-OIR 285-295 AlT 4 PER 1 SECCHI 
VAlORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-l PRES PIGHENlOS PRIMARIO ZOOPLANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOl ClO.A FAEO. PRODUCCICN SUPER. OBLICUO 
AlM. MGtM3 MGtM3-DIA HLtl000M3 
0 24.6 35.003 23.49 25.15 91.08 169.14 
40 24.6 * MACRO * 


















PAGINA 62 DE DATOS 

* MAZATLAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*YOLANDA*MI-3 
CRUC 00-4 ESTAC '> LAT 22-47.5N LONG 109-09.1W FECHA 11 DEC 60 HORA 1200. 
TIEMPO 1 VlSlB 0 NUBES-TIPC 2 CANT 1 VIENTO-VEL 4 ( 2.0) DIR 285-295 BAR 1017 
TERMHUfoI TERMSEC 23.0 HUMREL OLAS-OIR 285-295 ALT 5 PER 1 SECCHI 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIC lCOPlANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C a/Do OSMOT ClO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBLICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA Ml/IOOOM3 
0 23.7 35.151 23.80 25.18 34.12 220.56 
30 23.6 * MACRO * 














PAGINA 03 DE DATOS 

* MAlATLAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOLANDA*MZ-3 
CRUC 66-4 ESTAC 6 LAT 22-44.0N LONG 109-49.5" FECHA 11 DEC 66 HORA 1800, 
11 EMPO 1 VISIB 5 NUBES-TIPO 2 CANT 1 VIENTO-VEL 1 ( .5) DIR 215-285 BAR 1011 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 23.0 HUMREL OLAS-DIR 215-285 ALT 2 PER 1 SECCHI 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO ZOOPLANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBLICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA ML/I000M3 
0 23.9 34.507 23.32 24.72 19.91 89.28 
20 23.8 • MACRO • 















PAGINA 64 DE DATOS 

* MAlATLA~ PROJECTG * 
MEAICO-CIAT*VOLANDA*Ml-3 
CRUC 66-4 ESTAC 7 LAT 22-46.1N LONG 110-17.2W FECHA 11 DEC 66 HORA 2200, 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB ':) NUBES-TIPO 2 CANT 1 VIENTO-VEL 2 ( 1.0) DIR 275-265 BAR 1017 
TERMHUM Tt:RMSEC 23.0 HUMREL OLAS-DIR 275-265 ALT 2 PER 1 SECCHI 
VALORES OBSERVAOOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIG IOOPLANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OS MOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCICN SUPER. 08LICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA ML/1000M3 
0 23.9 34.7'58 23.51 24.90 51.22 112.98 
30 23.9 * MACRG * 
















PAGINA 65 DE DATOS 

* MAIArLA~ PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOLANDA*MZ-3 
CRUC 66-4 ESTAC 8 LAT 21-55.bN LONG 109-56.2W fECHA 12 DEC 66 HORA 0600, 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB 6 NUBES-TIPO 6 CANT 1 VIENTO-VEL 1 ( .51 OIR 275-285 BAR 1017 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 23.0 HUMREL OLAS-DIR 215-285 ALT 2 PER 1 SECCHI 
VAlORES OBSERVAOOS 
PROf TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO ZOOPlANCTON 
MTR. OEG.C 0/00 OSMOT ClO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBLICUO 
ATM. MG/M} MG/M3-0IA foIl/I000M3 
0 24.0 34.419 23.22 24.66 24.89 35.58 
15 24.1 * MACRO * 


















PAGINA 66 DE DATOS 

* MAlATLAN PROJECTO * 
MEX[CO-CIAT*YOLANOA*Ml-3 
CRUC 66-4 ESTAC 9 LAT 21-28.6N LONG l09-24.0W FECHA 12 OEC 66 HORA 1200, 
T[EMPO 1 YISIB 6 NUBES-TIPO 6 CANT 1 VIENTO-YEL 1 ( .5) DIR 215-285 BAR 1011 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 26.0 HUMREL OLAS-DIR 215-285 ALT 2 PER 1 SECCHI 42 
VALORES OBSERVAOOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGfIlENTOS PRIMARIO lCOPLANCTON 
MTR. OEG.C 0/00 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPE:R. OBLICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA ML/1000M3 
0 24.1 34.564 23.12 24.83 2.27 41.58 
10 24.6 * MACRO * 




















PAGINA 67 DE DATOS 

* MAlATLA~ PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOlANDA*Ml-3 
CRUC 66-4 ESTAC 10 lAT 21-06.2N LONG 108-51.2ft FECHA 12 DEC 66 HORA 1800, 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB 6 NUBES-TIPO 6 CANT 1 VIENTO-VEL 1 ( .5) DIR 215-285 BAR 1011 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 26.0 HUMREL OlAS-OIR 275-285 ALT 2 PER 1 SECCHI 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIC lOOPlANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBllCUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA Ml/I000.43 
0 24.5 34.578 23.19 24.B2 8.19 63.93 
45 24.5 * MACRO * 




















PAGINA 68 DE DATOS 

* MAlATlAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*YOlANDA*Ml-3 
CRUC 66-4 ESTAC 11 lAT 20-43.5N lONG 108-16.5W FECHA 13 DEC 66 HORA 0000, 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB 6 NUBES-TIPO 6 CANT 1 VIENTO-VEL 1 ( .5) aIR 215-285 BAR 1011 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 25.0 HUMREl OlAS-DIR 215-285 ALT 2 PER 1 SECCHI 
VAlORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PR(MARIO ZOOPlANCTON 
MTR. OEG.C 0/00 OSMOT ClO.A FAEO. PROOUCCICN SUPER. OBllCUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA Ml/I000M3 
0 25.2 34.H20 23.11 25.06 1353.60 182.21 
25 25.0 * "'ACRG * 
















PAGINA 69 DE DATOS 

* MAlATlAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOlANOA*Ml-3 
CRUC 66-4 ESTAC 12 lAT 20-20.5N lONG 107-42.4W FECHA 13 DEC 66 HORA 0600, 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB 6 NUBES-TIPO 6 CANT 1 VIENTO-VEl 1 ( .5) DIR 275-2B5 BAR 1017 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 25.0 HUMREl OlAS-DIR 275-285 AlT 2 PER 1 SECCHI 
VAlORES OBSERVAOOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO ZOOPlANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0100 OSMOT ClO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBllCUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA Ml/1000M3 
a 25.8 34.613 22.87 25.00 B3.47 193.60 
30 25.B * MACRO * 




















PAGINA 70 DE DATOS 

* MAlATLAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOLANDA*Ml-3 
CRUC 66-4 ESTAC 13 LAT 19-56.3N LONG 101-07.5W FECHA 13 DEC 66 HORA 1200, 
TlEMPO 1 VISIB 6 NUBES-TIPO 6 CANT 1 VIENTO-VEL 1 ( .5) DIR 275-285 BAR 1017 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 25.0 HUM~EL OLAS-DIR 275-285 ALT 2 PER 1 SECCHI 36 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIG lCOPLANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBLICUG 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA ML/IOOOM3 
0 26.1 34.633 22.15 24.99 8.45 86.04 
10 26.0 * MACRO * 













PAGINA 11 DE DATOS 

* MAIATLA~ PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*YOLANDA*MI-] 
CRUC 66-4 ESTI\C 14 LAT 20-22.jN LONG 106-35.0W FECHA 13 DEC 66 HORA 1800, 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB 6 NuBES-TIPC 6 CANT 1 VIENTO-VEL 1 ( .5) UIR 275-285 BAR 1017 
TERMHUM TcRMSEC l5.0 HUMREL OLA$-DIR 275-285 ALT 2 PER 1 SECCHI 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
PROf TEMP SAL SIGr~A-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRI~ARIC lCOPLt\NcrON 
MTR. OEG.C 0/00 OSMOT CLU.A FAEO. PRODUCCICN SUPER. OBLIcue 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA ML/I000M3 
0 25.8 35.157 23.24 25.36 31.73 344.1B 
30 25.7 * MACRC * 
















PAGINA 72 DE DATOS 

• MAIATLA~ PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOLANDA*Ml-3 
CRUC 66-4 ESTAC 15 LAT 20-54.5N LONG 106-39.2W FECHA 14 DEC 66 HORA 0000, 
TIEMPO 1 VlSIB 6 NUBES-TIPO 6 CANT 1 VIENTO-VEL 1 ( .5) OIR 215-285 BAR 1011 
TERMHUM TERMSEC l5.0 HUMREL OLAS-OIR 275-285 ALT 2 PER 1 SECCHI 
VALORES OBSfRVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIC lOOPLANCTON 
MTR. OEG.C 0/00 OSMor CLO.A FAEO. PROOUCCICN SUPER. OBLICUC 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/f!l3-DIA ML/I000M3 
0 25.6 34.851 23.01 25.12 31.62 166.54 
25 25.6 • MACRO • 












PAGINA 73 DE DATOS 

* MAlATlAN PROJECTG * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOLANCA*Ml-3 
CRUC 66-4 ES TAC 16 LAT 21-32.3N LONG 106-34.2W FECHA 14 DEC 66 HORA 0600 t 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB b NUBES-TIPC 6 CANT 1 VIENTO-VEL 1 ( .5) OIR 275-285 BAR 1017 
TERMHUM TCi{MSEC 25.0 ~U~REl OlAS-DIR 215-285 ALT 2 PER 1 SECCHI 
VAL ORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-l PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIC IOOPLANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PROOUCCICN SUPER. OBLICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-CIA Ml/I000M3 
0 25.0 35.002 23.36 25.18 128.23 281.60 
15 25.0 * MACRO * 
















PAGINA 74 DE DATOS 

* MAIATLAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOLANDA*"'Z-3 
CRUC 66-4 ESTAC 17 LAT 22-03.8N LONG 106-43.3w FECHA 14 DEC 66 HORA 1200, 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB 6 NUBES-TIPO 6 CANT 1 VIENTO-VEL 1 ( .5) DIR 215-285 8AR 1018 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 26.0 HUMREL OLAS-OIR 215-285 ALT 1 PER 1 SECCHI 31 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO ZOOPLANCTON 
MTR. OEG.C 0100 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PROOUCCION SUPER. OBLICUC 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-0IA ML/I000M3 
0 25.0 34.934 23.31 25.13 13.89 101.36 
25 24.9 * MACRO * 
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• MAZATlA~ PROJECTC • 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOlANDA*Ml-4 
CRUC 67-1 ESTAC 1 LAT 23-07.0N lONG 106-51.5W fECHA 10 ENERO 61 HORA 1307, 
TIEHPO 1 VISIB 6 NUBES-TIPO 9 CANT VIENTO-VEl 3 ( 1.5) OIR 35- 45 BAR 1017 
TERHHUH TERMSEC 21.5 HUMREL OlAS-DIR 35­ 45 AlT 3 PER 2 SECCHI 20 
VAlORES OBSERVADOS 
PROf TEHP SAL SIGHA-T PRES PIGHENTOS PRIHARIC lOOPlANCTON 
HTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSHOT ClO.A fAEO. PRODUCCICN SUPER. OBlICUQ 
ATM. MG/"'3 MG/M3-DIA Ml/I000M3 
0 21.8 35.014 24.30 24.92 10.58 125.41 
10 21.1 34.992 24.32 24.89 • "-ACRe • 
25 21.7 34.989 24.31 24.89 125.41 
35 21.7 
40 21.6 34.994 24.34 24.89 
45 21.4 
50 19.3 
55 11.7 34.643 25.09 24.30 
15 15.4 34.562 25.56 24.05 




150 12.5 34.740 26.31 23.93 







PAGINA 77 DE DATOS 

CRUC 67-1 ES TAC 1 
VALG~ES INTERPOLAOOS A PROFUNOIOAOES ESTANOAR 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T ANOM AL T ESTAB 
TERMOST DINAM 
0 21.8 35.014 24.30 363.0 0 
10 21.7 34.992 24.31 361.9 .036 111 
20 21.7 34.990 24.31 362.0 .073 -15 
30 21.7 34.991 24.31 362.0 .109 17 
50 19.3 34.760 24.78 317.6 .177 2330 
75 15.4 34.562 25.56 242.9 .248 3138 
100 13.5 34.679 26.06 195.7 .303 1987 
150 12.5 34.740 26.31 172.2 .397 496 
200 11.8 34.747 26.45 158.9 .482 278 
250 11.0 34.722 26.58 146.6 .561 258 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEL TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
146.6 250 .367 11.00 34.722 
160.0 196 .396 11.86 34.746 
200.0 98 .455 13.67 34.666 
240.0 77 .490 15.28 34.568 
260.0 69 .505 16.29 34.591 
300.0 56 .530 18.38 34.697 
320.0 49 .540 19.43 34.770 
340.0 40 .549 20.51 34.868 
360.0 31 .556 21.59 34.979 
363.0 0 .556 21.80 35.014 
PAGINA 78 DE CATOS 

* MAlATLAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-C(AT*VOLANOA*Ml-4 
CRUC 67-1 ESTAC 2 LAT 23-03.5N LONG 107-25.5W FECHA 10 ENERO 67 HORA IB55,1911 
TI EMPO 1 VISIB 6 NUSES-TIPO 9 CANT VIENTO-VEL 3« 1.5) DIR 35­ 45 BAR 1017 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 21.5 HUMREL OLAS-DIR 35­ 45 ALT 3 PER 2 SECCHI 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL S 1 GMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIC lOOPlANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBllCUO 
ATM. MG/"3 MG/fJ,3-DIA ~L/I000M3 
0 21.8 35.104 24.37 24.98 106.25 285.30 
10 21.8 35.083 24.36 24.97 
* 
MACRO 
* 20 21.7 285.30 
25 21.7 35.073 24.38 24.95 
35 21.6 
40 21.5 35.064 24.43 24.93 
50 18.7 
53 18.4 34.636 24.91 24.35 
73 16.3 34.711 25.48 24.23 
97 14.8 34.730 25.83 24.12 
125 14.0 
145 13.6 34.776 26.12 .24.05 
196 11.b 34.7b5 26.50 23.88 
240 10.6 
268 34.691 
PAGINA 79 DE DATOS 

CRUC 67-1 FSTAC 2 
VAlOMES INTERrOlAOOS A PROFUNDIDADES ES1ANDAR 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T AN OM Al T ESTAB 
TERMOST DINAM 
0 21.8 35.104 24.37 3?6.4 0 
10 21.8 35.083 24.36 358.0 .036 -159 
20 21.7 35.016 24.38 355.8 .071 239 
30 21.6 35.070 24.39 354.9 .107 91 
50 18.7 34.735 24.91 304.9 .173 2627 
75 16.2 34.711 25.51 248.3 .243 2374 
100 14.7 34.731 25.85 216.0 .302 1358 
150 13.4 34.772 26.16 186.5 .404 622 
200 11.5 34.759 26.51 152.7 .491 712 
250 10.4 34.704 26.67 137.8 .567 313 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEl TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURfACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
137.8 250 .344 10.40 34.704 
160.0 189 .393 11.91 34.758 
200.0 127 .456 13.98 34.751 
240.0 81 .498 15.78 34.714 
260.0 70 .513 16.68 34.710 
300.0 52 .538 18.48 34.730 
320.0 44 .547 19.59 34.825 
340.0 36 .555 20.77 34.959 
356.4 0 .558 21.80 35.104 
PAGINA 80 DE DATOS 

* ~AlATLAN PROJECTC * 
MExtCO-CIAT*VOLANOA*Ml-4 
CRUC 61-1 ESTAC 3 LAT 22-58.3N LONG 108-04.5W FECHA 11 ENERO 61 HORA 0100,0110 
TtEMPO 3 VISIR b NUBES-TIPO 9 CANT VIENTO-VEL 5 ( 2.5) OIR 265-275 BAR 1016 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 20.0 HUMREL OLAS-OIR 265-215 ALT 4 PER 3 SECCHt 
VALORES OBSERVAOOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRI~ARIO lOOPLANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBLICUG 
ATM. MG/M) MG/M3-0IA ML/I000M3 
0 22.2 34.851 24.07 24.8) 85.19 451.31 
10 22.3 34.113 23.98 24.18 * MACRO * 
23 22.3 34.118 23.99 24.18 451.31 
31 22.3 34.170 1 
51 22.3 34.186 23.99 24.19 
60 21.5 
10 19.8 34.605 24.53 24.45 
93 16.0 34.160 1 
120 14.2 









PAGINA 81 DE CATOS 

CRUC 67-1 ESTt.C 3 
VALGRES INTlRPOLADOS A PROFUNDIDAOES ESTANOAR 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T ANOM AL T t::STAB 
TERMOST OINAM 
0 22.2 34.851 24.07 385.4 0 
10 22.3 34.773 23.98 393.1 .039 -861 
20 22.3 34.771 23.98 393.4 .018 18 
30 22.3 34.780 23.99 393.2 .118 24 
50 22.3 34.785 23.99 392.8 .197 22 
75 18.9 34.608 24.77 318.4 .286 3127 
100 15.5 34.621 25.59 240.5 .357 3276 
150 13.3 34.650 26.01 194.8 .467 961 
200 12.0 34.688 26.37 166.9 .560 589 
250 11.3 34.725 26.52 151.8 .643 315 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEl TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
151.8 250 .380 11.31 34.725 
160.0 223 .399 11.68 34.704 
200.0 144 .472 13.59 34.644 
240.0 101 .521 15.46 34.621 
260.0 94 .541 16.34 34.605 
300.0 81 .576 18.08 34.599 
320.0 74 .591 18.95 34.610 
340.0 68 .605 19.87 34.645 
360.0 61 .618 20.79 34.691 
385.4 0 .626 22.20 34.851 
PAGINA 82 DE DATOS 

* MAZATlAN PROJECTC • 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOlANDA*MZ-4 
CRUC 61-1 ES TAC 4 lAT 22-53.3N lONG 108-43.0W FFCHA 11 ENERO 67 HORA 0650, 
TIEMPO 2 VISIB 6 NUBES-TIPO 9 CANT VIENTO-VEl 4 ( 2.0) OIR 285-295 BAR 1016 
TER~HUM TERMSEC 21.0 HUMREL OlAS-OIR 285-295 AlT 3 PER 1 SECCHI 
VAlORES OBSERVAOOS 
PROf TEMP SAL S JGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO ZCOPlANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT ClO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBlICUG 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA Ml/I000M3 
0 20.3 34.191 24.55 24.63 212.91 654.70 
10 20.4 34.566 1 * MACRO * 
2~ 20.4 34.991 24.61 24.16 654.70 
40 20.2 35.190 24.81 24.91 
55 20.0 35.233 24.96 24.93 
75 19.5 
100 15.4 34.184 25.14 24.21 

146 12.9 34.192 26.21 24.01 







PAGINA 83 DE DATOS 

CI{UC 67-1 ESTAC 4 
VALORES INTERPOLADOS A PROFUNOIDADES ESTANDAR 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T ANOM AL T ESTAR 
TERMOST DINAM 
0 20.3 34.1'H 24.55 339.8 0 
10 20.4 34.895 24.59 335.2 .034 469 
20 20.4 34.959 24.64 330.6 .067 485 
30 20.3 35.056 24.73 321.8 .100 919 
50 20.1 35.218 24.93 303.4 .163 970 
75 19.5 35.033 24.94 302.7 .239 34 
100 15.4 34.784 25.74 226.7 .306 3194 
150 12.8 34.792 26.29 174.4 .408 1102 
200 11. 1 34.780 26.60 144.9 .490 618 
250 10.4 34.631 26.62 143.1 .565 39 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEL TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
143.1 250 .358 10.39 34.631 
160.0 174 .394 12.00 34.782 
200.0 126 .454 14.08 34.778 
240.0 96 .498 16.12 34.813 
260.0 89 .516 17.20 34.869 
300.0 76 .549 19.36 35.021 
320.0 32 .560 20.31 35.072 
339.8 0 .563 20.30 34.797 
PAGINA 84 DE DATOS 

* MAIATlA~ PROJECTC * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOlANOA*MI-4 
CRUC 67-1 ESTAC SLAT 22-49.0N lONG L09-21.1W FECHA 11 ENERO 67 HORA 1245,1250 
TIEMPO 2 VISIB b ~U8~S-TIPO 9 CANT VI~NTO-VEl 3 ( 1.5) OIR 285-295 8AR 1016 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 21.0 HUMREl OlAS-OIR 285-295 AlT 3 PER 1 SECCHt 25 
VAlOHES OBSERVAOOS 
PROF TE."1P SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIG IOOPlANCTON 
MTR. OEG.C 0100 OSMOT ClU.A FAEO. PROOUCCION SUPER. OBUCUO 





34.021 24.09 24.61 34.41 210.91 
* MACRO * 









200 12. 1 
225 11.1 
.... 
PAGINA 85 DE DATOS 

CRUC 61-1 ESTAC 6 
TIEMPO VIStB 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 
PROF TEMP SAL 
MTR. DEG.C 0100 
0 22.2 34.962 
10 21.9 34.531 
25 21.1 34.543 
40 21.5 34.543 
55 18.6 34.418 
15 15.9 33.869 
100 14.2 34.089 
150 12.9 34.609 
200 12.0 34.128 
245 11.5 
210 34.685 
* MAZATlAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOlANDA*Ml-4 
lAT 22-41.0N lONG 110-01.0W FECHA 11 ENERO 61 
NUBES-TIPO CANT VIENTO-VEl 3 1.5) DIR 
HUMREl OlAS-DIR AlT PER 
VAlORES OBSERVADOS 
SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO 
OSMOT ClO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION 























PAGINA 86 DE DATOS 

CRUC 67-1 I:.STAC 6 

~AlGKfS INTERPOlAOCS A PROFUNOIOAOES ESTA~DA~ 

PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T ANOM AL T ESTAB 
TERMOST OINAM 
0 22.2 34.962 24.15 377.4 0 
10 21.9 34.537 23.91 400.1 .039 -2310 
20 21.8 34.541 23.<:15 396.3 .079 390 
30 21.6 34.543 23.99 392.6 .118 3CJ6 
~O 1<:1.5 34.496 24.52 342.7 .1<:12 2612 
75 15.9 33.86<:1 24.92 304.2 .274 1620 
100 14.2 34.089 25.46 252.8 .344 2161 
150 12.9 34.609 26.13 189.3 .456 1336 
200 12.0 34.728 26.40 163.9 .541 533 
250 11.5 34.695 26.47 156.5 .630 156 
DENS lTV OEPTH OF ACCEl TEMP OF SAL. GF 
S.URFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
156.5 250 .391 11.45 34.6<:15 
160.0 226 .400 11.11 34.110 
200.0 142 .473 13.12 34.520 
240.0 110 .524 13.94 34.192 
260.0 97 .544 14.44 34.056 
300.0 17 .579 15.16 33.885 
320.0 65 .593 17.39 34.106 
340.0 52 .605 19.29 34.441 
360.0 43 .614 20.27 34.501 
317.4 0 .618 22.20 34.962 
PAGINA 81 DE CATas. 
• • 
CRUC 67-1 ESTAC 7 
TI EMPO 2 VISIS 6 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 
PROF TEMP SAL 
MTR. OEG.C 0/00 
0 22.3 34.622 
10 22.5 34.563 
25 22.6 34.570 
40 22.4 34.570 
50 21.5 
55 20.9 34.370 
75 17.5 34.056 
100 14.4 33.915 
12~ 12.9 




* MAIATLAN P~OJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOLANOA*MI-4 
LAT 22-31.5N lONG 110-13.8W FECHA 11 ENERO 67 

NUBES-TIPO 9 CANT VIENTO-VEl 3 ( 1.5) OIR 

20.0 HUMREL OlAS-OIR 275-285 AlT 3 PER 1 
VAlORES 08SERVAOOS 
SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO 
OSMOT ClO.A FAEO. PROOUCCION 



























CRUC 67-1 ESTAC 7 
VAlCkES INTfRPOLADOS A P~OFUNDIOACES ESTANDAR 
PROf TEMP SAL SIGMA-T ANOM AL T ESTAB 
TERMOST OINAM 
0 22.3 34.622 23.in 404.6 0 
10 22.~ 34.563 23.77 414.3 .041 -lOCO 
20 22.6 34.567 23.15 415.8 .083 -165 
30 22.~ 34.510 23.16 414.7 .124 125 
':>0 21.5 34.46H 23.91 394.5 .205 1051 
75 17.~ 34.05b 24.69 326.1 .296 2870 
100 14.4 33.915 25.28 269.6 .371 2380 
150 12.1 34.274 26.03 IG8.3 .490 1497 
200 1 1. 1 34.386 26.30 173.2 .58'> 52G 
250 10.6 34.524 26.50 153.7 .669 411 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEl TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURfACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
153.7 250 .384 10.55 34.524 
160.0 234 .399 10.73 34.418 
200.0 149 .416 12. 11 34.264 
240.0 121 .530 13.43 34.056 
260.0 101 .553 14.08 33.959 
300.0 87 • 5G 1 16.07 33.976 
320.0 78 .608 17.16 34.035 
340.0 70 .623 1B.31 34.124 
360.0 63 .636 19.48 34.237 
400.0 45 .657 21.78 34.4G5 
404.6 0 .658 22.30 34.622 
PAGINA 89 DE DATOS 

• • 
* MAlATlAN PROJECTC * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOLANDA*Ml-4 
CRUC 67-1 ESTAC 8 LAT 22-15.5N LONG 109-11.2W FECHA 12 ENERO 67 HORA 0650, 
TIEMPo 1 VISIB 6 NUBES-TIPO 9 CANT VIENTo-VEL 2 ( 1.0) DIR 35­ 45 BAR 1017 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 21.0 HUMREl olAS-DIR 35- 45 AlT 1 PER 1 SECCHI 
VAloRES oBSERVADoS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENToS PRIMARIG ZOOPlANCToN 
MTR. DEG.C 0100 oSMoT Clo.A FAEo. PRoDUCCICN SUPER. OBlICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA Ml/1000M3 
0 21.9 34.599 23.96 24.62 52.38 109.65 
10 21.9 34.559 23.93 24.59 MACRO 
25 21.9 34.556 23.93 24.59 109.65 
40 21.9 34.561 23.93 24.~9 
55 21.8 34.562 23.96 24.58 
75 21.6 34.534 24.00 24.55 
100 16.1 33.848 24.86 23.59 





150 14.1 34.670 25.93 24.02 












CRUC 67-1 ES TAC 8 
VALCRfS INTERPOLADOS A PROFUNDIDADES ESTANDAR 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T ANOM AL T ESTAB 
TERMOST DINAM 
a 21.9 34.599 23.96 395.6 a 
to 21.9 34.559 23.93 398.5 .040 -303 
20 21.9 34.5':>7 23.93 398.6 .080 -15 
30 21.9 34.557 23.93 398.6 .120 5 
1)0 21.8 34.561 23.9~ 396.5 .199 108 
75 21.6 34.534 23.99 392.4 .299 175 
100 16.1 33.848 24.86 310.1 .387 3459 
150 14.1 34.670 25.(13 208.3 .519 2141 
200 12.5 34.164 26.33 170.4 .616 794 
250 11.4 34.136 26.51 152.6 .699 376 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEL TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
152.6 250 .382 11.40 34.736 
160.0 229 .399 11.86 34.745 
200.0 161 .477 13.15 34.688 
240.0 134 .536 14.72 34.4C9 
260.0 125 .562 15.12 34.241 
300.0 105 .608 15.90 33.927 
320.0 91 .678 16.16 33.911 
340.0 <)1 .641 18.10 34.056 
360.0 85 .665 19.44 34.221 
395.6 0 .680 21.90 34.599 
PA~INA 91 DE CATOS 
* MAlATLAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOLANDA*Ml-4 
CRUC 67-1 ESTAC q LAT 22-00.8N LONG 108-40.0w FECHA 12 ENERO 67 HORA 1244,1248 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB 6 NUBES-TIPO 9 CANT VIENTO-VEL 2 ( 1.0) DIR 35- 45 BAR 1014 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 21.0 HUMREL OLAS-DIR 35- 45 ALT 1 PER 1 SECCHI 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO lOOPLANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCIUN SUPER. OBLICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/H3-DIA ML/1000M3 
O· 23.0 34.792 23.80 24.85 17.68 107.12 
10 22.9 34.730 23.78 24.80 * MACRO * 
25 22.2 34.817 24.04 24.80 107.12 
40 21.9 34.933 24.21 24.87 
50 19.0 
53 18.1 34.750 25.07 24.41 
72 16.3 35.091 1 
97 14.7 34.121 25.38 23.67 
120 13.7 

145 13.0 34.682 26.17 23.93 












CRUC 67-1 ESTAC 9 
VAlOR~S INTERPOlADOS A PROFUNOIDAOES ESTANDAR 
PROF TEMP SAL SIG~U-T ANOM AlT ESTAB 
TERMOST DINAM 
0 23.0 34.792 23.80 411.4 0 
10 22.9 34.730 23.78 413.1 .041 -171 
20 22.4 34.784 23.95 396.4 .082 1740 
30 22.1 34.854 24.10 362.4 .121 1463 
50 19.0 34.783 24.87 308.6 .190 3874 
75 16.1 34.351 25.25 273.0 .263 1499 
100 14.6 34.1'>8 25.44 255.0 .330 757 
150 12.9 34.690 26.19 183.3 .441 1509 
200 12.0 34.163 26.42 161.4 .530 461 
250 11.4 34.823 26.58 146.0 .610 324 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEl TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURfACE 
146.0 250 .365 11.39 34.823 
160.0 204 .397 11.95 34.768 
200.0 138 .465 13.28 34.563 
240.0 110 .515 14.21 34.266 
260.0 93 .535 14.98 34.209 
300.0 56 .565 18.30 34.669 
320.0 47 .576 19.48 34.787 
340.0 41 .584 20.32 34.8CO 
360.0 36 .592 21.16 34.821 
400.0 18 .603 22.53 34.772 
411.4 0 .604 23.00 34.792 
PAGINA 93 DE DATOS 

* MAlATlAN PROJECTC * 
MEXICO-CIAT*YOLANOA*Ml-4 
CRUC 67-1 ESTAC 10 lAT 21-45.7N lONG 108-02.5W FECHA 12 ENERO 67 HORA 1845, 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB 6 NUBES-TtPO 9 CANT VIENfO-VEl 2 ( 1.0) OIR 35- 45 BAR 1015 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 23.0 HUMREl OlAS-OIR 35­ 45 AlT 1 PER 1 SECCHI 
VAlORES OBSERVAOOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO lOOPlANCTON 
MfR. OEG.C 0/00 OSMOT ClO.A FAEO. PROOUCCION SUPER. OBllCUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-OIA Ml/1000M3 
0 22.2 34.842 24.06 24.82 274.90 684.61 
10 22.0 34.905 24.17 24.85 • MACRO •25 21.5 34.952 24.34 24.85 684.61 
40 21.4 35.038 24.43 24.~0 
50 21.0 
55 19.5 34.446 24.49 24.31 
60 20.8 
70 20.7 
75 19.5 34.449 24.49 24.31 
90 16.4 
100 16.9 34.542 25.21 24.16 

148 14.0 34.720 25.99 24.05 







PAGINA 94 DE DATOS 

'"~ 
CRUC 61-1 ESTAC 10 
VALG~US INTERPOlAOOS A PROFUNDIDADES ESTANDAM 
PROF TEt-'P SAL SIGMA-T ANOM Al T ESTAB 
TERMOST DINAM 
0 22.2 34.842 24.06 386.0 0 
10 22.0 34.905 24.17 376.1 .038 1038 
20 21.1 34.936 24.28 365.0 .075 1160 
30 21.5 34.981 24.37 356.5 .111 885 
50 21.0 34.147 24.32 361.3 .184 -249 
15 19.5 34.449 24.49 345.1 .212 686 
100 16.9 34.542 25.21 271.1 .351 2855 
150 13.9 34.720 26.01 201.0 .472 1599 
200 12.2 34.139 26.36 166.8 .561 119 
250 10.9 34.676 26.51 141.5 .648 407 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEl TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
141.5 l50 .369 10.85 34.616 
160.0 218 .398 11.73 34.714 
200.0 151 .472 13.87 34.120 
240.0 124 .521 15.45 34.616 
260.0 III .551 16.23 34.513 
300.0 92 .591 11.18 34.502 
320.0 84 .60<1 18.54 34.474 
340.0 17 .625 19.31 34.453 
360.0 2b .635 21.55 34.962 
386.0 0 .638 22.20 34.842 
PAGINA 95 DE DATOS 

* MAZATlA~ PROJECTC * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOlANOA*MZ-4 
CRUC 67-1 ES TAC 11 LAT 21-31.5N lONG 107-24.0W FECHA 13 ENERO 67 HORA 0043, 
TJEMPO 1 VISIB 6 NUBES-TIPO 9 CANT VIENTO-VEl 2 ( 1.0) OIR 275-285 BAR 1016 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 22.0 HUMREl OLAS-OIR 275-285 AlT 1 PER 1 SECCHI 
VAlORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO ZOOPlANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT ClO.A FAEO. PRODUCCICN SUPER. OBlICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA Ml/1000M3 
0 22.9 34.784 23.82 24.84 19.66 159.12 
10 22.9 34.788 23.82 24.84 
* 
MACRO 
* 25 22.8 34.180 23.84 24.83 159.12 
40 22.8 34.949 23.97 24.~5 
50 21.1 
55 18.2 34.528 24.88 24.26 
73 15.8 34.434 25.38 23.99 
97 14.6 34.544 25.73 23.97 
120 13.7 
146 13.0 34.696 26.18 23.94 
195 12.1 34.761 26.40 23.92 
240 11.3 
263 34.740 
PAGlNA 96 DE DATOS 
""",, 
CRUC 67-1 ESTAC 11 
VAlGRES INTERPOlAOOS A PROFUNOIOADES ESTANOAR 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T ANOM Al T ESTAB 
TE~MOST DINAM 
0 22.9 34.784 2 .~. 82 409.2 0 
10 22.9 34.788 23.82 408.9 .041 19 
20 22.8 34.702 23.84 407.5 .082 150 
30 22.8 34.836 23.89 402.7 .122 499 
50 21.1 34.1:198 24.41 352.9 .198 2610 
75 15.7 34.443 25.41 257.7 .275 4003 
100 14.5 34.551 25.76 224.4 .336 1399 
150 12.9 34.701 26.20 182.8 .440 875 
200 12.0 34.758 26.42 161.1 .528 445 
250 11.1 34.742 26.57 147.n .608 296 
OENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEl TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
147.6 250 .369 11.14 34.742 
160.0 206 .397 11.90 34.756 
200.0 129 .464 13.56 34.636 
240.0 88 .508 15.04 34.4<19 
260.0 74 .524 15.82 34.450 
300.0 64 .552 18.09 34.603 
320.0 59 .564 19.23 34.702 
340.0 53 .575 20.36 34.816 
360.0 41 .585 21.34 34.887 
400.0 31 .601 22.71 34.838 
409.2 0 .602 22.90 34.784 
PAGINA 97 DE DATOS 

* ~AZATLA~ PROJECTC * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOLANDA*Ml-4 
CRUC 67-1 ESTAC 12 LAT 21-17.5N LONG 106-46.0W FECHA 13 ENERO 67 HORA 0640, 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB 6 NUHES-TIPO 9 CANT VIENTO-VEL 2« 1.0) DIR 275-285 BAR 1017 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 21.0 HU~REL OLAS-DIR 275-285 ALl 1 PER 1 SECCHI 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIC lOOPlANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBLICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA ML/1000M3 
0 23.3 34.909 23.80 24.97 125.78 245.84 
10 23.4 34.890 23.75 24.96 
* 
"ACRO 
* 25 23.4 34.890 23.75 24.96 245.84 
35 23.3 
40 20.7 34.BlH 24.51 24.73 
50 18.7 
55 18.2 34.499 24.86 24.24 
75 15.6 34.419 25.41 23.96 
100 14.6 34.546 25.73 23.97 
125 14.0 
150 13.3 34.735 26.15 24.00 
200 12.3 34.746 26.35 23.92 
235 12.0 
268 34.733 




CRUC 61-1 ESTAG 12 
VAlORES INTERPOlADOS A PROFUNDIDADES ESTA~DAR 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T ANOM Al T ESTAB 
TE:RMOST DINAM 
0 23.3 34."109 23.80 411.2 0 
10 23.4 34.890 23. 75 415.3 .041 -423 
20 23.4 34.890 23.75 415.3 .083 0 
30 23.3 34.889 23.17 414.0 .125 138 
50 18.1 34.525 24.15 320.1 .198 4918 
15 15.6 34.419 25.41 251.6 .271 2632 
100 14.6 34.546 25.73 221.5 .332 1210 
150 13.3 34.135 26.15 187.7 .438 836 
200 12.3 34.146 26.35 168.1 .529 412 
250 11.9 34.135 26.42 161.3 .614 143 
DENS lTV DEPTH OF ACCEl TEMP OF SAL. CF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
161.3 250 .403 11.88 34.135 
200.0 135 .418 13.10 34.614 
240.0 90 .522 15.02 34.491 
260.0 14 .539 15.12 34.421 
300.0 58 .565 11.10 34.418 
320.0 50 .516 18.69 34.524 
340.0 46 .586 19.68 34.581 
360.0 42 .594 20.61 34.649 
400.0 33 .609 22.66 34.819 
411.2 0 .611 23.30 34.909 
PAGINA 99 DE DATOS 

* MAlATLA~ PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-C[AT*YOlA~DA*MZ-4 
CRUC 67-1 ESTAC 13 LAT 21-03.5N LONG 106-07.8W FECHA 13 ENERO 67 HORA 1235, 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB 6 NUBES-TIPO 6 CANT vtENTO-VEL 2 ( 1.0) OIR 275-285 BAR 1015 
lERMHUH TERMSEC 21.0 HUMREl OlAS-OIR 275-285 AlT 1 PER 1 SECCHI 11 
VAlORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SlGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIC ZOOPlANCTON 
HTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOl CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBllCUO 



















40 19.1 34.521 24.65 24.33 
55 18.0 34.492 24.90 24.21 
75 15.8 34.666 25.55 24.16 
100 15.0 34.108 25.77 24.12 
130 13.8 
150 13.3 34.788 26.19 24.04 
200 12.5 34.784 26.34 23.97 
235 12.2 
270 34.766 
PAGINA 100 DE DATOS 

...... 
CRUC 67-1 ESTAC 13 
VAlCRES INTERPOlAOOS A PROFUNOIOAOES ESTANDAR 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T AN OM Al T ESTA8 
TERMOST DINAM 
0 23.8 34.365 23.24 464.4 0 
10 23.3 34.360 23.38 450.8 .046 1431 
20 21.6 34.376 23.88 403.4 .08q 4q55 
30 20.1 34.434 24.31 362.1 .127 432q 
50 18.3 34.4c)9 24.83 313.2 .lqlj 256q 
75 15.8 34.666 25.55 243.9 .265 2q18 
100 15.0 34.708 25.77 223.q .324 842 
150 13.3 34.788 26.19 183.q .428 840 
200 12.5 34.784 26.34 16<1.0 .518 314 
250 12.1 34.770 26.41 162.3 .604 140 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEl TEMP OF SAL. CF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
102.3 250 .406 12.08 34.770 
200.0 130 .477 13.qq 34.751 
240.0 80 .519 15.64 34.673 
260.0 bq .534 16.3q 34.620 
300.0 55 .55q 17.85 34.525 
320.0 47 .569 18.58 34.488 
340.0 3q .578 19.32 34.459 
360.0 31 .585 20.06 34.436 
400.0 21 .5q5 21.47 34.380 
464.4 0 .602 23.80 34.365 
PAGINA 101 DE DATOS 

* MAZATlA~ PROJECTC * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOlANDA*MI-4 
CRUC 67-1 ESTAC 14 LAT 21-3Q.ON lONG 106-1q.3W FECHA 13 ENERO 67 HORA 1840, 
TIEMPO 1 VIstB 6 NuB[S-TIPO 6 CANT VIENTO-VEl 2 ( 1.0) D(R 275-285 BAR 1015 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 21.0 HUMREl OlAS-DIR 275-285 AlT 1 PER 1 SECCHI 
VAlORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PR(MARIO ICOPlANCTON 
MTR. OEG.C 0/00 OSMOT ClO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBllCUO 
ATM. MG/"'3 MG/p.!3-0IA Ml/I000M3 
0 23.6 34.804 23.63 24.ql 66.11q7818.74 
10 23.5 34.76q 23.63 24.88 * MACRe 
* 25 23.4 34.777 23.67 24.88 7818.7* 
40 lq.6 34.404 24.43 24.~8 
50 17.6 
55 16.8 34.415 25.13 24.06 
73 1!l.5 34.558 ·25.54 24.05 
q7 14.6 34.644 25.80 24.04 
146 13.4 34.751 26.14 24.02 
lq5 12.5 34.7!l4 26.32 23.94 
230 12.1 
263 34.74q 
PAGINA 102 DE DATOS 

~\.'" 
CRUC 67-1 ESTAC 14 
VAlORES INTERPOlADOS A PROFUNDIDADES ESTA~DAR 
PRCF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T ANOM Al T ESTAB 
TERMOST DINAM 
0 23.6 34.804 23.63 427.1 0 
10 23.~ 34.769 23.63 426.8 .043 39 
20 23.4 34.774 23.66 424.6 .085 223 
30 22.1 34.629 23.93 398.5 .127 2731 
50 11.6 34.411 24.94 302.5 .197 5043 
15 15.4 34.565 25.56 243.0 .266 2500 
100 14.5 34.651 25.83 217.9 .324 1054 
150 13.3 34.751 26.16 186.9 .427 656 
200 12.4 34.753 26.33 170.1 .519 351 
250 11.9 34.750 26.43 160.4 .604 206 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEl TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
160.4 250 .401 11.90 34.750 
200.0 129 .476 13.82 34.7C7 
240.0 18 .517 15.31 34.575 
260.0 68 .532 16.04 34.516 
300.0 51 .556 17.51 34.416 
320.0 46 .566 18.42 34.434 
340.0 42 .574 19.35 34.469 
360.0 38 .582 20.29 31t.514 
400.0 29 .596 22.17 34.637 
It27.1 0 .600 23.60 31t.804 
PAGINA 103 DE DATOS 

* MAZATLAN PROJECTC * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOlANOA*Ml-4 
CRUC 67-1 ESTAC 15 LAT 22-15.8N lONG 106-30.2W FECHA 14 ENERO 67 HORA 0045,0055 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB 6 NUBES-TIPG 6 CANT VIENTO-VEl 2 ( 1.0) DIR 275-285 BAR 1016 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 20.5 HUMREl OlAS-OIR 215-285 AlT 1 PER 1 SECCHI 
VAlORES OBSERVAOOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO ZOOPlANCTON 
MTR. OEG.C 0/00 OSMOT ClO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBlICUO 
ATM. MG/f-13 MG/M3-DIA Ml/I000M3 
0 22.8 34.944 23.97 24.95 91.59 284.04 
10 22.7 34.935 23.99 24.93 * MACRO * 
25 22.7 34.930 23.99 24.93 284.04 
35 22.3 
38 21.5 34.824 24.24 24.75 
52 17.4 34.516 25.07 24.18 
71 15.1 34.557 25.63 24.02 
95 13.9 34.644 25.95 23.98 
125 13.3 
143 12.9 34.749 26.24 23.97 
190 12.2 34.771 26.39 23.93 
240 11.8 
257 34.742 
PAGINA 104 DE DATOS 

"'-... 
CRUC 67-1 ESTAC 15 
VALORES INTERPOLAOOS A PROFUNDIDACES ESTANDAR 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T ANOM ALT ESTAB 
TERMOST DINAM 
0 22.8 34.944 23.97 394.9 0 
10 22.7 34.935 23.99 392.8 .039 218 
20 22.7 34.931 23.99 393.1 .079 -25 
30 22.5 34.889 24.01 390.7 .118 262 
50 18.0 34.553 24.96 300.5 .187 4726 
75 14.9 34.572 25.69 231.2 .254 2915 
100 13.8 34.660 25.99 202.8 .309 1196 
150 12.8 34.752 26.26 176.6 .406 551 
200 12.1 34.765 26.40 163.2 .493 283 
250 11.7 34.744 26.46 157.8 .576 112 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEL TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
157.8 250 .395 11.73 34.744 
160.0 230 .400 11.89 34.753 
200.0 105 .467 13.68 34.669 
240.0 72 .502 15.27 34.563 
260.0 65 .516 16.16 34.550 
300.0 50 .539 17.93 34.552 
320.0 46 .548 18.94 34.605 
340.0 41 .557 19.95 34.671 
360.0 37 .565 20.95 34.748 
394.9 0 .571 22.80 34.944 
PAGINA 105 DE CATes 
* MAZATlA~ PROJECTC * 
MEXICO-CIAT*YOlANDA*MZ-4 
CRUC 61-1 ESTAC 16 lAT 22-50.1N lONG 106-27.5W FECHA 14 ENERO 61 HORA 0642,0645 
TIEMPO VISIB 6 NUBES-TIPG 6 CANT VIENTO-VEl 2 ( 1.0) OIR 215-285 BAR 1016 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 20.0 HUMREl OlAS-OIR 215-285AlT 1 PER 1 SECCHI 
VAlORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO lCOPlANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0100 OSMOT ClO.A FAED. PRODUCCIGN SUPER. OBlICUO 
AT~. MG/M3 MGIP'3-0 I A Ml/I000M3 
0 22.3 34.913 24.09 24.88 98.85 248.51 
10 22.2 34.892 24.10 24.86 * MACRG * 
15 22.1 248.57 
25 22.1 34.911 24.14 24.81 
30 21.9 
40 19.3 34.143 24.11 24.51 
55 11.3 34.542 25.11 24.19 
15 15.1 34.514 25.64 24.03 
100 14.0 34.645 25.93 23.99 
120 13.3 
150 12.8 34.761 26.21 23.91 
200 12.2 34.113 26.39 23.93 
235 11.9 
210 34.131 




CRUC 07-1 ESTAC 16 
VAlCRES INTERPOlADOS A PROFUNDIDADES ESTANDAR 
PROF TEMP SAL SIG~A-T ANOM ALT ESTAB 
TERMOST DINAM 
0 22.3 34.913 24.09 383.6 0 
10 22.2 34.H92 24.10 382.4 .038 134 
20 22.1 34.892 24.13 379.7 .076 272 
30 21.9 34.85:> 24.16 317.1 .114 287 
50 17.Y 34.5'H 25.01 296.0 .182 4253 
75 15.1 34.574 25.64 235.8 .249 2531 
100 14.0 34.645 25.93 208.1 .305 1164 
150 12.8 34.761 26.27 176.3 .403 610 
200 12.2 34.773 26.39 164.2 .490 251 
250 11.8 )4.745 26.45 158.7 .574 116 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEL TEMP OF SAL. CF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
158.7 250 .397 11.78 34.745 
160.0 238 .4CO 11.88 34.7'.;2 
200.0 113 .470 13.69 34.673 
240.0 73 .507 1~.)0 34.512 
2nO.0 65 .521 16.23 34.572 
300.0 49 .544 18.10 34.606 
320.0 44 .'i53 19.08 34.654 
340.0 39 .562 20.07 34.714 
360.0 34 .569 21.06 34.785 
38j.6 0 .573 22.30 -::'\4.9}-::'\ 
PAG!N~ 107 DE OATGS 
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FIGURE 5. 	 Cruise track and station 1ocations ~or the fifth Mazat1an 
cruise, MZ-5. 
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CRue 67-1 ESTJ\C l 





PROF TEMP SAL 
MTR. OEG.C 0/00 
0 22.0 34.736 
10 21.5 34.736 
25 20.8 34.765 
40 19.4 34.706 
55 18.1 34.518 
15 15.8 34.522 
100 14.0 34.657 
1':>0 12.8 34.764 
200 11.9 34.751 
240 11.4 
210 34.714 
* MAIATLAN PROJECTC * 
MEXICQ-CIAT*YOLANOA*Ml-5 
LAT 23-06.5~ LONG 106-57.0~ FECHA 16 FEB 67 
NUAES-TIPC 0 CANT 1 VIENTO-VEL 2 ( 1.0) DIR 
22.5 r.U~REL OLAS-DIR 275-285 ALT 1 PER 1 
VALORES OBSER~AOOS 
SIGMII-T 	 PRES PIGMENTOS PRI~ARIC 
OSMUT CLO.A FAEO. PROouCCICN 

















* MACRO * 
202.02 
PAGINA 109 DE DATOS 

CRUC 61-1 ESTAC 1 
VAlORES INTERPOlADOS A PROFUNDIDAOES ESTANDAR 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T ANOM Al T ESTAB 
TERMOST DINAH 
0 22.0 34.736 24.04 388.4 0 
10 21.5 34.136 24.18 315.1 .038 1381 
20 21.0 34.14g 24.32 361.1 .015 13gg 
30 20.3 34.121 24.4g 344.1 .111 1181 
50 18.5 34.555 24.83 312.3 .111 1101 
15 15.8 34.522 25.44 254.4 .248 243g 
100 14.0 34.651 25.g4 201.2 .306 19S6 
150 12.8 34.164 26.21 116.1 .404 653 
200 11.g 34.151 26.44 160.0 .4g0 339 
250 11.3 34.124 26.53 151.5 .511 118 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEl TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
151.5 250 .31g 1l.2g 34.124 
160.0 200 .398 11.90 34.151 
200.0 112 .460 13.12 34.680 
240.0 83 .499 15.25 34.559 
260.0 13 .515 16.06 34.521 
300.0 55 .540 11.90 34.541 
320.0 45 .550 18.89 34.590 
340.0 33 .558 20.01 34.694 
360.0 21 .563 20.95 34.146 
388.4 0 .566 22.00 34.136 
PAGINA 110 DE DATOS 

".",.. 
CRUC 67-1 ESTAC ? 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB 6 
TERMHUM TE;{MSEC 
PROF TEMP SAL 
MTR. DEG.C 0100 
0 22.3 34.835 
10 22.1 34.812 
25 21.6 34.802 
40 19.2 34.791 
55 16.5 34.114 
13 14.8 34.514 
98 13.9 34.672 
147 12.6 34.153 
196 12.0 34.123 
240 11.1 
265 34.108 
* MAZATLAN PROJECTC * 
MEXICO-CIAT*YOlANDA*Ml-~ 
LAT 23-01.8~ LONG 101-33.2ft FECHA 16 FEB 61 
NUBFS-TIPO 1 CANT 2 VIENTO-VEL 3 ( 1.51 OIR 
22.0 ~UMREL OLAS-DIR 275-285 ALl 1 PER 1 
VAlORES OBSERVADOS 
SIGMI\-l 	 PRES PIGP'lEt-.TOS PRIMARIC 
OSMUT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCICN 
















55.48 	 206.51 
MACRO ** 206.51 
PAGI~A III DE GATOS 
CRUC 67-1 ESTAC 2 
VALORES INTERPOLAOOS A PROFUNOIOAOES ESTANOAR 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T ANOH AL T ESTAB 
TERMOST DINAH 
0 22.3 34.835 24.03 389.2 0 
10 22.1 34.812 24.07 385.5 .039 388 
20 21.8 34.803 24.15 377.2 .071 814 
30 20.1 34.198 24.45 348.6 .113 3009 
50 11.4 34.736 25.24 273.8 .176 3925 
15 14.7 34.582 25.73 227.2 .239 1960 
100 13.8 34.675 25.99 202.6 .293 1036 
150 12.6 34.750 26.31 112.5 .389 634 
200 11.9 34.721 26.41 162.8 .475 205 
250 10.9 34.109 26.58 146.2 .555 349 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEL TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
146.2 250 .366 10.92 34.109 
160.0 208 .391 1l.14 34.118 
200.0 104 .460 13.73 34.681 
240.0 68 .494 15.45 34.616 
260.0 51 .507 16.59 34.682 
300.0 43 .527 11:3.52 34.144 
320.0 38 .535 19.40 34.160 
340.0 32 .542 20.21 34.185 
360.0 26 .548 21.09 34.198 
389.2 0 .551 22.30 34.835 
PAGINA 112 DE DATOS 

* MAZATlAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*YOlANDA*Ml-5 
LAT 2?-56.8N lONG 108-11.7~ FECHA 17 FEB 67 HORA 0047, 
NuBES-TIPO 1 CANT 2 VIENTO-VEl 5 ( 2.5) DIR 275-285 BAK 1017 
21.5 HUM~El OlAS-DIR 275-285 AlT 2 PE~ 1 SECCHI 
VAlORES OBSERVADOS 
SIGMA-T PRES PIGMEr-.TOS PRIMARIC lOOPlANCTON 
OSMOT ClO.A FAEO. PRODUCCIGN SUPER. OBllCUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA Ml/I000M3 
24.11 24.84 80.94 589.22 
24.11 24.80 * MACRO * 

































CRUC 61-1 ESTAC 3 






























PAGINA 113 DE DATOS 

CRUC 61-1 ESTAC 3 
VALORES INTERPOLADOS A PROFUNDIDADES ESTANDAR 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T ANOM Al T ESTAB 
TERMOST DINAH 
0 22.1 34.810 24.11 381.3 0 
10 22.0 34.831 24.11 381.1 .038 30 
20 21.9 34.835 24.13 379.4 .016 116 
30 20.5 34.106 24.43 350.9 .113 2989 
50 16.8 34.574 25.25 212.3 .175 4121 
15 15.2 34.665 25.70 230.3 .239 1168 
100 14.1 34.706 25.95 206.4 .294 1004 
150 12.6 34.770 26.31 171.6 .390 134 
200 11.d 34.745 26.45 158.7 .475 272 
250 11.1 34.699 26.54 150.4 .555 175 
DENSITY OEPTH OF ACCEl TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
150.4 250 .376 11.12 34.699 
160.0 195 .397 11.86 34.747 
200.0 109 .458 13.85 34.115 
240.0 69 .494 15.54 34.642 
260.0 57 .506 16.31 34.598 
300.0 43 .527 18.09 34.603 
320.0 38 .535 19.03 34.636 
340.0 33 .542 19.91 34.619 
360.0 21 .548 20.94 34.145 
381.3 0 .550 22.10 34.870 
PAGINA 114 DE DATOS 

CRUC 67-1 ESTAC 4 





PROF TEMP SAL 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 
0 21.6 34.831 
10 21.5 34.823 
25 20.8 34.856 
40 18.5 34.676 
55 17.0 34.503 
75 15.2 34.534 
9S 14.1 34.067 
147 12.8 34.762 
196 12.2 34.766 
235 11.6 
265 34.724 
* MAZATLAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*YOLANOA*Ml-5 
LAT 22-51.1N LONG 108-50.7W FECHA 17 FEB 67 HORA 0645, 
NUBES-TIPO 1 CANT 2 vtENTO-VEL 3 ( 1.5) OIR 275-285 BAR 1016 
21.5 HUMREL OLAS-OIR 275-285 ALT 2 PER 1 SECCHI 
VALORES OBSERVAOOS 
SIGMA-T 	 PRES PIGMENTOS PRI",ARIC ZOOPLANCTON 
OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PROOUCCICN SUPER. OBLIcun 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA ML/I000M3 
24.22 24.76 	 174.00 587.1S 
24.24 24.75 	 MACRO* * 







PAGtNA 115 DE CATCS 
CRUC 61-1 ESTAC 4 
VAlORES INTERPOlADOS A PROfUNDIDADES ESTANDAR 
PROf TEMP SAL SIGMA-T ANOM AlT ESTAB 
TERMOST DINAM 
0 21.6 34.831 24.22 31C.9 0 
10 21.5 34.823 24.24 368.8 .031 221 
20 21.0 34.839 24.38 355.2 .013 1420 
30 20.0 34.781 24.61 333.3 .108 2298 
50 17.4 34.552 25.08 288.8 .170 2331 
75 1~.2 34.534 25.59 240.8 .237 2025 
100 14.0 34.611 25.94 206.9 .294 1422 
150 12.8 34.162 26.28 115.4 .391 665 
200 12.1 34.162 26.40 163.8 .418 242 
250 11.4 34.131 26.51 152.9 .560 229 
DENSITY DEPTH Of ACCEl TEMP OF SAL. Of 
SURFACE SU~fACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
152.9 250 .382 11.40 34.131 
160.0 217 .399 11.88 34.151 
200.0 III .464 13.16 34.689 
240.0 76 .502 15.11 34.531 
260.0 65 .516 16.10 34.534 
300.0 45 .538 18.09 34.603 
320.0 36 .546 19.24 34.105 
340.0 27 .552 20.31 34.798 
360.0 16 .551 21.19 34.833 
370.9 0 .551 21.60 34.831 
PAGINA 116 DE DATOS 

• MAZATLAN PROJECTC * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOLANDA.Ml-5 
CRUC 67-1 ESTAC ') LAT 22-46.0N LONG 109-29.2W FECHA 11 FEB 67 HORA 1243, 
TIEMPO 1 VIStB b NUBES-TIPO 1 CANT 1 YIENTO-VEL 3 ( 1.5) DIR 225-235 BAR 1018 
TERMHUM TERMSE:C 22.5 HUMREL OLAS-OIR 225-235 ALT 2 PER 1 SECCHI 
VALORES oeSERVAOOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRI~ARIC ICOPLANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCICN SUPER. OBLICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-0IA ML/I000M3 
0 20.7 34.560 24.26 24.49 16.87 118.13 
10 20.6 34.435 24.19 24.39 ~ACRO* •
25 18.8 34.218 24.49 24.08 118.13 

38 19.1 34.366 24.5) 24.21 

53 16.4 34.888 25.59 24.37 

12 15.0 34.303 1 

96 14.3 34.588 25.82 23.98 

143 13.3 34.750 26.16 24.01 







PAGINA 111 DE CATGS 

CRUC 67-1 ESTAC 5 
VALORES INTERPOLADOS A PROFUNDIDADES ESTANDAR 
PROF TEMP SAL SIG~A-T ANOM AL T ESTAB 
TERMOST DINAM 
0 20.7 34.560 24.26 367.1 0 
10 20.6 34.435 24.19 373.6 .037 -682 
20 19.3 34.252 24.39 354.6 .074 2000 
30 18.9 34.273 24.51 343.5 .109 1165 
50 16.9 34.786 25.39 259.7 .169 44CO 
75 14.9 34.628 25.72 227.7 .231 1349 
100 14.2 34.604 25.86 215.1 .281 530 
150 13.2 34.751 26.19 183.7 .388 660 
200 12.2 34.753 26.37 166.0 .478 372 
250 11.3 34.720 26.51 152.7 .560 282 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEL TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
152.1 250 .382 11.34 34.720 
160.0 223 .399 11.82 34.737 
200.0 124 .468 13.70 34.673 
240.0 65 .506 15.68 34.683 
260.0 50 .518 16.92 34.784 
300.0 40 .536 17.88 34.534 
320.0 36 .543 18.35 34.412 
340.0 31 .550 18.83 34.293 
360.0 17 .555 19.61 34.302 
361.1 0 .555 20.70 34.560 
PAGINA 118 DE DATOS 

* MAlATLAN PROJECTG * 
MEXICO-CIAT*YOLANOA*Ml-5 
CRUC 67-1 ESTAC 6 LAT 22-41.5N LONG 110-06.1W FECHA 17 FEB 67 HORA 1700, 
TIEHPO 1 VISIB 5 NUBES-TIPO 6 CANT 1 YIENTO-YEL 5« 2.5) OIR 315-325 BAR 1017 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 21.0 HUMREL OLAS-OIR 315-325 ALT 3 PER 3 SECCHI 
VALORES OBSERVAOOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO lDOPLANClON 
MTR. OEG.C 0/00 OSMOl CLO.A FAEO. PROOUCCION SUPER. DBLICUD 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/fI!3-0tA ML/1000M3 
0 21.1 34.539 24.14 24.51 13.57 28.47 
10 21.1 * MACRO * 
















PAGINA 119 DE DATOS 

* MAZATLAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*YOLANDA*MI-5 
CRUC 61-1 ESTAC 1 LAT 22-03.0N LONG 110-06.4W FECHA 11 FEB 61 HORA 2350, 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB 5 NUBES-TIPG 6 CANT 1 VIENTO-VEL 3« 1.5) DIR 315-325 BAR 1011 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 21.0 HUMREL OLAS-OIR 315-325 ALT 2 PER 2 SECCHI 
VALORES OBSERVAOOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO lOOPLANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBLICUO 
AT~. MG/M3 MG/~3-0IA ML/I000M3 
0 22.0 34.636 23.')6 24.65 28.13 281.60 
10 22.0 34.601 23.')4 24.63 MACRO
* •25 22.0 34.601 23.')4 24.63 281.60 2.21 
40 21.9 34.604 23.91 24.62 
53 21.6 34.591 24.04 24.59 
13 19.2 34.461 24.58 24.30 
91 18.3 34.818 1 
145 12.4 34.140 25.86 23.,;50 







PAGINA 120 DE DATOS 

CRUC 67-1 ESTAC 7 
VALORES INTERPOlADOS A PROFUNDIDADES ESTANDAR 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T ANOM Al T ESTAB 
TERMOST DINAH 
0 22.0 34.636 23.96 395.6 0 
10 22.0 34.601 23.94 398.1 .040 -254 
20 22.0 34.601 23.94 398.1 .080 0 
30 22.0 34.602 23.94 397.2 .119 89 
50 21.7 34.598 24.02 389.5 .198 400 
75 19.1 34.464 24.60 334.4 .290 2313 
100 17.0 34.344 25.03 293.7 .369 1716 
150 12.4 34.187 25.90 210.6 .497 1745 
200 12.1 34.!>S9 26.24 178.3 .596 680 
250 11. 1 34.581 26.45 159.1 .683 405 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEl TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
159.1 250 .398 11.12 34.581 
160.0 248 .400 11.17 34.580 
200.0 166 .483 12.29 34.309 
240.0 132 .543 14.01 34.212 
260.0 120 .568 15.12 34.249 
300.0 96 .611 17.32 34.359 
320.0 84 .629 18.36 34.416 
340.0 72 .645 19.31 34.414 
360.0 63 .658 20.30 34.511 
395.6 0 .610 22.00 34.636 
PAGINA 121 DE DATOS 

* MAlATLAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*YOLANOA*Ml-5 
CRUC 67-1 ESTAC 8 LAT 21-39.2N LONG 109-18.0W FECHA 18 FEB 67 HORA 0645.0658 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB 5 NUBES-TIPO 6 CANT 1 VIENTO-VEl 2 ( 1.0) OIR 315-325 BAR 1017 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 21.5 HUMREl OlAS-DIR 315-325 ALT 2 PER 1 SECCHI 
VAlORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SlGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO ZOOPlANCTON 
MTR. OEG.C 0/00 OSMOT ClO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBlICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-0tA Ml/I000M3 
0 22.3 34.118 23.94 24.14 96.24 233.00 
10 22.2 34.665 23.93 24.69 MACRO• * 25 22.2 34.669 1 233.00 

40 22.2 34.666 23.93 24.69 

52 22.2 34.666 23.93 24.69 

11 20.1 34.611 24.46 24.48 

95 11.4 34.259 24.81 24.00 

142 13.1 34.162 25.14 23.57 







PAGINA 122 DE DATOS 

CRUC 67-1 ESTAC 8 
VALORES INTERPOLADOS A PROFUNDtDADES ESTANDAR 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T ANOM ALT ESTAB 
TERHOST DINAH 
0 22.3 34.718 23.94 397.7 0 
10 22.2 34.665 23.93 398.8 .040 -109 
20 22.2 34.665 23.93 398.8 .080 -9 
30 22.2 34.665 23.93 398.8 .120 3 
50 22.2 34.66b 23.93 398.8 .200 7 
75 19.b 34.527 24.53 341.5 .293 2398 
100 16.9 34.234 24.98 298.5 .374 1808 
150 13.0 34.248 25.83 217.4 .505 1704 
200 12.3 34.634 26.26 177.1 .606 849 
250 11.7 34.713 26.44 160.1 .693 358 
DENSITV DEPTH OF ACCEL TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
160.1 250 .400 11.73 34.713 
200.0 172 .484 12.71 34.414 
240.0 136 .~46 14.06 34.226 
260.0 124 .572 15.02 34.218 
300.0 99 .616 16.95 34.243 
320.0 87 .635 18.22 34.369 
340.0 76 .651 19.49 34.515 
397.7 0 .673 22.30 34.718 
PAGINA 123 DE DATOS 

* MAIATlA~ P~OJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*YOLANOA*MI-5 
CRUC 67-1 ESTAC 9 LAT 21-20.0N LONG 10B-39.8W FECHA 18 FEB 67 HORA 1245, 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB 5 NUBES-TIPO 6 CANT 1 VIENTO-VEL 2 ( 1.0) OIR 315-325 BAR 1016 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 22.0 HUMREL OLAS-DIR 315-325 ALT 2 PER 1 SECCHI 
VAlORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO ZOOPlANCTON 
MTR. OEG.C 0/00 OSMOT ClO.A FAEO. PRODUCCICI"; SUPER. OBllCUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA Ml/1000M3 
0 22.2 34.681 23.94 24.71 15.45 86.04 
10 22.2 34.648 23.91 24.68 
* 
... ACRe 
* 25 22.2 34.638 23.91 24.67 86.04 
38 22.1 34.640 23.94 24.67 
52 22.0 34.636 23.96 24.65 
71 20.0 34.368 24.30 24.29 
95 17.7 34.387 24.90 24.11 
142 14.3 34.729 25.93 24.08 
189 12.5 34.741 26.31 23.94 
235 11.9 
255 34.719 
PAGINA 124 DE DATOS 

CRUC 67-1 ESTAC 9 
VAlCRES INTERPOlADOS A PROFUNDIDADES ESTANDAR 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T ANOM Al T ESTAB 
T£:RMOST DINAM 
0 22.2 34.687 23.94 397.2 0 
10 22.2 34.648 23.91 400.1 .040 -295 
20 22.2 34.641 23.91 400.6 .080 -51 
30 22.2 34.638 23.92 399.7 .120 88 
50 22.0 34.636 23.96 395.9 .200 198 
75 19.6 34.371 24.42 352.4 .294 1832 
100 17.3 34.423 25.03 294.1 .376 2445 
150 14.0 34.731 26.01 200.9 .501 1962 
200 12.3 34.736 26.34 169.6 .596 656 
250 11.7 34.720 26.44 159.6 .681 210 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEl TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
159.6 250 .399 11.73 34.720 
160.0 248 .400 11.75 34.720 
200.0 151 .480 13.91 34.730 
240.0 129 .536 15.35 34.586 
260.0 118 .561 16.06 34.521 
300.0 97 .604 17.50 34.415 
320.0 89 .622 18.29 34.392 
340.0 80 .639 19.08 34.317 
360.0 71 .655 20.00 34.412 
397.2 0 .668 22.20 34.687 
PAGINA 125 DE DATOS 

* MAIATlA~ PRGJECTC * 
MEXICO-CIAT*YOlANOA*MZ-5 
CRUC 61-1 ESTAC 10 LAT 21-01.1N LONG 10B-Ol.0W FECHA 18 FEB 67 HORA 1858,1907 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB 5 NU8ES-TIPO 6 CANT 1 VIENTO-VEL 2 ( 1.0) OIR 315-325 BAR 1015 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 23.0 HUMREL OLAS-OIR 315-325 ALT 2 PER 1 SECCHI 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO ZOOPLANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBLICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA ML/I000M3 
0 22.1 34.760 23.86 24.BO 11.10 211.04 
10 22.1 34.135 23.84 24.19 
* 
MACRO 
* 25 22.6 34.735 23.87 24.78 211.04 
40 22.2 34.171 24.01 24.77 
55 21.3 34.714 24.21 24.65 
73 IB.9 34.411 24.67 24.28 
91 17.0 34.579 25.21 24.19 
142 13.8 34.754 26.06 24.;05 
189 12.5 34.746 26.31 23.94 
235 11.7 
255 34.721 





























































CRUC 67-1 ESTAC 10 
vALORES INTERPOLADOS A PROFUNDIDADES ESTANDAR 
S IGMA-T ANOM AL T ESTAB 

TER"WS T DINAH 

23.86 405.5 0 
23.84 407.3 .041 -178 
23.86 405.5 .081 190 
23.91 400.1 .122 547 
24.14 378.1 .200 1154 
24.72 323.5 .288 2293 
25.28 270.2 .363 2238 
26.11 191.5 .480 1658 
26.35 168.3 .573 488 
26.49 154.5 .656 290 
ACCEL TEMP OF SAL. OF 

POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 

.386 11.47 34.727 
.399 11.80 34.732 
.474 13.90 34.727 
.521 15.52 34.636 
.550 16.33 34.603 
.588 17.85 34.525 
.604 18.59 34.490 
.619 19.58 34.547 
.631 20.63 34.635 
.649 22.46 34.745 
.650 22.70 34.760 
PAGINA 127 DE DATOS 
CRUC 67-1 ESTAC 11 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB 5 
TERMHUM TfRMSEC 
PROF TEMP SAL 
MTR. OEG.C 0/00 
0 23.2 34.646 
10 23.2 34.683 
25 21.7 34.779 
40 21.3 34.865 
55 19.0 34.575 
73 15.9 34.421 
97 14.8 34.571 




* MAIATlA~ PROJECTC * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOlANOA*Ml-5 
lAr 20-40.5N LONG 107-23.3W FECHA 19 FEB 67 
NUBES-TIPO 6 CANT 1 \lIENTO-VEl 2 ( 1.0) OIR 
22.0 HUMREL OLAS-OIR 315-325 ALT 2 PER 1 
VALORES OBSERVAOOS 
SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO 
OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PROOUCCION 
























PAGINA 128 DE DATOS 

CRUC 61-1 ESTAC 11 
VALORES INTERPOLADOS A PROFUNDIDADES ESTANDAR 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T ANOM Al T ESTAB 
TERMOST DINAM 
0 23.2 34.646 23.63 421.4 0 
10 23.2 34.683 23.66 424.1 .043 280 
20 22.2 34.124 23.98 393.5 .084 3258 
30 21.6 34.805 24.21 371.8 .122 2283 
50 19.6 34.616 24.58 336.2 .193 1864 
15 15.8 34.434 25.38 260.1 .268 3115 
100 14.1 34.580 25.13 226.9 .330 1420 
1~0 13.3 34.105 26.12 189.9 .436 182 
200 12.2 34.707 26.34 169.1 .528 438 
250 11.5 34.109 26.47 156.5 .612 265 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEl TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
156.5 250 .391 11.51 34.109 
160.0 236 .400 11.10 34.1C7 
200.0 l36 .414 13.68 34.668 
240.0 90 .520 15.12 34.522 
260.0 16 .536 15.11 34.431 
300.0 62 .564 11.19 34.501 
320.0 55 .515 18.81 34.562 
340.0 48 .586 19.84 34.634 
360.0 31 .594 20.92 34.138 
400.0 18 .605 22.38 34.114 
427.4 0 .608 23.20 34.646 
PAGINA 129 DE DATOS 

* MAIATLAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOLANDA*Ml-5 
CRUC 67-1 ESTAC 12 lAT 2Q-24.0N LONG 106-44.2W FECHA 19 FEB 67 HORA 0640, 
TI EMPO VISIB 5 NUBES-TIPO 6 CANT 1 VIENTO-VEL 2 ( 1.0) DIR 315-325 BAR 1017 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 23.0 HUMREl OLAS-DIR 315-325 ALI 2 PER 1 SECCHI 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL S IGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIfwlARIC IOOPLANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOl ClO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBLICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA ML/1000M3 
0 23.2 34.745 23.70 24.84 72.35 375.92 
10 23.2 34.725 23.69 24.82 * MACRO * 
24 23.0 )4.764 23.78 24.83 375.92 
40 22.3 34.740 23.96 24.76 
55 19.2 34.453 24.57 24.29 
75 16.4 34.431 25.24 24.04 
100 14.1 34.440 25.75 23.85 
150 12.6 34.722 26.28 23~93 
200 11.9 34.754 26.44 23.89 
235 11.5 
270 34.695 
PAGINA 130 DE DATOS 

CRUC 67-1 ESTAC 12 
VALORES INTERPOLADOS A PROFUNDIDADES ESTANDAR 
PROf TEMP SAL SIGMA-T ANOM ALl ESlAB 
TERMOST DINAH 
0 23.2 34.745 23.70 420.3 0 
10 23.2 34.725 23.69 421.7 .042 -140 
20 23.1 34.752 23.75 415.8 .084 610 
30 22.7 34.750 23.84 407.0 .125 923 
50 20.2 34.543 24.38 355.9 .202 2679 
75 16.4 34.431 25.24 274.1 .281 3440 
100 14.1 34.440 25.75 225.1 .344 2061 
150 12.6 34.722 26.28 175.4 .446 1047 
200 11.9 34.754 26.43 160.2 .532 318 
250 11.3 34.709 26.50 153.6 .613 138 
DENSITY DEPTH Of ACCEL TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SUKfACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
153.6 250 .384 11.35 34.709 
160.0 201 .398 11.88 34.752 
200.0 125 .464 13.34 34. '5 79 
240.0 92 .507 14.80 34.430 
260.0 82 .525 15.74 34.427 
300.0 67 .555 17.61 34.448 
320.0 61 .567 18.54 34.473 
340.0 55 .579 19.47 34.508 
360.0 48 .589 20.41 34.557 
400.0 33 .606 22.38 34.717 
420.3 0 .609 23.20 34.745 
PAGINA 131 DE DATOS 

CRUC 67-1 ESTAC 13 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB 5 
TERMHUM TEQMSEC 
PROF TEMP SAL 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 
0 24.1 34.454 
10 23.9 34.~22 
25 23.0 34.111 
40 21.0 34.597 
55 18.9 34.802 
"'5 16.0 34.490 
100 14.1 34.629 
148 12.8 34.163 
191 11.9 34.166 
235 11.3 
261 34.723 
* MAZATLAN PROJECTC * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOlANDA*MZ-5 
lAT 20-51.eN lONG 106-45.2W FECHA 19 FEB 67 HORA 1242, 
NUBES-TIPO 6 CANT 1 VIENTO-VEl 2 ( 1.0) OIR 315-325 BAR 1011 
25.0 HUMREl OlAS-OIR 315-325 AlT 2 PER 1 SECCHI 
VAlORES OBSERVAOOS 
SIGMA-T 	 PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIC ZOOPlANCTON 
OSMOT ClO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBllCUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA Ml/I000M3 
23.22 24.69 	 71.76 331.89 
23.33 24.13 	 MACRO







PAGINA 132 DE DATOS 

CRUC 67-1 ESTAC 13 
VALORES INTERPOLADOS A PROFUNDIDADES ESTANDAR 
PROF TEHP SAL SIGMA-T ANOH AL T ESTAB 
TERMOST DINAH 
0 24.1 34.454 23.22 466.4 0 
10 23.q 34.~2.? 23.33 455.8 .046 1104 
20 23.3 34.642 23.60 430.1 .090 2685 
30 22.3 34.638 23.89 402.3 .132 2916 
50 19.5 34.677 24.67 328.1 .206 3893 
75 16.0 34.490 25.37 261.1 .280 2821 
100 14.1 34.629 25.90 211.3 .339 2095 
150 12.8 34.763 26.28 175.3 .438 157 
200 11.8 34.763 26.45 158.6 .523 351 
250 11.1 34.731 26.51 147.6 .603 232 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEL TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
147.6 250 .369 11.09 34.731 
160.0 196 .397 11.93 34.763 
200.0 116 .459 13.68 34.668 
240.0 8b .499 15.20 34.543 
260.0 76 .515 15.96 34.492 
300.0 bO .542 18.02 34.581 
320.0 53 .554 19.06 34.647 
340.0 47 .564 19.93 34.665 
360.0 41 .573 20.68 34.650 
400.0 31 .587 22.17 34.638 
466.4 0 .597 24.10 34.454 
PAGINA 133 DE DATOS 

CRUC 67-1 ESTAC 14 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB 5 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 
PROf TEMP SAL 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 
0 24.2 34.373 
10 24.3 34.341 
25 22.9 34. 775 
40 21.9 34.927 
55 18.3 34.435 
75 15.6 34.568 
100 14.1 34.687 




* MAZATLAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAl*VOlANOA*Ml-5 
LAT 21-32.0N lONG 106-46.5W fECHA 19 fEB 67 HORA 1835, 
NUBES-TIPG 6 CANT 1 VIENTO-VEl 2 ( 1.0) DIR 315-325 BAR 1017 
23.0 ~UMREl OlAS-DIR 315-325 AlT 2 PER 1 SECCHI 
VAlORES OBSERVAOOS 
SIGMA-T 	 PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO lOOPlANCTON 
OSMOT ClO.A fAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBllCUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA Ml/I000M3 
23.13 24.64 	 246.82 713.12 
23.08 24.63 	 MACRO






PAGINA 134 DE DATOS 

CRUC 67-1 ESTAC 14 
VALDRES INTERPDLADDS A PRDFUNDIDAOES ESTANDAR 
PROf TEMP SAL SIGMA-T ANDM ALT ESTAB 
TERMDST DINAM 
0 24.2 34.373 23.13 475.1 0 
10 24.3 34.341 23.08 480.2 .048 -527 
20 23.3 34.602 23.55 434.3 .094 4192 
30 22., 34.814 23.94 391.5 .135 3864 
50 19.5 34.590 24.61 334.1 .209 3325 
75 15.6 34.568 25.52 246.8 .282 3675 
100 14.1 34.687 25.94 207.0 .339 1673 
150 12.9 34.807 26.28 174.8 .436 676 
200 12.1 34.770 26.41 162.6 .523 257 
250 11.5 34.164 26.51 153.1 .605 200 
DENSITY OEPTH OF ACCEL TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
153.1 250 .383 1l.55 34.764 
160.0 214 .399 11.95 34.768 
200.0 111 .464 13.84 34.711 
240.0 19 .502 15.35 34.586 
260.0 11 .517 16.19 34.560 
300.0 60 .543 17.96 34.561 
320.0 54 .554 18.85 34.515 
340.0 48 .565 19.76 34.607 
360.0 42 .574 20.73 34.669 
400.0 29 .588 22.60 34.799 
475.1 0 .599 24.20 34.313 
PAGINA 135 DE CATDS 

* ~AZATLAN P~OJECTC * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOLANOA*Ml-5 
CRUC 61-1 ESTAC I'> LAT 22-06.5N LONG 106-40.3W FECHA 20 FEB 61 HORA 0031, 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB ~ NUBES-TIPe 6 CANT 1 VIENTO-VEL 2 ( 1.0) OIR 315-325 BAR 1017 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 22.5 HUMREL OLAS-OIR 315-325 ALT 2 PER 1 SECCHI 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEt1P SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO lOOPLANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBLICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA ML/I000M3 
0 23.5 34.486 23.42 24.61 289.99 656.09 
10 23.6 34.468 23.38 24.66 • MACRO • 
25 23.4 34.469 23.44 24.65 656.09 
40 19.1 34.462 24.60 24.28 
55 11.3 34.505 25.08 24.11 
15 14.6 34.411 25.61 23.92 
100 13.1 34.524 25.90 23.88 

150 12.9 34.156 26.24 23.98 







PAGINA 136 DE DATOS 

CRUC 67-1 ESTAC 15 
VAlORES INTERPOlADOS A PROFUNDIDADES ESTANDAR 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T AN OM Al T ESTAB 
TERMOST DINAM 
0 23.5 34.486 23.42 447.3 0 
10 23.6 34.468 23.38 451.3 .045 -416 
20 23.5 34.468 23.42 447.6 .090 381 
30 21.9 34.467 23.86 404.9 .133 4489 
50 17.8 34.408 24.94 302.5 .204 5365 
75 14.6 34.477 25.67 232.5 .271 2948 
100 13.7 34.524 25.90 211.0 .327 905 
150 12.9 34.756 26.24 178.5 .426 684 
200 12.3 34.788 26.38 165.0 .514 283 
250 11.3 34.749 26.54 150.4 .596 307 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEL TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
150.4 250 .376 11.33 34.749 
160.0 217 .398 11.97 34.713 
200.0 117 .465 13.43 34.602 
240.0 72 .503 14.95 34.472 
260.0 65 .517 15.87 34.466 
300.0 51 .540 17.72 34.485 
320.0 47 .550 18.53 34.471 
340.0 43 .559 19.32 34.459 
360.0 39 .567 20.11 34.453 
400.0 31 .581 21.70 34.463 
441.3 0 .588 23.50 34.486 
PAG[NA 137 DE DATOS 

CRUC 67-1 ESTAC 16 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB 5 
TERMHUM TERHSEC 
PROF TEHP SAL 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 
0 22.5 34.624 
10 22.5 34.599 
25 21.1 34.625 
40 18.2 34.621 










* MAlATLA~ PROJECTC * 
MEXICO-CIAT*YOlANOA*Ml-5 
lAT 22-42.1N LONG 106-32.7W FECHA 20 FEB 67 HORA 0647,0650 
NUAES-TIPO 6 CANT 1 VIENTO-VEL 2 ( 1.0) OIR 315-325 BAR 1016 
21.5 HUMREL OLAS-OIR 315-325 AlT 2 PER 1 SECCHI 
VAlORES OBSERVAOOS 
SlGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO ZOOPlANCTON 
OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCICI\: SUPER. OBLICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/H)-DIA ML/I000M3 
23.81 24.69 118.11 325.16 
23.79 24.67 * MACRC 
* 24.20 24.57 325.16 
24.95 24.33 
25.41 24.17 
































CRUC 61-1 ESTAC 16 
VALORES INTERPOLAOOS A PROFUNO[OACES ESTANOAR 




23.81 409.9 0 
23.19 411.1 .041 -118 
24.03 388.9 .081 2386 
24.44 350.0 .118 4018 
25.27 210.5 .181 4169 
ACCEl TEMP OF SAL. OF 

POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 

.135 16.B1 34.623 
.149 18.11 34.608 
.157 18.95 34.608 
.164 19.19 34.616 
.110 20.59 34.619 
.178 22.09 34.601 
.119 22.50 34.624 























111° 1100 1()90 lOBO 107° 106° 
FIGURE 6. Cruise track and station locations for the sixth Mazatlan 
cruise, MZ-6. 
~-~ --~--~~--- ~_, ~"W~_ 
* MAIATLA~ PRCJECTG * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOLANOA*MZ-6 
CRUC 61-2 ESTAC 1 lAT 23-08.8N LONG 10b-42.3w FECHA 14 APRIL 61 HORA 1200, 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB 6 NUB~S-TIPO CANT 0 VIENTO-VEL 3 { 1.~' OIR 215-285 BAR 1011 
TERMHUM 19.2 TERMSEC 22.3 HUMREL 75 OLAS-OIR 215-285 AlT 3 PER 3 SECCHI 
VAlORES OBSERVAOOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIC ZCOPlANCTON 
MTR. OEG.C 0/00 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCICf'.I SUPER. OBllCUO 
ATM. foIG/P'3 MG/M3-DIA ML/I000M3 
a 22.6 34.814 23.93 24.84 









PAGrNA 141 DE CATOS 
* MAlATlA~ PROJECTC * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOLANOA*Ml-6 
CRUC 61-2 ESTAC 2 LAT 23-04.0N LONG 107-I5.0W FECHA 14 APRIL 61 HORA 185B, 
TIEMPO VISIB 6 NUAES-TIPO CANT 0 VIENTO~VEl 3 ( 1.5) OIR 215-285 BAR 1016 
TERMHUM 19.5 TERMSEC 22.5 HUMREL 76 OLAS-OIR 215-285 AlT 3 PER 3 SECCHI 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO IOOPlANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT ClO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBLICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/"'3-DIA Ml/I000M3 
0 23.0 35.113 24.04 25.09 .4B .02 56.19 341.26 
10 23.0 35.095 24.03 25.08 * MACRO * 25 20.9 35.104 24.62 24.91 341.26 
40 18.3 34.860 25.11 24.51 
53 17.4 34.967 25.41 24.51 
13 16.5 34.967 25.63 24.43 
97 14.9 34.986 26.00 24.31 
145 13.0 34.837 26.29 24.05 
200 11.8 34.801 26.49 23.92 
235 11.1 
262 34.675 
PAGINA 142 DE DATOS 

CRUC 61-2 ESTAC 2 
VALC~ES INTERPOlAOOS A PROFUNCIOAOES ESTANDAR 
PROF TEIIo1P SAL ~IGMA-T ANOM AL T ESTAB 
H:RMOST DINAM 
0 23.0 3~.1l3 24.04 388.2 0 
10 23.0 35.095 24. C} 389.5 .039 -125 
20 21.5 35.101 24.45 349.3 .01b 4218 
30 20.0 3'>.003 24.19 311.0 .109 331(') 
50 11.0 34.944 25.35 263.5 .168 2811 
75 16.3 34.967 25.66 233.6 .230 1241 
100 14.B 34.973 26.02 199.4 .285 1448 
150 12.9 34.832 26.31 112.4 .380 568 
200 11.8 34.801 26.49 154.9 .464 J69 
250 10.8 34.695 26.59 145.1 .542 193 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEl TEMP OF SAL. CF 
SURFACE SURFACe POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
145.1 250 .364 10.83 34.6'7':> 
160.0 18b .395 12.11 34.8C8 
200.0 100 .452 14.18 <4. g 72 
240.0 70 .486 16.61 34.9t'1 
260.0 53 .499 11.44 34.946 
300.0 36 .516 19.23 34.971 
320.0 29 .523 20.13 35.011 
340.0 23 .528 21.08 35.070 
360.0 11 .532 21.91 35.091 
388.2 0 .535 23.00 35.113 
PACINA 143 DE CATGS 

* MAlATLA~ PROJECTC * 
MExtCO-CIAT*VOLANDA*MZ-6 
CRUC 67-2 ESTAC 3 LAT 22-59.0N LONG 107-52.1W FECHA 15 APRIL 67 HORA 0048,0100 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB 6 ~UBES-TIPO CANT 0 vtENTO-VEL 2 ( 1.0) OIR 245-255 BAR 1017 
TERMHUM 28.2 TERMSEC 21.0 HUMREL 76 OLAS-DIR 275-285 ALT 2 PER 2 SECCHI 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF T-EMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIC lOOPLANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBLICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DtA ML/I000M3 
0 21.3 34.473 24.03 24.48 69.02 312.26 
10 21.4 34.474 24.00 24.48 .. ACRC
* * 25 19.7 34.340 24.36 24.24 312.26 

40 16.8 33.945 24.77 23.72 

55 15.4 34.420 1 

15 14.7 34.259 1 

100 14.0 33.886 25.35 23.45 

147 12.4 34.689 26.29 23.a9 







PAGINA 144 DE DATOS 

CRUC 67-2 ESTAC 3 
VALORES INTERPOLADOS A PROFUNOIDADES ESTANDAR 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T ANOM AL T ESTA8 
TERMOST DINAH 
0 21.3 34.473 24.03 3BB.9 0 
10 21.4 34.474 24.00 391.5 .039 -278 
20 20.2 34.354 24.24 369.3 .077 2325 
30 18.7 34.118 24.50 344.2 .113 2634 
50 15.8 33.935 24.9<:J 291.7 .111 2449 
15 14.1 33.911 25.22 276.0 .250 911 
100 14.0 33.886 25.35 263.1 .318 517 
150 12.4 34.692 26.30 113.0 .429 1907 
200 11.7 34.141 26.47 157.1 .513 335 
250 11.1 34.100 26.53 150.8 .593 133 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEL TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
150.8 250 .377 11.15 34.1CO 
160.0 191 .391 11.82 34.736 
200.0 135 .462 12.84 34.449 
240.0 113 .512 13.57 34.094 
260.0 102 .534 13.93 33.918 
300.0 49 .564 15.96 33.945 
320.0 40 .573 11.18 34.040 
340.0 32 .580 18.40 34.152 
360.0 24 .586 19.63 34.285 
388.9 0 .589 21.30 34.473 
PAGINA 145 DE DATOS 

* M~lATlA~ PRGJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOlANOA*Ml-6 
CRUC 67-2 ESTAC 4 lAT 22-54.2N LONG 106-26.8W FECHA 15 APRIL 67 HORA 0639,0650 
TIEMPO 1 V(SIB 6 NUBtS-TIPO CANT 0 VIENTO-VEL 1 ( .5) OIR 275-285 8AR 1017 
TERMHUM 19.0 TERMSEC 22.~ HUMREl 72 OLAS-OIR 275-285 ALT 1 PER 1 SECCHI 29 
VAlORES OBSERVAOOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PR(PlARIC ZOOPlANCTON 
MTR. OEG.C 0/00 OSMOT ClO.A FAEO. PROOUCCION SUPER. OBlICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-0IA Ml/I000M3 
0 21.4 34.332 23.90 24.38 .43 .02 33.71 158.61 
10 21.4 34.302 21.87 24.36 MACRO
* * 25 21.4 34.296 23.81 24.35 158.61 

40 19.9 .34.116 24.13 24.10 

55 17.4 33.921 24.61 23.75 

15 14.8 33.902 25.19 23.52 

100 14.1 34.137 25.52 23.63 

1~0 11.8 34.361 26.15 23.61 







PAGINA 146 DE DATOS 

CRUC 67-2 ESTAC 4 
VALORES INTERPOLAOOS A PROFUNOIDAOES ESTANDAR 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T ANOM ALT ESTAB 
TERMOST DINAM 
0 21.4 34.332 23.90 401.7 0 
10 21.4 34.302 23.87 403.9 .040 -228 
20 21.4 34.298 23.87 404.2 .081 -30 
30 20.8 34.111 23.96 396.1 .121 854 
50 18.2 33.982 24.46 348.0 .196 2520 
75 14.8 33.902 25.19 278.7 .274 2917 
100 14.1 34.137 25.52 247.3 .341 1320 
150 11.8 34.361 26.15 187.3 .451 1263 
200 11.3 34.588 26.42 161.8 .541 536 
250 10.5 34.58S 26.57 147.8 .621 297 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEL TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SU;{FACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
147.8 250 .370 10.47 34.585 
160.0 206 .397 11.20 34.5t37 
200.0 139 .466 12.29 34.308 
240.0 106 .516 13.82 34.161 
260.0 90 .535 14.38 34.041 
300.0 67 .567 15.85 33.(H2 
320.0 60 .579 16.83 33.933 
340.0 53 .591 17.82 33.966 
360.0 45 .600 18.87 34.032 
400.0 25 .614 21.11 34.253 
401.7 0 .615 21.40 34.332 
PAGINA 147 OE DATOS 

CRUC 67-2 E5TAC 5 
TIE~PO 1 VISlB 6 
TERMHUM 21.4 TERMSEC 
PROF TEMP SAL 
MTR. DEG.C 0100 
0 22.3 34.384 
10 21.7 34.350 
25 20.4 34.319 
40 17.8 33.989 
55 16.3 33.913 
15 14.4 33.809 
100 13.7 34.201 
150 13.3 34.734 
200 12.2 34.753 
235 10.9 
210 34.658 
* MAZATLA~ PRUJECTC * 
MtXICO-CIAT*YOLANDA*~Z-b 
LAT 22-48.3N LONG 109-07.5W FECHA 15 APRIL 67 HORA 1232. 
NUBES-TIPC CANT 0 VIENTO-VEL 3 ( 1.5) OIR 275-285 BAR 1017 
~5.6 rUMREL 70 OLAS-DIR 275-285 ALT 3 PER 3 SECCH( 30 
VALORES OBSERVAOOS 
SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO IOOPLANCTON 
OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OALICUO 
ATM. MG/~3 MG/1'o'3-0IA ML/I000M) 











PAGINA 148 DE DATOS 

CRUC 67-2 ESTAC 5 
VALCRES INTERPOLAOOS A PROFUNOIOADES ESTANOAR 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T ANUM AL T ESTAB 
TERMOST DINAM 
0 22.3 34.384 23.69 421.8 0 
10 21.7 34.356 23.83 407.9 .042 1461 
20 20.6 34.331 24.06 386.2 .081 2290 
30 19.5 34.188 24.30 363.5 .119 2361 
50 16.7 33.933 24.71 318.2 .187 2382 
15 14.4 33.809 25.20 277.4 .262 1719 
100 13.7 34.201 25.65 234.7 .327 1794 
150 13.3 34.134 26.14 187.8 .434 987 
200 12.2 34.753 26.38 165.7 .525 463 
250 10.4 34.675 26.65 140.0 .604 541 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEL TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTI AL SURFACE SURFACE 
140.0 250 .35e 10.40 34.675 
160.0 211 .396 11.80 34.732 
200.0 137 .466 13.40 34.595 
240.0 97 .513 13.79 34.152 
260.0 85 .531 14.12 33.968 
300.0 61 .560 15.70 33.869 
320.0 49 .571 16.86 33.941 
340.0 40 .580 18.07 34.045 
360.0 32 .587 19.27 34.165 
400.0 14 .596 21.37 34.346 
421.8 0 .598 22.30 34.384 
PAGINA 149 DE CATes 
* MAIATlAN PRCJECTC * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOlANDA*MZ-6 
CRUC 61-2 ESTAC 6 lAT 22-42.5N lONG 10q-41.1W FECHA 15 APRil 61 HORA 1800, 
TIEMPO 2 VISIR 5 NUBES-TIPC CANT 0 VIENTO-VEl 3 ( 1.5) OIR 215-285 BAR 1017 
TERMHUM 18.5 TERMSEC 21.q HUMREl 72 OlAS-DIR 215-285 AlT 3 PER 3 SECCHI 
VAL ORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO IOOPlANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT ClO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBlICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-0IA Ml/1000M3 
0 21.2 34.463 24.05 24.46 .60 .07 4Q.08 106.53 
10 21.2 * MACRO * 
















PAGINA 150 DE DATOS 

* MAZATLAN PROJECTC * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOLANDA*MI-6 
CRUC 67-2 ESTAC 7 LAT 22-42.0N LONG 110-02.4W FECHA 15 APRIL 67 HORA 2000, 
TIEMPO 2 VISIB 5 NUBES-TIPO CANT 0 VIENTO-VEL 4 ( 2.0) DIR 275-285 BAR 1018 
TERMHUM 18.1 TERMSEC 20.9 HUMREL 76 OLAS-DIR 275-285 ALT 3 PER 5 SECCHI 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO IOOPLANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCICN SUPER. OBLICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA Ml/1000M3 
0 20.8 34.419 24.13 24.39 .78 .04 

















PAGINA 15t DE DATOS 
* MAlATLA~ PROJECTC * 
fo'FxICO-CIAT*vCLANUA*Ml-6 
CRUC 61-2 ESTAC B LAT 22-12.5N LONG 110-02.4w FECHA 16 APRIL 61 HORA 0000, 
TIEMPO 2 VISIB b NURES-TIPC CANT 0 VIENTO-VEL 5 ( 2.5) UIR 215-285 BAR 1011 
TERMHUM 11.0 TER~SEC 19.5 ~U~REL 18 OLAS-OIR 215-285 ALT 5 PER 5 SECCHI 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIG ZOOPlANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PROOUCCICN SUPER. OBLICUC 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/fo'3-DIA Ml/1000fil3 
0 19.1 34.519 24.49 24.38 ,.18 .24 320.31 320.08 
10 19.1 * filACRC * 













PAGINA 152 DE DATOS 

* MAIATLAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOlANDA*MI-6 
CRUC 67-2 ESTAC 9 LAT l1-50.2N LONG 109-22.0W FECHA 16 APRil 67 HORA 0600, 
TIEMPO 2 VISIB 6 NUBES-TIPG CANT 0 VIENTO-VEl 5 ( 2.5) DIR 275-285 BAR 1017 
TERMHUM 18.2 TERMSEC 20.0 HUMREl 84 OLAS-DIR 275-285 AlT 5 PER 5 SECCHI 
VAlORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO lOOPlANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBllCUO 
AT~. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA Ml/10001"13 
0 20.2 34.138 24.01 24.14 .70 .09 51.70 206.98 
10 20.2 * "ACRO * 








PAGINA 153 DE DATOS 

CRUC 67-2 ES TAC 10 





PROF TEMP SAL 
MTR. OEG.C 0/00 
0 22.9 34.654 
10 22.7 34.636 
25 22.4 34.585 
38 21.4 34.304 
49 20.1 34.194 
72 18.4 34.171 
96 15.4 34.365 
144 13.2 34.227 
192 12.1 34.742 
230 11.5 
* MAlATLAN PROJECTC * 
~EXICO-CIAI*YCLANDA*Ml-6 
LAT 21-24.8N LONG 10B-37.1W FECHA 16 APRIL 67 HORA 1229,1246 
NCBES-TIPC CANT 0 VIENTO-VEL 4 2.0) DIR 275-285 BAR 1015 







































PAGINA 154 DE DATOS 

CRUC 67-2 ESTAC 10 
vALORES INTERPOLADOS A PROFUNDIDADES ESTANDAK 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T ANCM ALT ESTAB 
TERMOST DINAM 
0 22.9 34.654 23.72 418.6 0 
10 22.7 34.636 23.76 414.4 .042 435 
20 22.5 34.599 23.7') 411.8 .083 271 
30 22.1 34.4')4 23.8> 408.0 .124 403 
50 20.0 34.1G9 24.15 377.3 .203 1611 
75 18.1 34.186 24.65 329.6 .292 2002 
100 15.2 34.348 25.45 253.9 .366 3181 
150 13.0 34.299 25.86 214.8 .485 822 
200 11.9 34.828 26.48 155.5 .579 1251 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEL TEMP OF SAL. CF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
155.5 200 .311 11.94 34.628 
160.0 196 .320 12.03 34.787 
200.0 163 .392 12.77 34.430 
240.0 118 .448 14.42 34.324 
260.0 98 .469 15.41 34.331 
300.0 85 .506 16.93 34.238 
320.0 78 .522 17.70 34.201 
340.0 70 .537 18.49 34.183 
360.0 59 .550 19.32 34.183 
400.0 35 .569 21.55 34.410 
418.6 0 .572 22.90 34.654 
PAuINA 155 DE CATes 
* MAIAflAN PRCJECTC * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOlANOA*Ml-6 
CRUC 61-2 ESTAC 11 lAT 21-02.3N lONG 107-53.8w FECHA 16 APRIL 67 HORA 1857, 
TIEMPO 1 VIStB 6 NURES-TIPC CANT 0 VIENTO-VEl J ( 1.5) OIR 275-285 BAR 1014 
TERMHUM 22.0 TF.RMSEC 24.6 HUMREl 80 OlAS-OIR 275-285 AlT 3 PER 3 SECCHI 
VAlORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TH1P SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO ICOPlANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT ClO.A FAEO. PRODIJCCICN SUPER. OBllCUO 
















1. 15 .01 229.53 392.81
• ",ACRC * 392.87 
38 19.1 34.793 24.86 24.53 
52 16.1 34.108 25.38 24.26 
71 15.8 34.719 25.60 24.20 
95 13.1 34.465 25.98 23.79 
143 12.9 34.703 26.20 23.94 
190 11.1 34.596 26.46 23.71 
230 10.6 34.620 26.57 23.69 
257 34.639 
PAGINA 156 DE DATOS 

CRUC 67-2 EST~C 11 

VALO!<fS INTERPOLADOS A PROFUNDIDACES ESTA~DA~ 

PROF TEMP SAL SI(;MA-T ANOM AL T ESTAB 
TERMOST DINAM 
0 23.6 34. 7tH 23.6l 428.8 0 
10 23.3 34.7tH 23.70 420.4 .042 862 
20 22.2 34. 7 Il ') 24.(!2 )90.4 .083 3159 
30 20.6 34. Un 24 • '. 'j 348.8 .120 4359 
50 17.0 34.71') 25. H 266.0 .1 f:i 2 410~ 
75 15.3 34.664 25.67 233.2 .245 1413 
100 13.1 34.494 26.CO 201.1 .3eo 1353 
150 12.6 34.682 26.24 178.3 .396 480 
200 11.0 34.602 26.4'1 154.9 .482 492 
250 10.4 34.634 '/6.62 142.7 .559 257 
DENSITY DEPTH CF ACCEL TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACt: POT fN TI AL SURFIlCI: SURFACE 
142.7 250 .351 10.3E 34.b)4 
IbO.O ItJ9 .3:;5 11.32 34.616 
200.0 102 .453 13.05 34.5C3 
240.0 10 .4H7 15.6<' 34. (; 7 l 
260.0 '>5 .500 16.66 34.702 
300.0 42 .519 18.47 34.725 
320.0 37 .527 19.35 34.743 
340.0 32 .534 20.23 34.770 
360.0 27 .540 21.04 34.781 
400.0 17 .549 22.55 34.718 
428.8 0 .551 23.60 34.78l 
P~~l~A 157 DE UATOS 
* MAlATLA~ PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOLANDA*MI-6 
CRUC 61-2 ESTAC 12 LAT 20-43.0N LONG 101-15.0W FECHA 11 APRIL 61 HORA 0045,0052 
TtEMPO 1 VISIB 6 NUBES-TtPO CANT 0 ~IENTO-VEL 1 ( .5) DIR 215-285 BAR 1016 
TERMHUM 21.8 TERMSEC 23.9 hUMREL 84 OLAS-DIR 215-285 ALT 2 PER 2 SECCHI 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO ZGOPLANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBLICUG 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA ML/IOOOM3 
0 23.2 34.118 23.68 24.82 .40 .05 61.84 110.20 
10 23.3 34.691 23.64 24.81 * MACRO * 
25 22.5 34.615 23.85 24.12 110.20 
40 18.1 34.241 24.54 24.09 
55 11.0 34.185 24.91 23.91 
13 14.6 34.248 25.50 23.16 
98 13.2 34.524 26.00 23.84 
141 12.4 34.134 26.32 23.92 
196 11.9 34.110 26.45 23.91 
225 11.6 34.112 26.46 23.64 
PAGINA 158 DE DATOS 

CRUC 67-2 ESTAC 12 
VALORES INTERPOlADOS A PROFUNDJDACES ESTANDAR 
PROF TEMP ~AL SIGMA-T ANOM Al T ESTAB 
rERMOST CINAM 
0 23.2 34.71B 23.68 422.2 0 
10 23.3 34.697 23.64 426.5 .042 -448 
20 22.8 34.682 23.77 414.3 .085 1290 
30 21.4 34.:)}4 24.05 387.1 .125 2€35 
50 17.~ 34.200 24.80 315.9 .195 3740 
75 14.5 34.272 25.54 244.9 .266 7984 
100 13.2 34.534 26.02 199.8 .322 1898 
150 12.4 34.736 26.33 170.0 .416 628 
200 11.9 34.761 26.45 158.8 .501 234 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEl TEMP OF SAL. CF 
SURFACE SUHFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
158.8 200 .318 11.86 34.761 
160.0 195 .320 11.91 34.758 
200.0 100 .379 13.1 7 34.531 
240.0 78 .414 14.33 34.2S4 
260.0 70 .429 15.12 34.247 
300.0 56 .454 16.83 34.2G6 
320.0 49 .465 17.74 34.214 
340.0 43 .474 18.83 34.2<13 
360.0 38 .482 19.92 34.386 
400.0 25 .495 22.07 34.602 
422.2 0 .497 23.20 34.718 
PAGINA 159 DE OATO~ 
* MAlATLAN PROJECTG * 
MEX[CO-CIAT*YOLANDA*~l-b 
CRUC 67-2 ESTAC 13 LAT 20-24.5N LONG 106-36.0W FECHA 17 APRIL 67 HORA 0642,0651 
TIEMPO VISIB 6 NUBES-TIPO CANT 0 VIENTO-VEL 1 ( .5) DIR 275-285 BAR 1017 
TERMHUM 22.6 TERMSEC 26.5 HUMREL 11 OLAS-DIR 275-285 ALT 2 PER 2 SECCHI 25 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO lOOPLANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBllCUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/f/3-CIA ML/1000M3 
0 24.9 34.844 23.27 25.05 1.08 .11 72.61 551.47 
10 24.9 34.634 23.21 25.04 
* 
MACRO 
* 25 21.0 34.768 24.34 24.67 551.47 
40 16.4 34.633 25.39 24.16 
55 14.8 34.593 25.72 24.02 
73 13.9 34.593 25.91 23.95 
97 13.7 34.740 26.07 24.04 
142 12.7 34.604 26.32 24.00 
190 12.1 34.798 26.43 23.94 
240 11.5 
256 34.750 
PAGINA 160 DE DATOS 

CRUC 67-2 ESTAC 13 
VAlORES INTERPOlAOOS A PROFUNOtOAOES ESTANOAR 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T ANOM AlT ESTAB 
TERMOST DINAM 
0 24.9 34.844 23.27 461.1 0 
10 24.9 34.834 23.27 461.9 .046 -75 
20 22.1 34.79U 24.06 3A6.6 .089 7P.94 
30 19.3 34.661 24.70 325.3 .124 6423 
50 15.3 34.601 25.62 237.5 .181 4615 
75 13.9 34.607 25.93 208.5 .237 1220 
100 13.6 34.744 26.09 193.3 .288 642 
150 12.6 34.H02 26.34 169.2 .380 506 
200 12.0 34.789 26.45 158.8 .465 219 
250 11.4 34.753 26.53 151.2 .545 160 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEl TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
151.2 250 •.378 11.40 34.7?3 
160.0 194 .398 12.04 34.790 
200.0 89 .454 13.74 34.683 
240.0 49 .482 15.40 34.600 
260.0 45 .491 16.32 34.599 
300.0 36 .507 18.16 34.625 
320.0 31 .514 19.08 34.652 
340.0 28 .520 19.98 34.684 
360.0 24 .525 20.88 34.723 
400.0 18 .534 22.58 34.791 
461.1 0 .539 24.90 34.844 
PAulNA 161 DE CATOS 
* ~AIATlA~ PROJECTG * 
MEXICO-CIAT*YGlANDA*MI-b 
CRUC 67-2 ESTAC 14 LAT 21-03.0N lONG 106-39.5W FECHA 17 APRil 67 HORA 1225, 
TIEMPO VISIB 6 NUBES-TIPO CANT 0 VIENTO-VEl 1 ( .5) DIR 275-285 BAR 1017 
TERMHUM 22.0 TERMSEC 25.4 HUMREl 75 OlAS-DIR 215-285 AlT 2 PER 2 SECCHI 23 
VAlORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRI~ARIC lOOPlANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT ClO.A FAEO. PRODUCCICN SUPER. OBllCUO 
AT~. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA Ml/IOOOM3 
0 24.6 34.859 23.38 25.04 .57 .03 8.9 13.0 .9 23.80 263.00 
10 24.2 34.839 23.48 24.99 
* 
foIACRC 
* 25 20.0 34.191 24.17 24.16 263.00 
40 18.9 34.439 24.64 24.25 
55 17.0 34.593 25.22 24.20 
75 14.8 34.564 25.70 24.00 
98 13.8 34.681 26.00 24.00 
148 12.7 34.7~5 26.28 23.96 
197 11.9 34.760 26.44 23.90 
240 11.2 
266 34.132 




CRUC 61-2 ESTAC 14 
VALORES INTERPOLADOS A PROFUNDIDADES ESTANDAR 
PROF TEMP SAL SlG~A-T ANOM AL T ESTAB 
TERMOST DINAH 
0 24.6 34.859 23.38 451.4 0 
10 24.2 34.839 23.48 441.5 .045 1044 
20 21.3 34.392 23.96 395.2 .087 4845 
30 19.6 34.289 24.35 358.5 .124 3848 
50 17.6 34.542 25.04 292.3 .190 3477 
75 14.8 34.564 25.70 230.3 .256 2615 
100 13.7 34.684 26.01 200.2 .310 1261 
150 12.7 34.755 26.29 174.1 .405 551 
200 11.8 34.758 26.",5 158.9 .491 318 
250 11.1 34.736 26.58 146.6 .570 260 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEL TEMP OF SAL. CF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
146.6 250 .366 11.06 34.736 
160.0 196 .396 11.91 34.757 
200.0 100 .456 13.74 34.684 
240.0 71 .49C 15.24 34.554 
260.0 63 .503 16.13 34.542 
300.0 48 .526 17.80 34.510 
320.0 42 .535 18.41 34.431 
340.0 36 .542 19.01 34.355 
360.0 30 .549 19.64 34.292 
400.0 19 .558 21.62 34.434 
451.4 0 .563 24.60 34.859 
PAG1NA 163 DE DATOS 

* MAZATlAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*VOlANDA*Ml-6 
CRUC 61-2 ESTAC 15 lAT 21-42.0N lONG 106-45.0W FECHA 11 APRIL 61 HORA 1839, 
TIEMPO VISIB 6 NUBES-TIPO CANT 0 VIENTO-VEl 1 ( .5) DIR 215-285 BAR 1014 
TERMHUM 21.1 TERMSEC 23.6 HU~REl 80 OlAS-DIR 215-285 AlT 2 PER 2 SECCHI 
VAlORES OBSERVAOOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO ZOOPlANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT ClO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBlICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA Ml/1000M3 
0 24.1 34.923 23.57 25.04 2.26 .04 141.02 493.42 
10 23.1 34.925 23.69 25.01 • MACRO • 
25 21.9 34.181 24.10 24.76 493.42 
40 19.0 34.725 24.83 24.41 
55 16.3 34.651 25.43 24.19 
15 14.6 34.857 25.97 24.20 
98 13.6 34.627 26.00 23.95 
141 12.8 34.132 26.24 23.95 







PAGINA 164 DE DATOS 

CRUC 67-2 ESTAC 15 
VALORES INTERPOlADOS A PROFUNDIDADES ESTANDAR 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T AN OM Al T ESTAB 
TERMOST DINAM 
0 24.L 34.923 23.57 432.6 0 
10 23.7 34.925 23.69 421.2 .043 1184 
20 22.4 34.805 23.96 395.4 .084 2705 
30 20.9 34.744 24.35 358.6 .121 3854 
50 17.1 34.664 25.25 272.9 .185 4498 
75 14.6 34.857 25.97 204.7 .245 2871 
100 13.6 34.632 26.01 200.4 .296 L83 
150 12.7 34.733 26.26 176.9 .392 495 
200 11.6 34.758 26.49 155.3 .478 457 
250 11.0 34.760 26.60 144.3 .555 228 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEL TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTI AL SURFACE SURFACE 
144.3 250 .361 11.03 34.760 
160.0 189 .395 ll.88 34.751 
200.0 101 .453 13.55 34.633 
240.0 62 .486 15.90 34.748 
260.0 55 .497 16.63 34.695 
300.0 44 .517 18.30 34.672 
320.0 39 .525 19.19 34.688 
340.0 34 .533 20.07 34.713 
360.0 30 .539 20.95 34.746 
400.0 18 .549 22.67 34.825 
432.6 0 .552 24.10 34.923 
PAGINA 165 DE DATOS 

* MAlATLA~ PRCJECTC * 
~EXICO-CIAT*YOLANOA*~l-6 
CRUC 61-2 ESTAC L6 LAT 22-20.5N LUNG 106-36.5w FECHA L8 APRIL 67 HORA 0045,0050 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB 6 NUBfS-TIPG CANT 0 VIENIO-VEL 1 ( .5) DIR 275-285 BAR 1015 
TERMHUM 21.1 TERMSEC 23.0 HUMREL 04 OLAS-DIR 275-285 ALI 2 PER 2 SECCHI 
VAlORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIC lOOPlANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCC[CN SUPER. OBLICUD 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA "'l/1000"'3 
0 23.0 35.004 23.q6 25.01 .65 .10 233.31 810.18 
10 23.0 35.012 23.96 25.02 * MACRO * 25 21.2 35.022 24.48 24.81 810.78 

40 18.1 34.841 25.14 24.48 

55 16.6 34.714 25.41 24.26 

75 14.1 34.57") 25.73 24.00 

100 13.4 34.701 26.10 23.98 

150 12.4 34.761 26.35 23.<}4 







PAGINA 166 DE DATOS 

CRUC 67-2 ESTAC 16 
VALORES INTERPOLADOS A PROFUNDIDADES ESTA~DAR 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGf;lA-T ANOM AL T ESTAB 
TERMOST DINAM 
0 23.0 35.004 23.90 396.1 0 
10 23.0 35.012 23.<:16 395.5 .040 61 
20 21.7 35.019 24.32 361.1 .077 3608 
30 20.1 34.935 24.70 324.9 .112 3785 
50 17.0 34.749 25.33 265.4 .171 3126 
75 14.7 34.575 25.73 227.4 .233 1604 
100 13.4 34. 701 26.10 192.2 .286 1482 
150 12.4 34.761 26.34 168.8 .378 490 
200 11.8 34.505 26.27 176.2 .467 -157 
250 ll.O 34.678 26.55 149.5 .551 563 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEL TEMP UF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
149.5 250 .374 10.98 34.678 
160.0 230 .399 ll.29 34.609 
200.0 94 .464 13.69 34.671 
240.0 67 .49c 15.48 34.625 
260.0 54 .508 16.72 34.720 
300.0 38 .527 18.83 34.844 
320.0 32 .534 19.85 34.916 
340.0 26 .539 20.79 34.966 
360.0 20 .544 21.69 35.015 
396.1 0 .548 23.00 35.004 
PAGI~A 167 DE CATCS 
CRUC 67-2 ESTAC 17 
T1EMPO 1 VISIB 6 
TEKMHUM TERMSEC 
PROF TEMP SAL 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 
0 22.3 34.857 
10 22.2 34.8?0 
25 19.8 35.092 
37 17.4 34.830 
52 15.6 34.621 
15 14.5 34.634 
95 13.7 34.690 
143 12.6 34.763 
190 12.0 34.757 
210 11.4 
* MAlATLA~ PROJECTC * 
MEXICO-CIAT*YOLANDA*Ml-6 
LAT 22-51.1N LONG 106-30.5W FECHA 18 APRIL 67 

NUBfS-TIPC 9 CANT 1 VIENTO-VEL 1 ( .5) DIR 

23.0 HUMREl OlAS-DIR 275-285 ALT 2 PER 2 
VAlORES OBSERVADOS 
SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRI~ARIO 
OSMOT ClO.A FAEO. PRonUCCICN 
ATM. MG/"'3 ~G/f-43-CIA 



















PAGINA 168 DE DATOS 

CRUC 67-2 ESTAC 17 
VAlORES INTERPOlADOS A PROFUNDIDADES ESTANDAR 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T ANOM AlT ESTAB 
TERMOST DINAM 
0 22.3 34.857 24.04 387.6 0 
10 22.2 34.850 24.07 385.5 .039 240 
20 21.0 35.011 24. IH 342.9 .075 4468 
30 18.8 34.986 25.07 289.7 .101 5574 
50 15.8 34.643 25.53 245.7 .161 2311 
75 14.5 34.634 25.82 219.0 .219 1131 
100 13.6 34.698 26.06 195.5 .272 982 
150 12.5 34.761 26.33 170.6 .365 525 
200 11.9 34.756 26.44 159.9 .450 228 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEl TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
159.9 200 .320 11.89 34.756 
160.0 200 .320 11.90 34.755 
200.0 95 .379 13.74 34.685 
240.0 55 .409 15.53 34.639 
260.0 44 .419 16.79 34.742 
300.0 28 .433 19.25 34.987 
320.0 24 .439 20.08 34.994 
340.0 21 .443 20.91 35.008 
360.0 16 .447 21.50 34.944 
387.6 0 .449 22.30 34.857 
PAGINA 169 DE CATOS 
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FIGURE 7. Cruise tracK and station locations for the seventh Mazatlan 
CRUC 61-2 ESTAC 1 
TIEMPO VISlB 
TERMHUM TERMSEC 
PROF TEMP SAL 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 
0 21.6 35.100 
10 21.5 34.914 
25 23.6 34.844 
39 19.0 34.588 
54 16.2 34.449 
12 14.8 34.424 




265 11.5 34.153 
* MAlATLAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*OEFIANC~*MI-1 
LAT 23-06.3N LONG 106-58.3W FECHA 22 JUNIO 61 HORA 0855, 
NUBES-TIPC CANT VIENTO-VEL ) DIR 355- 5 BAR 
HUMREL OLAS-DIR ALT PER SECCHI 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
SIGMA-T 	 PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO lOOPLANCTON 
OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCICN SUPER. OBLICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-D(A ML/I000M3 
22.62 25.41 







PAGINA 171 DE DATOS 

(RUe 67-2 ESTAC l 
VALORES INTERPOLAoOS A PROFUNoIoAoES ESTANOAK 
PROF TH1P SAL SIGMA-T AN OM AL T ESTAB 
TERMOST oINAM 
0 27.6 35.100 22.62 523.6 0 
LO 27.5 34.914 22.51 533.9 .053 -1075 
20 25.9 34.909 23.03 484.7 .104 5L44 
30 22.1 34.7'j8 24.04 388.3 .148 10099 
50 16.9 34.4}) 2 Cj.llJ 281.3 .215 5617 
75 L4.7 34.4~6 2:;.64 235.3 .280 1932 
LOO 13.7 34.b65 26.01 201.0 • ).~ 5 1449 
150 12.6 34.691 26.?') 177.6 .432 493 
200 12. 1 34.710 26. ~6 167.1 .520 221 
250 11.6 34.737 26.48 156.0 .604 233 
DENSITY CEPfH OF ACCEL TEMP OF SAL. CF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
156.0 250 .390 11.60 34.737 
160.0 232 .400 11.78 34.727 
200.0 102 .466 13.67 34.665 
240.0 72 .501 14.89 34.4'35 
260.0 62 .515 15.84 34.458 
300.0 47 .536 17.77 34.501 
320.0 43 .')45 18.74 34.541 
340.0 39 .)54 19.71 34.591 
360.0 35 .561 20.68 34.653 
400.0 29 .574 22.52 34.768 
523.6 0 .592 27.60 35.1CO 
PAGINA 172 DE CATCS 

* MAZATLAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*OEFIANCE*MI-1 
CRUC 67-2 ESTAC 2 LAT 23-03.5N LONG 101-19.5W FECHA 22 JUNIO 67 HORA 1200, 
TIEMPO VISIB 8 NUBES-TIPO CANT VIENTO-VEL , DIR 355- 5 BAR 
TERMHUM 26.3 TERMSEC 26.6 HUMREL 95 OLAS-DIR ALT PER SECCHI 24 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT 
ATM. 
0 27.0 35.202 22.89 25.50 
10 26.6 35.151 22.98 25.43 
25 23.4 34.160 23.66 24.86 
40 18.5 34.641 24.90 24.37 
55 16.1 34.618 25.31 24.20 
75 14.8 34.602 25.73 24.03 
100 13.8 34.712 26.03 24.02 
149 12.7 34.155 26.28 23.96 
199 12.0 34.176 26.43 23.92 










* MACRO * 
PAGINA 173 DE DATOS 

(i{UC 67-2 ESTAe 2 
VALO~[S INTERPULADOS A PRUFUNDIOACES ESTANDAR 
PROF TH'P SAL SIGMA-T ANOM Al T ESTAS 
TERMO~T DINAM 
0 27.0 35.202 22.89 497.8 0 
10 26.6 35.151 22.91"1 489.3 .049 888 
20 25.1 )4.795 23.19 469.2 .097 2112 
30 21.9 34.6Y5 24.03 3e8.7 .140 8432 
50 17.2 34.622 2'J.ICJ 278.9 .207 5761 
75 14.8 34.602 25.73 227.5 .271 2169 
100 13.8 34.712 26.03 199.2 .325 1190 
150 12.7 34.7 1,S 26.28 174.5 .420 518 
200 12.U 34.71'::> t.6.44 160.1 .506 303 
250 11.3 34.7':>1 26.5,+ 150.0 .587 211 
DENSITY DEPfH Of ACCEl TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
150.0 250 .375 11.32 34.751 
160.0 201 .398 11.9!:~ 34.775 
200.0 99 .458 13.83 34.708 
240.0 69 .491 lS.3Y 34.600 
260.0 59 .504 16.34 34.607 
300.0 46 .525 UI.13 34.t 11 
320.0 43 .534 18.98 34.6n 
340.0 39 .542 19.83 34.63::' 
360.0 35 .549 20.68 34.652 
400.0 29 .562 22.34 34.702 
497.8 0 .576 21.00 35.202 
PAGINA 174 DE CATCS 

CRUC 67-2 ESTAC 3 
TIEMPO VISIB 
TERMHUM 22.2 TERMSEC 
PROF TEMP SAL 
MTR. OEG.C 0/00 
0 26.0 34.921 
10 25.8 34.901 
25 22.1 34.519 
40 19.0 34.640 
55 17.1 34.691 
15 15.1 34.401 
100 13.3 34.813 
150 12.3 34.648 
200 11.6 34.114 
265 10.7 
210 34.688 
* MAZATLAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*OEFIANCE*Ml-1 
LAT 22-57.1N LONG 108-00.0W FECHA 22 JUNIO 61 HORA 1805, 
NUBES-TIPO CANT VIENTO-VEL ( ) DIR 355- 5 BAR 
25.0 hUMREL 78 OLAS-DIR ALT PER SECCH( 
VAlORES OBSERVAOOS 
SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO ZOOPLANCTON 
OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCICN SUPER. OBLICUO 














PAGINA 175 DE DATOS 

Ct<lC u7-7. i::-STllC "3 
VAlCRES INTERPOLAOOS A PROFUNDIDAOES ESTANDAR 
PROF lEMP SAL SIGMA-T ANOM AL T E:STAB 
TERMOST D I tJ AM 
0 26.0 34.921 2~.99 487.9 0 
10 25.8 34.901 23.05 483.0 .049 516 
20 23.3 34.b77 23.63 426.8 .094 5879 
30 20.9 34.~90 24.21 370.2 .134 5937 
50 17.7 34.675 7.5.12 284.9 .2eo 4475 
75 15.1 34.401 25.51 248.4 .267 1541 
100 13.3 34.813 76.20 182.0 .321 2789 
150 12.3 34.648 26.28 175.3 .412 145 
200 11.6 34.714 26.46 157.8 .498 366 
250 10.9 34.693 26.58 146.8 .577 230 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEL TE~P Cf SAL. CF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURfACE 
146.8 250 .367 10.89 34.6<;3 
160.0 194 .396 11.69 34.705 
200.0 93 .454 13.79 34.6<n 
240.0 78 .488 14.87 34.451 
260.0 67 .502 15.92 34.479 
300.0 46 .525 18.24 34.652 
320.0 42 .534 19.0{] 34.626 
340.0 37 .542 19.76 34.6C7 
360.0 j2 .549 20.52 34.594 
400.0 25 .560 22.14 34.628 
481.9 0 .571 26.00 34.921 
PAGINA 176 DE DATOS 

* MAZATlAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*OEFIANCE*Ml-7 
CRUC 67-2 ESTAC 4 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB 3 




lONG 108-32.5W FECHA 22 
CANT 1 VIENTO-VEl 16 
79 OlAS-OIR 245-255 AlT 
JUNIa 67 HORA 2330, 
8.0) OIR 245-255 BAR 












































• "ACRO * 
PAGINA 177 OE CATCS 

CRUC 67-2 ESTAC 5 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB 7 
TERMHUM 20.0 T~RMSEC 
PROF TEMP SAL 
MTR. OEG.C 0100 















* MAIATLA~ PKCJFCTC * 
MEXICU-CIAT*DEFIANCE*Ml-7 
LAT 22-46.0N lONG 109-25.3~ FECHA 23 JUNIO 67 HORA 0600, 
NUBES-TIPO 8 CANT 6 VIENTO-VEl 18 9.0) OIR 245-255 BAR 
21.1 HUMR~l ~1 OlAS-DIR 245-255 AlT PER 2 SECCHI 
VAlORES OBSERVADOS 
SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIC IOOPlANCTON 
OSMOT ClO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBlICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-0IA "'l/1000M3 
24.09 24.50 1.13 .29 45.4 34.2 .7 
* fo'ACRC * 
PAGINA 178 DE DATOS 

CRUC 67-2 ESTAC 6 
TIEMPO 2 VISIB 8 
TERMHUM 19.1 TERMSEC 
PROF TEMP SAL 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 
0 21.5 34.833 
10 21.2 34.797 
25 17.7 34.576 
39 15.0 34.773 
54 14.4 34.575 
74 13.9 34.379 







* MAZATLAN PROJECTO * 
~EXICO-CIAT*OEFIANCE*MZ-7 
LAT 22-41.5N LONG 109-57.7W FECHA 23 JUNIO 67 HORA 1145, 
NUBES-TIPC 8 CANT 7 VIENTO-VEl 15 7.5) DIR 265-275 BAR 
21.0 ~UMREL 83 OlAS-DIR 265-275 AlT PER 2 SECCHI 11 
VALORES OBSERVAOOS 
SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO IOOPlANCTON 
OSMOT ClO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBlICUO 


















































CRl,C 67-'2 ESltiC 6 
VALCRES INTEHPOLADOS A PROFUNDIDADES ESTANDAR 




24.25 368.l 0 
24.30 362.9 .037 549 
24.82 314.0 .010 5127 
25.36 262.8 .099 5369 
25.80 220.6 .148 2209 
25.75 225.4 .204 -197 
25.79 221.9 .261 l52 
ACCEL TEMP OF SAL. CF 

POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 

.. 222 13.90 34.429 
.235 15.46 34.626 
.242 16.46 34.643 
.253 l8.20 34.637 
.257 19.09 34.656 
.260 20.07 34.716 
.263 21.06 34.786 
.263 21.50 34.833 
PAGINA 160 DE DATOS 

* MAlATLAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*DEFIANCE*Ml-7 
CRUC 67-2 ESTAC 7 LAT 22-03.0N LONG 110-08.5W FECHA 23 JUNIO 61 HORA 1550, 
TIEMPO 0 VISIB 8 NUBES-TIPO CANT 0 VIENTO-VEL 1 3.5) DIR 305-315 BAR 
TERMHUM 22.0 TERMSEC 25.0 HUMREL 11 OLAS-DIR 295-305 ALT PER 2 SECCHt 29 
VALORES OBSERVAOOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT 
AT"". 
0 23.3 34.534 23.51 24.69 
10 22.1 34.519 23.69 24.64 
24 22.6 34.530 23.71 24.63 
39 19.6 34.054 24.11 24.03 
53 11.2 34.335 24.98 24.03 
13 15.8 34.486 25.42 24.03 
97 14.4 34.619 25.83 24.01 
145 12.2 34.510 26.19 23.14 
191 11.4 34.553 26.31 23.11 
258 10.4 34.588 26.58 23.65 
PIGMENTOS PRlpl.ARIC lOOPlANCTON 
ClO.A FAEO. PRODUCCICN SUPER. OBLICUO 





PAGINA 181 DE OATes 
CKUC 67-2 (STAC 7 
VAlORES [NTERPOlADOS A PROFUNDIDADES ESTANDAR 
PROF TEMP SAL S[GMA-T ANOM Al T ESTAB 
TERMOST DINAM 
0 23.3 34.534 23.51 438.2 0 
10 22.7 34.539 23.69 421.4 .043 1750 
20 22.6 34.532 23.70 420.0 .085 152 
30 21.5 34.341 23.88 403.2 .126 1761 
50 17.7 34.276 24.82 313.7 .198 4696 
75 15.7 34.497 25.45 253.3 .210 2537 
100 14.2 34.608 25.85 215.4 .329 1594 
150 12.1 34.514 26.21 U:Il.4 .430 716 
200 11.2 34.557 26.40 163.1 .518 387 
250 10.~ 34.583 26.56 148.5 .599 307 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEl TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENT[Al SURFACE SURFACE 
148.5 250 .371 10.50 34.583 
160.0 211 .398 11.09 34.562 
200.0 123 .464 13.27 34.559 
240.0 84 .506 15.16 34.534 
260.0 72 .521 15.89 34.471 
300.0 56 .547 17.21 34.322 
320.0 49 .557 17.93 34.276 
340.0 44 .567 18.19 34.280 
360.0 40 .575 19.64 34.292 
400.0 31 .589 21.36 34.342 
438.2 0 .595 23."10 34.534 
PAGINA 182 DE DATOS 
* ~AZATlAN PROJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*DEFIANCE*Ml-7 
CRUC 67-2 ESTAC 8 lAT 21-42.0N LONG 109-41.0W FECHA 23 JUNIO 67 HORA 2010, 
TIEMPO 0 VISIB 3 NUBES-TIPC CANT 0 VIENTO-VEL 7 3.5) DIR 265-275 BAR 
TERMHUM 22.0 TERMSEC 25.0 HUMREL 77 OLAS-DIR 285-295 ALT PER 2 SECCHI 
VALORES OBSERVAOOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMEf\TOS PRltlf\f{IC lOOPLANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/0(1 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PROOUCCICN SUPER. OBLICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-0IA ML/I000M3 
0 23.4 34.411 23.39 24.60 
10 22.8 34.368 23.53 24.52 
* 
MACRO 
* 24 22.5 34.365 23.62 24.49 
39 20.5 34.257 24.08 24.25 
53 19.3 34.090 24.27 24.03 
72 17.8 33.982 24.56 23.83 
96 14.7 33.983 25.27 23.57 
144 12.6 34.447 26.06 23.73 
192 12.2 34.660 26.31 23.85 
259 10.8 34.663 26.57 23.74 
PAGINA 183 DE DATOS 

Cf<LC 67-2 ESTAC 8 
VAlORES INTERPOLADOS A PROFUNOIUADES ESTANOAH 
PROF TEMP SAL SIG~1A-T ANOM AL T ESTAB 
TERMOST DINAM 
0 23.4 34.411 23.'3<1 449.9 0 
10 22.8 34.368 23.53 436.5 .044 1402 
20 22.6 34.366 23.59 431.0 .088 589 
30 21.7 34.312 23.71 412.1 .130 1968 
SO 19.5 34.120 24.2~ 369.6 .209 2228 
75 17.4 33.902 24.67 328.3 .296 1738 
100 14.5 34.027 1':>.3> 263.2 .371 2733 
150 12.5 34.4lf 26.10 192.3 .487 1490 
200 12.0 34.660 26.34 169.0 .579 493 
250 11.0 34.661 26.54 150.6 .662 387 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEl TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
l50.6 250 .376 10.97 34.661 
160.0 224 .399 11.50 34.659 
200.0 145 .473 12.75 34.426 
240.0 116 .525 13.85 34.169 
260.0 102 .547 14./f(, 34.046 
300.0 86 .584 16.11 33.CJ89 
320.0 78 .601 16.99 33.982 
340.0 68 .615 17.97 34.015 
360.0 56 .628 lCJ.02 34.083 
400.0 36 .646 21.11 34.252 
449.9 0 .655 23.40 34.411 
PAGINA 184 DE DATOS 

* MAlATlAN PROJECTC * 
MEXICO-CIAT*OEFIANCE*Ml-7 
CRUC 67-2 ESTAC 9 L~T 20-45.~N LONG 110-03.0~ FfCHA 24 JUNIO b7 HORA OQ40, 
TIEMPO VISIB N0BES-TIPL CANT VIENTO-VEL 7 3.5) OIR 275-285 BAR 
TERMHU~ 22.1 TERMSEC 25.0 ~UMREL 11 OLAS-DIR 265-275 ALT PER 2 SECCHI 15 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIC lCCPLANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PROOUCCICN SUPER. OBLICUO 






3.3 4.6 .7 
ML/I000M3 
9 23.0 34.51') 23.59 24.65 * ~ACRC * 
23 22.6 34.603 23.17 24.68 
38 20.6 34.455 24.21 24.40 
52 19.4 34.232 24.35 24.14 
70 16.b 34.006 24.87 23.75 
94 14.8 34.141 25.37 23.70 
141 12.1 34.427 26.14 23.68 
188 11.7 34.658 26.40 23.81. 
200 11.6 
250 11.0 
PAGINA 185 DE DATOS 

CQl;C 07-2 ESTAC 9 





























































































































































PAGINA 186 DE DATOS 

* MAlATLAN PROJECTC * 
MEXICO-CIAT*OEfIANCE*Ml-7 
CRUC 67-2 ESTAC 10 
TIEMPO 2 VISIB 3 
TERMhUM 23.5 TERMS[C 
L~T Id-27.1~ LONe 110-~9.5W FECHA 25 
~UA~S-TIPC 6 CANT 2 VIENTO-VEL 7 
25.q ~L~KEL ~l OLAS-OIR 115-125 ALT 
JUNIO 67 HORA 0330, 
( 3.5) OIR 255-265 BAR 
PFR 4 SECCHI 
VALOKES OBSERVACOS 
PROf TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGfooIEf\TOS PRIMARIC lCOPLANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMUT CLO.A FAEO. PROOUCCIC~ SUPER. OBLICUC 





34.~83 2?80 24.q3 .63 .05 










265 11. 1 
PAGINA 187 DE CATOS 

* ~AlAllt~ P~CJECTC * 
~~X I CO-C [A T~'i)t:f- I A,\CE*Ml-7 
CRUC 67-2 ESTAC 11 lAT IA-O).ON LONG 111-09.5~ FECHA 25 JLNIO 67 HORA 0715, 
TIEMPO VI~IB rJUf:'.[S-fIPC CANT VIENTO-VEL ) DIR 355- 5 BAR 
TERMHUM 23.4 TEK~SEC 2b.3 bUMREL 78 OLAS-DIR ALT PER SECCH[ 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
PROf- TEf'l P SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMAR[C ZCOPLANCTON 
MTR. UEG.C 0/00 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODLCC[CI\ SUPER. OBLICUO 
AT~. MG/~3 MG/f'l.J-CIA ML/I000M) 
0 25.8 34.696 22.8<J 25.02 .89 .20 
10 25.8 34.69::) 22.69 25.02 MACRO «* 25 25.7 34.6 H 22.91 25.00 

39 24.6 34.822 23.35 25.01 

54 22.7 )4.584 23.72 24.67 

74 19.6 34.304 24.36 24.21 

98 15.3 34.328 25.41 23.87 

14H 13.0 34.616 26.16 23.93 






PAGINA 188 DE DATOS 

CRUC 67-'2 ESTAC 11 































































































































































PAvINA 1B9 DE CATDS 
* "·AIA fLA,... PRCJfC Te * 
~EAICO-CTAT*VEFIANCE*~l-1 
CRUC b1-2 ESTAC 1? LAT IH-03.0N LONG 110-14.5W FECHA 25 JLNIO b1 HORA 1200, 
TIEMPO 2 VISTR 7 ~~Bfs-rIPO CANT VIENTO-VEL » DIR 355- 5 BAR 
TEMMHUM 24.8 TE~MSEL !8.d ~U~REl 72 OlAS-OIR 295-3C5 AlT PER 2 SECCHI 24 
VAlOKES OBSERvADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES t>IGMENTOS PRI,..ARIO ZOOPlANCTON 
MTR. OEG.C 0100 OSMOT CLO.A FA EO. PRODUCCICN SUPER. OBLlCUG 
ATM. f.AG/M3 MG/M3-DIA Ml/1000M3 
0 2b.l 34.616 22.73 24.98 .43 .09 5.4 b.1 2.1 
10 25.9 34.623 22.80 24.91 * MACRO * 
25 25.9 34.63':> 22.81 24.98 
39 25.1 34.632 23.0~ 24.91 
54 23.b 34.671 23.53 24.81 
14 19.b 34.332 24.38 24.23 
98 Ib.2 34.288 25.11 23.92 
148 13.2 34.537 .7b.01 23.85 
191 12.3 34.721 lb. 'n 23.90 
250 11.3 
2bb 11.0 34.110 2b.57 23.19 
PAGINA 190 DE CATOS 

CRUC 67-2 ESTAC 12 






















































































































































































PA~INA 191 DE DATOS 
* MAZATlAN PRCJECTC * 
~EXICU-CIA1*DEFIANCE*Ml-1 
CRUC 67-2 ESTAC 13 LAT IS-03.0N LONG 109-58.0W FECHA 25 JUNIO 61 HORA 1635~ 
TIEMPO a VISIB 8 ~UBES-TIPC CANT 0 VIENTO-VEL 4 2.0) OIR 95-105 BAR 
TERMHUM 25.0 TERMSEC ?1.5 ~UMREL 82 OlAS-OIR 295-305 ALT PER 2 SECCHI 19 
VAlORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO lCOPlANCTON 
MTR. OEG.C 0/00 OSMOT ClO.A FAEO. PRODUCCICN SUPER. OBllCUO 






10 23.9 34.548 23.35 24.75 * MACRO * 25 23.8 34.642 23.45 24.81 
40 23.4 34.416 23.44 24.65 
55 21.5 34.391 23.91 24.43 
75 18.2 34.270 24.68 24.07 
100 15.0 34.410 25.~4 23.91 
150 12.6 34.690 26.25 23.91 
200 11.7 34.739 26.46 23.81 
250 10.8 
270 10.4 34.734 26.69 23.15 
PAGINA 192 DE DATOS 

(RUC 67-2 ESTi\C 13 
VALOkl:S I~TFRPOLAOOS A PHOFUNOIOAOES ESTANOAR 
PROF TEMP SAL ~IGMA-T ANGM ALT ESTAR 
TERrJ.OST OINAM 
0 24.ti 34.540 23.0e 480.2 0 
10 23.9 34.548 23.35 454.0 .047 2741 
20 23.8 34.606 23.41 447.9 .092 621 
30 23.7 34."89 23.4':> 444.7 .137 343 
50 22.3 34.397 23.70 420.3 .223 1274 
75 18.2 34.270 24.68 326.8 .311 3929 
100 15.0 34.410 25.54 245.7 .390 3410 
150 12.6 34.690 76.25 177.7 .497 1430 
200 11.7 34.739 26.46 157.7 .583 420 
250 LO.8 34.735 26.62 142.3 .661 328 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEL TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
142. ·3 250 .356 LO.80 34.735 
160.0 194 .395 1l.80 ]4.732 
200.0 134 .46L 13.39 34.590 
240.0 104 .508 14.80 34.430 
260.0 96 .528 15.57 34.376 
300.0 83 .':>64 17.14 34.303 
320.0 77 .580 17.93 34.277 
340.0 71 .595 18.78 34.276 
360.0 66 .609 19.65 34.293 
400.0 55 .633 21.39 34.354 
480.2 0 .655 24.80 34.'>40 
PAGINA 193 OE CATCS 

* MAIATlA~ PRCJECTL * 
~ExICO-CIAT*DEFIANCE*MZ-7 
CRUC 61-2 ESTAC 14 LAT 18-24.0N lONG 109-52.CW FECHA 25 JUNIO 67 HORA 2000, 
TIEMPO 0 VISIB 8 NU~~S-TIPC CANT 0 VIENTO-VEl 8 4.0) DIR 95-105 BAR 
TERMHUM 25.2 TERMSEC ?7.5 HUMREl 85 OlAS-DIR 295-305 AlT PER 2 SECCHI 
VAlORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIC lCOPlANCTON 
MTR. OEG.C 0/00 OSMUT ClO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBllCUO 
AT"". MG/M3 MG/foo'3-DIA Ml/I000M3 
0 24.1 34.580 23.32 24.79 .21 .04 
10 23.7 34.531 23.44 24.76 
* 
MACRO 
* 25 23.~ 34.607 23.51 24.76 
40 20.7 34.276 24.04 24.28 
55 19.4 34.049 24.21 24.01 
15 17.7 34.203 24.15 23.98 
100 15.6 34.277 25.30 23.86 
150 13.3 34.596 26.04 23.90 
200 12.6 34.759 26.30 23.96 
250 11.1 
210 11.5 34.726 26.49 23.84 































































CRUC 67-2 ESTAC 14 
VALOK!::S INTERPOLADOS A PROFUND(DACES ESTANDAR 




23.32 457.3 0 
23.44 445.8 .045 1201 

?~.48 441.4 .090 454 

23.66 424.2 .133 1800 
24.16 376.5 .213 2503 
24.75 120.0 .301 2374 
25.30 268.0 .315 2186 
26.04 197.9 .493 1474 
26.30 172.7 .588 530 
26.46 158.0 .674 313 
ACCEL TEMP UF SAL. OF 

POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 

.395 11.10 34.735 
.400 11.82 34.738 
.478 13.37 34.1)85 
.532 14.68 34.397 
.555 15.34 34.310 
.593 16.89 34.225 
.609 17.70 34.203 
.623 18.44 34.166 
.635 19.18 34.135 
.05'.> 21.22 34.290 
.666 24.10 34.580 
PAGIN~ 195 DE DATCS 
CRue 67-2 EST4C 15 
TIEMPO 0 VISI8 a 
TERMHUM 25.5 TERMSEC 
PRUf TEMP SAL 
MTR. DEG.C OIOC 
0 24.4 34.599 
10 23.2 34.591 
25 22.4 34.575 
40 19.2 34.194 
60 17.2 33.984 
85 14.5 33.806 
135 13.0 34.380 




* ~AlATLA~ PRCJECTC * 
~EXICC-CIAT*UEFIA~CE*~l-7 
LAT 19-23.0N LONG 109-17.0W FECHA 26 JUNIO 67 HORA 1340. 
NUEES-TIPO CANT 0 VIENTO-VEL 5 2.5) DIR 85- 95 B~R 
27.2 HUMREL 87 OLAS-DIR 295-305 ALT PER 2 SECCHI 22 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIG lCOPLANCTON 
OSMOT CLO.A fAEG. PRODUCCICN SUPER. OBLICUO 
ATM. "'G/M3 p.1G/fol3-DIA ML/I000M3 










PAGINA 196 DE DATOS 

CRUC 67-2 ES TAC 15 
VALORES INTERPOLADOS A PROFUNOIOAOES ESfANDAR 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-f ANOM Al T ESTAB 
TERMUST DINAM 
0 24.4 34.599 23.24 464.5 0 
10 23.2 34.591 23.~9 431.4 .045 3464 
20 22.7 34.580 23.72 418.4 .087 1373 
30 21.4 34.4:>5 23.98 393.3 .128 2612 
50 18.1 34.072 24.56 338.8 .202 2960 
75 15.5 33.8~9 25.01 295.8 .281 1808 
100 14.0 34.004 25.44 254.5 .351 1735 
150 12.7 34.484 26.07 194.7 .465 1258 
200 11.9 34.791 26.47 157.1 .555 795 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEl TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTI Al SURFACE SURFACE 
157. 1 200 .314 11.88 34.791 
160.0 196 .320 11.94 34.7t:6 
200.0 146 .388 12.81 34.441 
240.0 112 .440 13.66 34.119 
260.0 97 .461 14.17 :33.983 
300.0 73 .495 15.73 33.877 
320.0 61 .508 16.95 33.969 
340.0 50 .519 18.17 34.079 
360.0 42 .528 19.39 34.206 
400.0 27 .542 21.76 34.487 
464.5 0 .551 24.40 34.599 
PAGINA 197 DE DATOS 

* MAIArlA~ PKOjfCTC * 
vEXICU-CIAT*OEFIA~Cf*Ml-7 
CRUC 67-2 fSTAC 16 lAT 20-21.0N LONG 109-21.5W FECHA 26 JUNIO 67 HORA 2100, 
TIEMPO 0 VI~I8 e ~UBES-TIPC CANT 0 ~IENTO-VEl 5 2.5) VIR 85- 95 BAR 
TEPMHUM 26.0 TERMSEC 28.4 HUMREl 82 OlAS-DIR 295-305 AlT PER 2 SECCHI 
VAlORES 08SERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRltotARIC lOOPlANCTON 
MTR. OEG.C 0/00 OSMor ClO.A FAEO. PRODUCCIGN SUPER. OBlICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-0IA Ml/I000M3 
0 26.7 35.112 22.92 25.40 .80 .16 
10 25.2 34.912 23.23 25.13 
*' 
totACRC 
*' 24 24.1 34.549 23.29 24.16 
39 21.7 34.435 23.89 24.48 
53 17.7 34.468 24.96 24.17 
72 15.2 34.475 25.54 23.97 
97 13.7 34.668 26.01 23.98 
145 12.7 34.754 26.28 23.96 
193 11. b 34.752 26.45 23.88 
250 10.9 
261 10.7 34.121 26.64 23.17 
PAGINA 198 DE CATCS 

Ct-tUC 67-2 ESTAC 16 
VAlORES INTERPOlADOS A PROFUNDIDAOES ESTANDAR 
PROF TH',P SAL SIGMA-T ANOM Al T ESTAB 
TI:R~OST DINAM 
0 26.7 35.112 22.92 495.2 0 
10 25.2 34.912 23.23 465.0 .048 3161 
20 24.5 34.(;68 23.27 461.2 .094 396 
30 23.3 34.455 23.45 443.9 .140 1~07 
50 1ti.5 34.4~'l 24.74 320.<} .217 6449 
75 15.0 34.499 25.61 239.0 .287 3445 
100 13.6 34.674 26.03 198.5 .342 1703 
150 12.6 34.753 26.30 173.0 .437 538 
200 11.7 34.749 26.47 156.5 .522 347 
250 10.9 34.739 26.61 143.7 .599 270 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEl TEMP OF SAL. CF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
143.7 250 .359 10.90 34.739 
160.0 189 .395 11.87 34.749 
200.0 99 .453 13.67 34.667 
240.0 75 .487 15.04 34.498 
260.0 69 .502 15.90 34.474 
300.0 56 .527 17.62 34.453 
320.0 50 .537 18.48 34.455 
340.0 41 .547 19.26 34.439 
360.0 44 .556 20.04 34.428 
40u.0 37 .512 21.59 34.426 
495.2 0 .5QO 26.70 35.112 
PAGINA 199 DE DATOS 

* ~Al~TLA~ PRGJECTC * 
M[XICO-CIAT*UEFIANCE*Ml-7 
CRUC 67-2 ESTAC 17 LAT 21-19.5N LONG 109-05.5W FECHA 21 JLNIO 61 HORA 0450, 
TIEMPO 4 VISIB 4 NU~ES-rIPC CANT VIENTO-VEL 8 4.0) DIR 355- 5 BAR 
TERMHUM 24.1 TERMSEC 25.2 HUMREL 91 OLAS-OIR 315-325 ALT PER 2 SECCHI 
VALORES UBSERVAOCS 
PROF H:MP SAL ~IGMA-T PRES 
MTR. OEG.C 0/00 OSMOT 
ATM. 
0 24.5 34.651 23.25 24.81 
9 23.4 34.641 23.51 24.71 
24 22.4 34.613 23.83 24.67 
38 20.0 34.216 24.18 24.18 
52 18.7 34.013 24.41 23.97 
71 16.8 33.870 24.71 23.66 
95 13.8 33.845 25.36 23.40 
99 14.0 34.421 25.16 23.83 
142 12.4 34.402 26.01 23.68 
189 11.4 34.522 1 
255 10.5 34.289 26.33 23.45 
270 10.3 
PIGMENTOS PRI~ARIC ICOPLANCTON 
ClO.A FAEO. PRODUCCICN SUPER. OBLICUO 
MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA ML/I000M3 
.80 .12 
* MACRO * 

























































CRlJC 67-2 ESTAC 17 
VAlORE:-S INTERPOlADOS A PROFUNOIDADES ESTANDAR 
SIGMA-T ANOM AlT ESTAB 

TER~mS T DINAM 

23.25 463.6 0 

2:~. 58 432.1 .045 3298 

23.75 415.8 .087 1712 

23.q8 393.4 .128 2343 

24.38 355.6 .203 1979 

24.83 312.4 .287 1817 

25.77 223.3 .355 3747 

26.09 192.9 .460 640 

26.22 180.6 .556 259 

26.32 171.0 .647 201 

ACCEL TEMP OF SAL. CF 

POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 

.428 10.56 34.291 
.484 12.62 34.392 
.531 14.38 34.314 
.549 14.QO 34.184 
.583 15.92 33.932 
.598 16.70 33.892 
.611 17.91 33.996 
.621 19.16 34.127 
.636 21.79 34.496 
.645 24.50 34.6!:>1 
PAGINA 201 DE CATas 
* MAZArlA~ PROJECTC * 
MrXICO-CIAT~UEFIA~CE*Ml-7 
CRUC 61-2 ESTAe l~ LAT 20-51.5N LONG 108-25.3W FECHA 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB 8 NURES-TIPC 8 CANT 1 VIENTO-VEl 
TERMHUM 24.9 TERMSEC 21.0 HUMREl 8~ OlAS-DIR 175-185 
VAlORES OBSERVADOS 
21 JLNIO b1 HORA 1030, 
S 2.5' OIR 355­ 5 BAR 




































































PAGINA 202 DE DATOS 

CRUC 61-2 ESTAC 18 
VAlO~ES INTERPOLADOS A PROFUNDIDADES ESTANDAR 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T ANOM AL T ESTAB 
TERMOST DINAM 
0 26.5 35.037 22.92 494.5 0 
10 26.0 34.995 23.05 482.6 .049 1251 
20 2').5 )4.960 23.18 410.6 .091 1261 
30 23.8 34.191 23.56 434.0 .142 3820 
50 H.!. 1 34.354 24.16 319.0 .218 6028 
15 15.3 34.415 25.47 251.6 .289 2841 
100 14.2 34.6::>2 25.89 211.6 .348 1683 
150 12.1 34.171 26.30 113.2 .446 805 
200 11. ij 34.712 26.42 161.5 .532 250 
250 11.2 34.124 26.54 150.0 .612 242 
DENSITY DEPTH Of ACCEL TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
150.0 250 .315 11.20 34.124 
160.0 206 .398 lL.12 34.113 
200.0 115 .462 13.15 34.681 
240.0 82 .502 14.98 34.482 
260.0 12 .511 15.65 34.402 
300.0 57 .543 11.33 34.361 
320.0 50 .553 18.18 34.356 
340.0 46 .563 19.17 34.406 
360.0 43 .512 20.16 34.46R 
400.0 36 .588 22.13 34.624 
494.5 0 .605 26.50 35.037 
PAGINA 203 DE DATOS 

* ~AlArLA~ P~OJECTC * 
MEXICO-CIAT*UEFIANCE*Ml-l 
CRUC 61-2 ESTAC 19 
TIEMPO 0 VISIB B 




LONG 101-51.0h FECHA 21 
CANT 0 VIENTO-VEL 5 
82 OLAS-OIR 115-185 ALT 
JUNIO 67 HORA 1530, 
( 2.51 OIR 355­ 5 BAR 
PER 2 SECCHI 15 
VALORES OBSERVAOOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT 
ATM. 
0 26.6 34.747 22.68 25.12 
10 26.2 34.117 22.82 25.11 
25 23.9 34.126 23.48 24.88 
40 21.1 34.356 24.00 24.31 
55 19.2 34.109 24.31 24.03 
75 16.9 33.902 24.72 23.69 
100 14.1 34.116 25.55 23.66 
149 12.9 34.655 26.16 23.ql 
199 11.9 34.155 26.44 23.89 
250 11.0 
269 10.1 34.699 26.61 23.15 
PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO lOOPLANCTON 
CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBLICUO 




PAGINA 204 DE DATOS 

CRUC 61-2 ESTAC 19 
VALORES INTERPOLAOOS A PROFUNDIDACES ESTANDAR 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGfo',a-T ANOM AL T ESTAB 
fERMOST OINAM 
0 26.6 34.141 22.68 518.4 0 
10 26.2 34.771 22.82 504.2 .051 1413 
20 25.0 34.743 23.17 411.2 .100 3464 
30 23.0 34.609 23.65 475.2 .145 4813 
50 19.8 34.178 24.21 311.3 .225 2820 
75 16.9 33.902 24.12 323.8 .312 2003 
100 14.1 34.176 25.55 244.4 .384 3334 
150 12.9 34.657 26.17 185.4 .493 1241 
200 11.9 34.154 26.44 159.8 .582 538 
250 11.0 34.112 26.51 141.4 .661 263 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEL TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
141.4 250 .368 11.00 34.112 
160.0 200 .391 11.89 34.753 
200.0 138 .464 13.18 34.536 
240.0 104 .513 14.01 34.211 
260.0 95 .532 14.65 34.115 
300.0 82 .568 16.06 33.914 
320.0 16 .584 16.71 33.913 
340.0 66 .~q8 11.88 33.985 
360.0 56 .610 19.09 34.104 
400.0 39 .629 21.50 34.393 
518.4 0 .653 26.60 34.741 
PAGINA 205 DE DATOS 

tRUC 61-2 ESTAC 20 
TIEMPO 0 VISIB 8 
TERMHUM 26.1 TERMSEC 
PROF TEMP SAL 
MTR. OEG.C 0/00 
0 21.1 34.661 
q 26.1 34.804 
22 25.2 34.179 
35 23.4 34.580 












* MAlATLAN PRCJECrc * 
MEXICO-CIAT*UEFIANCE*Ml-7 
LAT 19-59.5N LONG 101-11.3" FECHA 21 JUNIO 61 HORA 2130, 
NUBES-TIPO CANT 0 VIENTO-VEL 5 2.5) OIR 355- 5 BAR 
28.6 HuMREL 81 OLAS-DIR 115-185 ALT PER 2 SECCHI 
VALORES OBSERvAOOS 
SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO lOOPLANCTON 
OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBLICUQ 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-0IA ML/1000M3 
22.61 25.21) .60 .11 
22.68 25.12 * MACRO * 23.13 25.03 
23.52 24.73 
24.11 24.30 
























CRUC 67-2 ESTAC 20 
VALCRES INTERPOLAOOS A PROFUNDIDAOES ESTANDAR 




22.tJl 525.0 0 

22.89 497.9 .051 2826 
23.09 419.1 .1CO 1989 
23.34 454.6 .141 2547 
24.25 361.8 .229 4557 
ACCEL TEMP OF SAL. OF 

POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 

.164 19.96 34 .. 3CO 
.199 21.55 34.410 
.225 21 .. 10 34.661 
PAGINA 207 DE DATOS 

CRUC 67-2 ESTAC 21 
TIEMPO 0 VISIB 8 
TERMHUM 26.0 TER~SEC 
PROF TEMP SAL 
MTR. UEG.C 0/00 
0 27.7 34.897 
9 27.5 34.881 
24 27.1 34.5l:i7 
38 22.9 34.548 












* MAl~TLA~ PRCJfCTC * 
MEXICO-CIAT*DEflANCE*Ml-7 
LAT 19-47.5N LONG 106-30.3W FECHA 28 JUNIO 67 HORA 0955, 
NUOES-TIPG CANT 0 VIENTO-VEL 5 ( 2.5) DIR 355- 5 BAR 
28.0 HU~REL 85 OlAS-DIR 125-135 ALT PER 2 SECCHI 12 
VAlORES OBSERVADOS 
SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO ZOOPLANCTON 
OSMOT ClO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBLICUO 
ATH. MG/M3 MG/H3-DIA ML/I000M3 
22.44 25.33 .69 .11 19.7 20.3 2.2 


































CRUC 67-2 ESTAC 21 
VALORES INTERPOLAOOS A PROFUNOIOAOES ESTA~OAR 




22.44 ~41.3 0 
22.48 537.2 .054 431 
22.41 543.4 .108 -652 
22.71 515.3 .161 2«156 
24.79 311.:.5 .245 1040«1 
ACCEL TEMP OF SAL. OF 

POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 

.158 18.32 34.450 
.160 18.46 34.446 
.170 1«1.24 34.42«1 
.11«1 20.02 34.41«1 
.196 21.58 34.420 
.226 27.70 34.8«17 
PAGINA 20«1 DE OATGS 

* MAlATLA~ PROJECTC * 
~EXICO-CIAT*OEFIANCE*Ml-7 
CRUC 67-2 ESTAC 22 LAT 20-3J.5N LONG 106-36.0W FECHA 28 JUNIO 67 HORA 1530, 
TIEMPO U VISIB 8 NUBES-TIPO CANT 0 VIENTO-VEL 10 5.0) DIR 265-275 BAR 
TERMHUM 26.0 TERMSEC 29.0 HUMREL 79 OLAS-DIR 175-185 ALT PER 2 SECCHI 15 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO ZGOPLANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBLICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-0IA ML/1000M3 
0 27.9 35.054 22.49 25.46 1.06 .06 
10 27.7 34.98J 22.50 25.39 
* 
MACRO 
* 2!> 26.0 34.938 23.01 25.21 
39 21.0 34.479 24.12 24.45 
54 17 .1 34.463 25.10 24.12 
74 15.3 34.483 25.53 23.98 
98 14.5 34.690 l5.86 24.07 
148 12.8 34.808 26.30 24.01 
197 12.1 34.789 26.42 23.94 
250 11.4 
266 11.2 34.743 26.56 23.83 
PAGINA 210 DE DATOS 

CRUC 67-2 ESTAC 22 
VAlORES INTERPOlAOOS A PROFUNDIOADES tSTANDAR 
PROf TlMP SAL SIGMA-T ANGM Al T ESTAB 
TERMOST OINAM 
0 27.9 35.054 22.49 536.2 0 
10 21.7 34.983 22.50 535.1 .054 118 
20 26.8 34.953 22.77 509.1 .106 2130 
30 2lt.4 34.170 23.31 452.4 .154 5925 
50 18.0 34.467 24.88 308.3 .230 1561 
75 15.3 34.492 25.54 245.1 .300 2654 
100 14.4 34.695 25.88 212.8 .358 1358 
150 12.8 34.807 26.31 172.3 .456 853 
200 12. 1 34.186 26.43 160.6 .542 246 
250 11.4 34.755 26.53 151.2 .622 198 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEL TEMP OF SAL. CF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTF.NTIAL SURFACE SUM-FACE 
151.2 250 .378 11.40 34.155 
160.0 203 .398 12.01 34.784 
200.0 116 .462 13.811 34.127 
240.0 79 .501 15.13 34.524 
260.0 69 .516 15.91 34.478 
300.0 53 .540 17.66 34.465 
320.0 48 .550 18.54 34.474 
340.0 46 .560 19.43 34.494 
360.0 43 .568 20.31 34.523 
400.0 37 .584 22.09 34.607 
536.2 U .610 21.90 35.054 
PAGINA 211 OE CATGS 

* MAIATLA~ PRCJECTO * 
MEXICO-CIAT*DEFIANCE*MI-7 
CRUC 67-2 ESTAC 23 LnT 21-15.5N LONG 106-46.5~ FECHA 28 JUNIO 67 HORA 2155. 
TIEMPO 0 VISIB 8 NURES-TlPO CANT 0 VIENTO-VEL 8 4.0t DIR 265-275 BAR 
TERMHUM 26.8 TERMSEC 29.0 HUMREL 85 OLAS-DIR 175-185 ALT PER 2 SECCHI 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO IOOPLANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0100 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCIOI\ SUPER. OBLICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/p.t3-DIA ML/I000M3 
0 21.9 34.980 22.43 25.41 1.02 .14 
















PAGINA 212 DE DATOS 

* MAIATLAN PROJECTG * 
~EXICO-C(AT*DEFIANCE*MI-7 
CRUC 67-2 ESTAC 24 LAT 22-00.0N LONG 10b-43.5W FECHA 29 JUNIO 67 HORA 0720, 
TIE~PO 0 VISIB H NUBES-TIPC CANT 0 ~IENTO-VEL 5 2.5} DIR 355- 5 BAR 
TERMHUM 26.5 TfRMSEC 29.0 HUMREL 82 OLAS-DIR 355- 5 ALT PER 2 SECCHI 30 
VALORES OBSER~AOCS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO 100PLANCTON 
MTR. OEG.C 0/00 USMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBLICUG 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA ML/I000M3 
0 26.9 35.035 22.80 25.36 .82 .20 





15 15 .. 4 
100 14.2 









PAGINA 213 DE DATOS 

* MAZArLA~ P~OJECTO * 
~EXICO-CIAT*uEFIANCE*MI-1 
CRUC 61-2 ESTAC 2~ LAT 22-32.1N LONG 106-35.5~ FECHA 29 JLNIO 61 HORA 1430t 
TIEMPO 0 VISIB H NuBES-IlPO CANT 0 VIENTO-VEL 3 1.5) DIR 115-185 BAR 
TERMHUM 21.1 TERMSEC 30.3 HUMREL 83 OlAS-DIR 175-185 All PER 2 SECCHI 
VAlORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRI~ARIG ZOOPlANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOl ClO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBlICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA Ml/1000M3 
0 29.0 35.335 22.34 25.77 .70 .12 
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FIGURE B. Cruise track and 
cruise, MZ-B. 
station locations lor the eighth Mazatlan 
FIGUHA B. Rumbo del crucero y localidad de 
crucero de Mazatl~n, MZ-B. 
las estaciones del octavo 
CRUC 67-3 ESTAC 
TIEMPO t VI51B 6 
TERMHUM ~O.O TEKM$EC 
PROF TEMP SAL 
MfR. DEl.,j.C 0/00 
0 27.9 34.892 
8 27.6 34.886 
1 7 25.9 34.BO,) 
38 21.4 34.340 
53 IH.d 34.0')0 
70 17.0 34.574 
126 13.2 34.570 
toil 12.3 34.36t 
230 It. ~ 
* MA'lTLA~ PkOJFCTC 
~EXICU-CIAT* TLXPAN 
LAT 23-07.a~ LONG t06-48.0~ FECHA 
~UnES-TIPC 9 CANT 4 VIENTO-VEL 
jO.6 bUMREL 95 OLAS-DIR 135-145 
VALOKES OBSERVADOS 
:'dG~A-T PRES PIGMENTOS 
OSMOl CLO.A FAEO. 
ATM. MG/M3 










23 AG 67 
3 ( t.5) OIR 






1.0 1.8 • t 
HORA t253,1320 











* * 57.95 
PAGI~A 216 DE DAIOS 
CRUC 61-3 ESTAC 1 
VALORES INTERPOLADOS A PROFUNDIDACES ESTANDAM 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T ANOM Al T ESTAB 
TERMOST DINAM 
0 21.9 34.892 22.31 541.9 0 
10 21.3 34.829 22.50 535.4 .054 1310 
20 25.4 34.143 23.05 482.8 .105 5502 
30 23.0 34.504 23.56 433.4 .151 5110 
50 19.3 34.095 24.28 364.8 .231 3591 
15 16.6 34.574 25.31 267.1 .311 4109 
100 14.1 34.575 25.73 221.3 .313 1613 
150 12.1 34.444 26.05 196.8 .481 640 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEL TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
196.8 150 .295 12.65 34.444 
200.0 145 .300 12.87 34.455 
240.0 92 .347 15.29 34.510 
260.0 79 .364 16.22 34.571 
300.0 61 .394 17.47 34.404 
320.0 61 .406 18.02 34.305 
340.0 56 .418 18.57 34.709 
360.0 51 .429 19.12 34.117 
400.0 40 .447 21.20 34.285 
541.9 0 .477 27.90 34.892 
PAGINA 217 DE DATOS 

• NAlATLA~ P~CJECTC * 
MtX[CO-CIAI* TLXPAN *~l-K 
CRUC 67-3 ESTA~ 2 LAf 23-08.8~ LUNG l07-l6.4W FECHA 13 AG 67 HORA 1901, 
TI[~PO 1 V[SI3 6 NUBcS-TIPO 9 CANT 4 V(ENTO-VEL 3 ( 1.5' OIR 135-145 BAR l017 
TEMMHUM 28.2 TlRMSEC IR.6 HUMQEL 96 OLAS-OIR 135-145 ALT 1 PER 1 SECCHI 
VAlOgES OBSERVAOOS 
PROF Tfr-liJ SAL S I G:1A- T iJRES 
MfR. OEtJ.C 0/00 O$,..OT 
ATM. 
0 28.S 34.7'15 22.10 25.32 
9 28.4 34.i1'J.:. 22.11 25.35 
l4 21.6 34.47U 23.'15 24.50 
39 18. 1 .H.393 24.80 24.15 
S3 16. 1 34.52'> 25.38 24.08 
72 13.9 34.542 25.87 23.91 
91 13.4 34.5<)5 26.02 23.91 
144 12.4 34.4H9 26.13 23.75 
193 11.6 34.761 26.50 23.b7 
260 10.9 34.759 26.63 23.81 
PIGMENTOS PRIP'ARIC IOOPLANCrUN 
CLO.A FAEO. PIWDt..;CC I eN SUPER. OBLICUC 
MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA ML/I000M3 




PACINA 218 DE CAfDS 
CRUC 67-3 ESTAC 2 
VALORES INTERPOLADOS A PROFUNDIDADES ESTANDAR 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T ANOM AL T ESTAR 
TERMOST DINAM 
0 28.5 34.795 22.10 573.7 0 
10 28.2 34.798 22.20 564.2 .057 984 
20 23.3 34.548 23.54 436.2 .101 13392 
30 20.0 34.411 24.34 359.7 .141 8019 
50 16.5 34.496 25.27 271.1 .210 4652 
7':> 13.8 34.549 25.89 211.7 .271 2498 
100 13.3 34.589 26.03 198.9 .323 541 
150 12.3 ~4.526 ?6.18 184.0 .421 314 
200 11.5 34.760 26.51 152.9 .507 656 
250 11.0 34.159 26.61 143.8 .584 193 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEL TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SU~FACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
143.8 250 .359 10.99 34.759 
160.0 189 .395 11.69 34.706 
200.0 98 .452 13.31 34.585 
240.0 63 .484 15.09 34.513 
260.0 55 .496 15.99 34.500 
300.0 43 .516 17.63 34.455 
320.0 39 .524 18.42 34.435 
340.0 34 .531 19.22 34.423 
360.0 30 .538 20.01 34.418 
400.0 25 .549 21.72 34.471 
573.7 0 .570 28.50 34.795 
PAGINA 219 OE DATOS 

CRUC 67-3 EST /'~C 3 
TIEMPO 1 VISII3 6 
TEKMHUM fE,U-1SEC 
PROF fE~\P ~AL 
MTR. DEG.C OIOU 
0 27.8 34.4tj9 
9 26.9 34.574 
24 20.5 34.213 
38 18. 1 34.5?6 
52 16. 1 34.491 
71 14.6 34.361 
95 12.5 34.5lH 
142 11.6 34.469 
190 lL.2 34.431 
257 10.5 34.723 
1(: tJ,AlA- TLA;" l-'RllJ!::C TC * 
M~xICO-CIAT* TL~PAN *~l-H 
LAT 23-00.0N LONG 107-51.3~ FFCHA 23 AG b7 
~U8ES-fIPC 9 CA-NT 4 VIENTO-VEL 3 ( 1.~) OIR 
21.9 HU~REL OLAS-UIR 135-145 ALT 1 PER 1 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
SIGMA-T 	 tJRES PIGMENrOS PRI~Af{IC 
OSMUT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA 























* * 333.17 



























































CRUC 67-3 ESTAe 3 
VALORfS [NTERPOLADOS A PROFUNOIOAOES ESTANOAR 




22.10 573.7 0 
22.51 534.6 .055 4082 

21.68 422.5 .103 11727 

24.47 346.8 .142 7945 

25.30 268.2 .204 4125 

25.70 230.2 .267 1600 

26.20 182.5 .319 2008 

26.28 174.9 .410 159 

26.38 165.') .497 198 

26.64 141.2 .576 514 

ACCEl TEMP OF SAL. OF 

POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 

.353 10.56 34.696 
.396 10.96 34.533 
.457 13.05 34.503 
.489 14.76 34.419 
.501 15.89 34.471 
.521 17.56 34.433 
.528 18.32 34.402 
.535 19.08 34.378 
.541 19.81 34.350 
.551 21.25 34.303 
.571 27.80 34.489 
PAGINA 221 DE DATOS 

* MAIA1LA~ PROJECTC * 
~cxICU-CIAT* TLXPA~ *MI-8 
CRUC 61-) ~STAC 4 LAT 22-56.0N LONG 108-33.1~ FECHA 24 AG 67 HORA 0650 t 
TltMPO 1 VISIB L NUtlES-TIPC 9 CANT 4 VIENTO-VEL ( ) DIR 5- 15 BAR 1020 
TERMHUM 26.8 TE~MSEC 28.6 HUMREL H6 OLAS-DIR 5- 15 ALT 1 PER 1 SECCHI 28 
VALORES oeSERVAOCS 
PROF TEMP SAL SlGMA-T PRES PIGMEI'\iTOS PRIfoIARIC IOCPLANCTON 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 OSMOT CLO •. A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBLICUO 
ATM. MG/Ml MG/M3-DIA ML/I000M3 
0 28.5 34.936 22.20 25.42 1.06 .27 34.69 540.28 
10 28.4 34.'il4 22.23 25.41 
* 
MACRO 
* 24 22.3 34.:'>50 23.80 24.60 540.28 
36 11.0 34.230 24.94 23.94 
52 15.3 34.503 25.54 24.00 
76 14.1 34.557 25.84 23.94 
95 12.8 34.723 26.24 23.95 
143 12.2 34.593 26.25 23.80 
191 11.5 34.786 26.54 23.88 
257 10.3 34.748 26.12 23.76 
PAGINA 222 DE DATDS 

CRUC 61~3 ESTAC 4 
vALO~ES INTERPOLADOS A PROFUNDIDADES ESTANOAR 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGM~-T ANOM AL T tSTAB 
TERMOST DINAH 
0 28.5 34.936 l2.20 563.6 0 
10 28.4 34.934 2l.23 560.6 .056 315 
20 23.9 34.624 23.40 449.0 .101 11674 
30 19.7 34.344 24.35 358.5 .147 9488 
50 1~.5 34.46' 25.47 252.3 .209 5576 
15 14.1 34.554 25.83 211.5 .268 1462 
100 12.1 34.106 26.24 178.9 .318 1628 
150 12.1 34.624 26.30 113.1 .408 123 
200 11.3 34.178 26.56 141.9 .490 529 
250 10.4 34.150 26.70 134.6 .563 281 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEL TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTI~l SURFACE SURFACE 
134.6 250 .337 10.41 34.750 
160.0 116 .,91 1l.68 34.703 
200.0 86 .443 13.50 34.620 
240.0 59 .412 15.03 34.495 
260.0 49 .483 15.82 34.451 
300.0 41 .501 11.41 34.386 
320.0 31 .509 18.21 34.365 
340.0 33 .516 19.00 34.351 
360.0 30 .522 19.81 34.348 
400.0 2'> .533 21.66 34.449 
563.6 0 .554 28.50 34.936 
PAGINA 223 DE DATOS 

CRUC 67-3 ESTAC 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB h 
TERMHU~ 28.5 TEK~SiC 
PROF TEMP SAL 
MTR. DEG.C DIDO 
0 29.3 34.R4~ 
9 28.6 j4.800 
24 23. 1 34.6:>3 
38 19.0 )4. 3q 7 
52 17.1 34.5:>3 
90 14.4 34./47 
95 l4.3 34.476 
143 12.5 34.794 
190 11.7 34.187 
257 10.8 34.867 
* M~llTLA~ P~UJ~CIC * 
MEx(CO-CIAT* TLXPAN *Ml-H 
LAr 2?-51.5N LONG 109-l1.0~ FECHA 24 AG 67 
~uRfS-TIPC tl CANT 4 VIENTO-VEL ( DIR 
iL.O ~UMREL )0 OLAs-orR 5­ 15 ALI 1 PER 1 
VALORES OBSERVADCS 
SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRI~ARIO 
OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION 
AT~. MG/M3 MG/~3-DIA 
2l.,{f 25.42 .84 .05 2.0 7.0 1.4 
























PAGI~A 224 UE DATOS 
CRue 61-3 ESTAC 5 
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PAGINA 225 DE CATOS 

(, MAL A Tl A1\ I'I{OJEC T C * 
~EXICO-CIAT* TuXPAN *~l-8 
CRUC 67-j ESTAC 6 lAT 22-45.0N lONG 110-02.5W FECHA 24 AG 67 HORA 1846,18S7 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB 6 NUAFS-TIPC 8 CANT 4 VIENTO-VEL 1 ( .S) DIR 5- 15 BAR 1019 
TERMHUM 27.1 TEKMSEC 28.3 HUM~EL 92 OlAS-DIR 5- 15 ALT 1 PER 1 SfCCHI 18 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP !>AL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENroS PRIMARIO IOOPLANCTON 
MTK. DEG.C 0/00 OSMor CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCICN SUPER. OBLICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 folG/p.!3-DIA ML/I000M3 
0 29.8 34.8BO 21.7? 25.49 .72 .07 22.76 349.73 
10 29.7 34.342 21.73 25.45 * fotACRO * 
26 2S.6 34.632 22.90 24.95 349.73 
42 19.2 34.245 24.41 24.13 
51 17.2 34.648 25.22 24.26 
78 15.6 34.864 25.75 24.28 
104 14.6 34.1:142 25.96 24.18 
156 12.6 34. 115 26.27 23.93 
208 11.1 34.705 26.4R 23.89 
250 11.3 34.753 26.55 23.84 
PAGINA 226 DE DATOS 

CRUC 67-:-3 ESTAC 6 
VAlORES INTERPOlADOS A PROFUNDIDAOES ESTANDAR 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T ANOM Al T ESTAB 
TERMOST OINAM 
0 29.8 34.880 21.12 609.4 0 
10 29.1 34.842 21.73 608.9 .061 55 
20 28.2 34.111 2"'-.14 570.1 .120 4065 
3U 24.2 34.529 23.24 464.2 .112 11060 
50 18.1 34.46', 24.87 309.0 .249 8138 
15 15.8 34.835 25.68 231.5 .311 3251 
100 14.1 34.844 25.93 208.4 .373 972 
150 12.8 34.125 26.24 178.8 .412 624 
200 11.8 34.1S1 26.45 158.5 .5513 421 
250 11.3 34.7':>3 26.55 149.6 .638 I'll 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEl TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
149.6 250 .374 11.30 34.1':>3 
160.0 196 .397 11.89 34.154 
200.0 114 .459 14.18 34.805 
240.0 12 .491 16.05 34.192 
260.0 66 .510 16.63 34.694 
300.0 53 .534 17.80 34.509 
320.0 49 .544 18.50 34.459 
340.0 46 .554 19.29 34.441 
360.0 43 .563 20.08 34.442 
400.0 38 .519 21.67 34.453 
609.4 0 .619 29.80 34.880 
PAGI~A 221 OE DATOS 
CRUC 07-) ESTAC 7 
TIEMPO 1 VI~(B 6 
TERMHUM 27.4 TeRMSEC 
PROF TEMP SAL 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 
0 27.4 34.425 
9 26.6 34.362 
24 22.4 34.155 
38 18.0 34.096 
53 17.0 34.574 
70 14.9 34.244 
96 12.9 34./52 
144 12.4 34.716 
193 10.8 34.593 
260 10.1 34.685 
* ~A1ATLA~ P~OJECTC * 
~ExICO-CIAT* TLXPA~ *",1-8 
LAT 2?-03.8N LONG 110-02.5~ FECHA 25 AG 67 HORA 0045, 
~~UAFS-TiPO 9 CANT 4 VIENTO-VEL 2« 1.0) OIR 15- 25 BAR 1020 
2~.J HUMREL q3 OLAS-OIR 15- 25 ALT 2 PER 1 SECCHI 
VALORES OM~ERVADOS 
SIG~J\-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRI~ARIC lCCPLANCTON 
OSMOT CLO.A FAtO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OBLICUO 
AT,.,. MG/M3 MG/H3-0IA ML/I000M3 
2;>.18 24.95 1.01 .14 391.89 685.53 
.c.2.39 24.83 * PIIACRC * 








PAGINA 228 DE DATOS 

OWC 61-3 ESTAC 1 
VAlORES INTERPOlADOS A PROFUNDIDADES ESTANOAR 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T ANOM Al T ESTAS 
TERMOST DINAM 
0 21.4 34.425 22.18 566.0 0 
10 26.5 34.335 22.41 544.0 .056 2295 
20 24.3 34.210 22.99 488.2 .101 5843 
30 20.6 34.123 23.<Jb 395.2 .151 9130 
50 17.2 34.489 25.10 287.2 .220 5672 
75 14.5 34.355 25.61 238.7 .286 2040 
100 12.8 34.748 26.25 178.2 .339 2547 
150 12.2 34.b9b 26.34 16<1.4 .428 184 
200 10.7 34.603 26.54 150.6 .510 397 
250 10.2 34.672 26.68 136.8 .584 291 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEl TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
136.8 250 .342 10.19 34.672 
160.0 175 .391 11.45 34.646 
200.0 91 .444 13.43 34.603 
240.0 74 .478 14.54 34.357 
260.0 b4 .491 15.66 34.403 
300.0 48 .514 17.58 34.439 
320.0 44 .523 18.20 34.364 
340.0 40 .531 18.83 34.294 
360.0 37 .539 19.46 34.229 
400.0 29 .552 20.75 34.124 
566.0 0 .517 27.40 34.425 
PAGINA 229 DE DATOS 

CRUC 61-3 ESTAC ~ 
TIEMPO 1 VIJIB b 
TERMI-IUM 27.3 Tl.;~~SfC 
PRUF TEJliiP SAL 
MTR. OEG.C 0/00 
0 27.5 34.623 
10 26.4 34.435 
24 23.2 34.164 
)9 19.9 33.845 
53 17.9 33.762 
72 16.2 34.234 
96 13.8 34.385 
144 12.2 34.622 
193 11.5 34.741 
260 10.2 34.625 
* ~AlATLA~ pqCJlCTC 
~~XICO-CIA1* TLXPAN 
L~T 21-42.6N LONG 109-23.2W FECHA 
~uGES-rrPG 9 CANT 8 VIENTO-VEL 
27.9 HLMkEL 95 OLAS-DIR 105-115 
VAlORES OBSERVADOS 
SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS 
OSMUT ClO.A FAEO. 
AT .... MG/M3 












25 AG 67 
2 ( 1.0) OIK 





















PAGINA 230 DE DATOS 

CRUC 67-3 ESTAC 8 
VALCRES INTERPOLADOS A PROFUNDIDADES ESTANDAR 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T ANCM ALT ESTAB 
TERMOST DINAM 
0 27.5 34.623 22.29 554.8 0 
10 26.4 34.435 22.50 534.8 .055 2089 
20 24.0 34.232 23.01 480.9 .105 5636 
30 21.7 34.002 23.57 433.2 .151 5001 
50 18.3 :n.774 24.28 364.7 .231 3587 
75 15.9 34.251 25.22' 275.5 .312 3751 
100 13.6 34.407 25.82 218.4 .374 2401 
150 12.1 l4.63A 26.31 172.4 .474 968 
200 11.3 34.726 26.52 152.4 .557 421 
250 10.4 34.639 26.62 142.2 .633 215 
DENSITY OEPTH OF ACCEL TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
142.2 250 .355 10.37 34.639 
160.0 L81 .394 lL.63 34.691 
200.0 120 .454 13.03 34.496 
240.0 en .496 14.48 34.341 
260.0 B2 .513 15.26 34.287 
300.0 68 .543 16.53 34.113 
320.0 63 .556 17.07 34.C05 
340.0 57 .568 17.61 33.9CO 
360.0 51 .579 18.15 33.798 
400.0 40 .597 20.04 33.875 
554.8 0 .628 27.50 34.623 
PAGINA 231 DE DATOS 

CRUC 67-3 ESTAC ~ 
TI~MPO 1 VISIB 6 
TERMhUM 2rl.7 TtKMStC 
PROF TEMP SAL 
MTR. DEG.C 0/00 
0 28.4 34.7~3 
10 28.0 34.727 
24 27.':> 34. 74~ 
39 23.1 34.470 
53 21.2 .H.338 
12 18.6 34.043 
96 16.1 34.471 
144 12.4 34.~75 
193 11.7 34.703 
260 10.':> 34.673 
* ~AlAfLA~ P~CJFCTC • 
MfXICQ-CIAT* TLXPAN *~l-8 
LAT 21-21.0N LONG 108-4l.7W FECHA 25 AG 67 
~UBES-TIPC 9 CANT 8 VIENTO-VEL 1 ( .5) DIR 
31.0 bUMPEL d4 OLAS-UIR 135-145 ALT 2 PER 2 
VALORES OBSERVAUOS 
SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRI~ARIC 
OSMoT CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA 
22.10 25.28 .92 .08 .9 4.3 .9 
22.21 25.22 


















PAGINA 232 DE DATOS 

CRUC 67-3 ESTAC 9 
VALORES INTERPOLADOS A PROFUNDIDADES ESTANDAR 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T ANOM Al T ESTAB 
TERMOST DINAM 
0 28.4 34.753 22.10 573.6 0 
10 28.0 34.727 22.21 562.9 .057 1129 
20 27.7 34.738 22.33 551.5 .113 1192 
30 25.9 34.603 22.78 508.5 .166 4485 
50 21.6 34.361 23.87 403.9 .257 5476 
15 18.2 34.099 24.54 340.3 .351 2669 
100 15.7 34.414 25.42 256.4 .426 3526 
150 12.3 34.592 26.23 179.4 .537 1620 
200 11.6 34.698 26.46 158.1 .624 448 
250 10.7 34.675 26.60 144.3 .702 292 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEl TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACt: POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
144.3 250 .361 10.66 34.675 
160.0 196 .396 11.62 34.688 
200.0 137 .462 13.22 34.546 
240.0 111 .512 15.00 34.481 
260.0 99 .533 15.84 34.456 
300.0 87 .570 17.04 34.270 
320.0 81 .581 17.64 34.183 
340.0 75 .602 18.24 34.100 
360.0 67 .616 19.27 34.167 
400.0 52 .640 21.36 34.341 
513.6 0 .685 28.40 34.753 
PAGINA 233 DE DATOS 

CRUC 61-3 [STAG ifl 
Tlt~PO 1 VISIH 6 
TER~HUM 27.8 TE~~S[C 
PROF TEMP SAL 
MTR. OEG.C 0100 
0 28.6 34.57b 
10 27.7 34.525 
24 26.1 34.544 
39 22.9 34.437 
53 18.2 34.088 
72 15./j 34.304 
96 13.4 34.348 
144 12.5 34.7':)1 
193 11.6 34.74R 
260 10.b 34.614 
* ~AlArlA~ ~RCJFCTC * 
wLXICO-CIAI* TLXPA~ *rl-8. 
L~T lO-~7.4~ LONG 107-55.~h FFCHA 15 AG 67 
\~~LS-TI~C 9 CANT 7 VIENTO-VEL 2 ( 1.0) DIR 
3U.0 ~C~~FL g5 CLAS-Dr~ 27~-2a5 ALl 2 PER 2 
VALO~ES OBSERVADCS 
')IG~A-T 	 PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIC 
OSMOT CLO.A FAED. PRODUCCION 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA 



























PAGINA 234 DE DATOS 

CRUC 67-3 ES1AC 10 
VAlORtS INTERPOlAOOS A PROFUNOIOAOES ES1ANOAR 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGM~-T ANOM Al T t:STAB 
TERMOST DINAM 
0 28.6 34.578 21.90 592.5 0 
10 27.7 34.525 22.16 568.1 .058 2563 
20 26.7 34.539 22.49 535.8 .113 3370 
30 25.1 34.482 22.94 492.9 .165 4481 
50 19.2 34.152 24.35 358.5 .250 7040 
75 15.5 34.306 25.35 262.9 .328 4015 
100 13.3 34.388 25.87 213.4 .389 2084 
150 12.4 34.750 26.34 169.1 .486 931 
200 11.5 34.740 26.50 153.7 .569 326 
250 10.7 34.700 26.61 143.7 .646 210 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEl TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
143.7 250 .359 10.73 34.7CO 
160.0 180 .394 11.85 34.743 
200.0 115 .453 13.03 34.496 
240.0 87 .494 14.47 34.337 
260.0 76 .510 15.33 34.309 
300.0 65 .':)38 16.90 34.227 
320.0 60 .551 17.67 34.195 
340.0 55 .562 18.45 34.169 
360.0 50 .573 19.23 34.153 
400.0 44 .591 21.00 34.212 
592.5 0 .634 28.60 34.578 
PAGINA 235 DE DATOS 

CRue 67-3 E~TAC 11 
rItMPO 1 vlSIG 0 
TEK~HUM 27.4 TERMStC 
PROF THIP SAL 
MTR. Dl::G.C 0/00 
0 28.7 34.111 
10 26.5 34.1:144 
24 24.4 34.459 
3~ 20.1 34.057 
53 17.8 34.119 
72 15.S 34.605 
97 13.9 34.731 
145 12.8 34.804 
193 12.2 34.806 
258 ll.3 34.779 
* MAIATLA~ ~~(JECTC * 
MEXICO-CIAT* TLXPAN *Ml-8 
LAT I.O-~7.5N LONG 101-1S.0w FEC~A 26 AC 67 HORA 004S, 
~LRES-TIP( q CANT 8 VIENTO-VEL 3 ( I.S) DIR 275-285 BAR 1017 
,~.O HUMREl 09 OLAS-OIR 275-235 ALT 2 PER 3 SECCHI 
VAlORES OBSERVADOS 
S I Gt-1l~- T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIC lOOPlANCTON 
OSMOT ClO.A FAEO. PROOUCCICN SUPER. 08LICUO 
ATM. MG/"'3 MG/"'3-0IA Ml/I000M3 















PAGI~A 236 DE DATOS 
CRUC 61-3 ESTAC 11 
VALDRES INTERPOLAOOS A PROFUNDIDADES ESTANDAR 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T ANDM Al T ESTAB 
TERMOST DINAM 
0 28.7 34.711 22.01 581.8 0 
10 28.5 34.844 22.13 510.2 .058 1200 
20 25.5 34.5')5 22.88 499.1 .111 1431 
30 22.4 34.249 2~.55 435.1 .158 6695 
50 18.2 34.102 24.55 339.9 .236 4994 
75 15.3 34.620 25.63 236.2 .308 4359 
100 13.8 34.136 26.04 197.8 .363 1615 
150 12.7 34.804 26.31 171.8 .4':>7 550 
200 12.1 34.902 26.44 160.1 .543 244 
250 11.4 34.7tH 26.55 149.2 .623 229 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEL TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
149.2 250 .373 11.40 34.781 
160.0 200 .397 12.08 34.802 
200.0 99 .457 13.90 34.728 
240.0 74 .492 15.39 34.599 
260.0 69 .506 15.96 34.492 
300.0 60 .532 17.10 34.290 
320.0 55 .543 17.67 34.194 
340.0 ~O .554 18.24 34.102 
360.0 46 .563 19.12 34.117 
400.0 31 .580 20.89 34.172 
581.8 0 .614 28. -'0 34.771 
PAGINA 237 DE CATOS 

CRUC 67-3 ESTAC 12 

TIEMPO 2 VISlB 6 

TERMHUM 27.4 T£RMSEC 

PROF TEMP SAL 
MTR. OEG.C 0/00 
0 28.6 34.769 
I.) 28.6 34.761 
24 26.7 34.743 
39 22.8 34.405 
53 19.1 34.2H8 
72 16.2 34.353 
96 14.1 34.852 
143 12.5 34.791 
191 11.7 34.744 
258 10.7 34.747 
* ~AlATLA~ P~CJECTC • 
MEXICO-CIAT* TLXPAN *Ml-8 
LAT IO-18.0~ LONG 106-33.5w FECHA 26 AG 67 
N~B~S-TIPC 9 CA~T 8 VIENTO-VEL 3 ( 1.5) OIR 
L9.0 HUMRiL 89 OLAS-OIR 305-315 ALl 2 PER 3 
VALORES 08SERVADOS 
S I GMA- T 	 PRES PIGMEI'.TOS PR Uo'AR Ie 
OSMOl CLO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-0IA 

























PAGINA 238 DE DATOS 

CRUC 67-3 ESTAC 12 
VAlORES INTERPOlADOS A PROFUNDIDADES ESTANDAR 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T ANOM Al T ESTAB 
TERMOST DINAM 
0 28.6 34.169 22.04 578.8 0 
10 28.5 34.760 22.07 576.8 .058 212 
20 27.4 34.7':)1 22.42 542.5 .114 3588 
30 25.5 34.626 22.q2 495.3 .166 4925 
50 19.9 34.307 24.29 364.3 .252 6863 
75 15.9 34.420 25.34 264.0 .331 4213 
100 13.9 34.844 26.10 192.2 .389 3021 
150 12.4 34.782 26.37 166.6 .480 539 
200 11.5 34.744 26.50 154.6 .563 256 
250 10.8 34.746 26.63 141.6 .640 272 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEl TEMP Of SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
141.6 250 .354 10.80 34.746 
160.0 111 .393 11.92 34.760 
200.0 97 .448 14.15 34.79b 
240.0 83 .484 15.25 34.551 
260.0 16 .500 15.79 34.443 
300.0 66 .529 11.32 34.359 
320.0 61 .542 18.11 34.335 
340.0 56 .55) 18.90 34.318 
360.0 51 .564 19.69 34.308 
400.0 45 .583 21.41 34.359 
518.8 0 .623 28.60 34.769 
PAGINA 239 DE DATOS 

* ~IZATLA~ pqCJECTC • 
~EXICO-CIAT. TUXPI~ *Ml-H 
CRUC 67-3 ~STAC 13 LAT 21-01.0N LONG 106-39.5~ FECHA 26 AG 67 HORA 1252,1307 
TIEMPO? VISI3 6 ~uBES-TJPC 9 CANT 8 VIE~TO-VEL 3 ( 1.5) OIR 305-315 BAR 1016 
TE~MHUM 27.0 TE~~S~C 22.2 ~UM~EL Yl OLAS-DIR 3C5-315 ALT 2 PER 3 SECCHI 24 
VALO~ES OBSERVADOS 
P~OF TE~P SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMAR(C ZCOPLANcrON 
MTR. DEli.C 0/00 OSMor CLO.A FAEO. PROOUCCICN SUPER. OBLICUO 
ATM. MG/~3 MG/"-3-DIA ML/I000M} 
0 28.6 34.':>12 21.85 25.11 1.40 .27 3.2 13.8 .6 282.63 
10 27.9 34.6'):] 22.15 25.12 
* 
MACRO 
* 24 27.7 34.7.:.8 22.31 l5.20 282.63 
38 23.9 34.4813 23.jO 24.10 
53 19.8 34.165 24.20 24.12 
72 16.Y 34.084 24.85 23.I:B 
96 14.9 34.450 25.59 23.93 
144 12.3 34.564 26.21 23.19 
192 11.5 34.754 26.51 23.d6 
260 10.3 34.699 26.68 23.72 
PAGINA 240 DE DATOS 

CRUC 67-3 ESTAC 13 

VAlCRES INTERPOlAOOS A PROFUNOIOADES ESTANDA~ 

PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T ANOM lilT ESTAB 
TERMOST OINAM 
0 28.6 34.512 21.85 ':>97.2 0 
10 27.9 14.600 22.15 568.9 .058 2961 
20 21.8 j4.6I::i2 22.25 558.6 .115 1060 
30 26.7 j4.639 22.57 528.1 .169 3193 
50 20.6 34.221 24.03 388.1 .261 1296 
75 16.6 34.133 24.96 300.6 .348 3700 
100 14.6 34.451 25.65 234.7 .416 2771 
150 12.2 34.590 26.25 117.4 .520 1206 
200 11.3 34.745 26.53 150.8 .605 560 
250 10.5 34.705 26.66 138.7 .680 255 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEl TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE paTENTI Al SURFACE SURFACE 
138.1 250 .341 10.46 34.705 
160.0 18J .393 11.63 34.691 
200.0 130 .455 13.15 34.529 
240.0 98 .501 14.80 34.430 
260.0 90 .520 15.40 34.328 
300.0 15 .553 16.60 34.136 
320.0 69 .568 17.49 34.137 
340.0 64 .581 18.39 34.150 
360.0 58 .593 19.29 34.112 
400.0 4B .614 21.08 34.239 
597.2 0 .662 28.60 34.512 
PAGINA 241 DE CATOS 

CRUC 67-3 E~rAC 14 

TIEMPO 2 VISIB 6 

TERMHUM 26.2 T~R~S(C 

PROF TEMP SAL 
MTR. OEG.C 0/00 
0 28.9 34.53':> 
19 28.9 34. 4'J-' 
24 28.5 34.576 
38 26.2 34.63"> 
52 22.4 34.4!j3 
71 19.3 34.517 
95 16.4 34.473 
143 13.2 34.658 
190 12.3 34.7B3 
257 11.3 34.769 
* MAlATlA~ P~CJFCTC * 
rExICO-CIAT* TLXPAN *~l-8 
LAT 21-4Z.3~ LONG 10b-45.5~ FECHA 26 AG 67 
NURfS-TIPG 9 CANT 6 VIENTO-VEL 3 ( 1.5) OIR 
;9.C HUMREL 81 OlAS-OIR 305-315 ALT 2 PER 3 
VALUKES OBSERVAOOS 
SIGMA-T 	 PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO 
OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PROOUCCIC~ 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA 


















* * 783.30 





























































CRUC 67-3 ESTAC 14 
VALORES I~TERPOLADOS A PROFUNDIOADES ESTANDAR 




21.77 605.1 0 
21.75 607.3 .061 -228 
21.77 604.8 .121 262 

22.20 563.9 .180 4278 

23.60 430.2 .280 6993 

24.72 323.2 .374 4489 

25.37 261.1 .448 2610 

26.15 187.1 .562 1557 

26.41 162.5 .652 518 

26.54 150.0 .733 264 

ACCEL TEMP OF SAL. OF 

POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 

.375 11.39 34.769 
.398 11.98 34.777 
.468 13.56 34.638 
.519 15.16 34.532 
.541 15.96 34.491 
.578 17.73 34.486 
.594 18.61 34.498 
.609 19.41 34.488 
.622 20.19 34.479 
.647 21.74 34.480 
.706 28.90 34.535 
PAGINA 243 Of DATOS 
* MAlATLA~ PRGJECrO * 
~~XICU-C[AT* TLXPAN *~l-8 
CRUC 61-3 ESTAC 15 l~T 22-1b.ON LONG 106-38.0h FECHA 27 AG 61 HORA 0045. 
TIEMPO 1 VI~(H 6 '\l;~lFS-fIPC d CAf.cT 6 VIENTO-VEL 1 ( .5' OIR 275-285 BAR 1016 
TcRMHUM ~6.8 rEK~StC lH.9 ~L~HfL d6 eLAS-OIR 275-285 ALT 1 PER 1 SFCCI-'I 
VALORE~ OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIf-!ARIO lOOPLANCTON 
MTR. OEG.C 0/00 OSMOl ClO.A FAEO. PRODUCCION SUPER. OflLICUO 
ATM. MG/M3 MG/M3-DIA Ml/1000M3 
0 28.8 34.515 21. iH 25.18 1.26 .30 83.19 333.35 
') 28.1 34.58l 2 L. 81 25.17 
* 
MACRO 
* 23 21.3 34.677 22.4C 25.13 333.35 
37 24.2 34.572 23.28 24.79 
51 21.0 34.277 23.96 24.31 
69 18.3 34.095 24.53 23.95 
94 14.4 34.268 25.56 23.75 
141 12.7 34.634 26.19 23.88 
l85 11.8 34.180 26.49 23.90 
250 1l.0 34.154 26.60 23.82 
PAGINA 244 DE DATOS 

CRUC 67-3 ESTAC 15 
VALORES INTERPOLADOS A PROFUNDIDAOES ESTANOAR 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T ANUM AL T ESTAR 
TERMOST DINAM 
0 28.8 34.575 21.83 599.1 0 
10 28.6 34.588 21.90 593.0 .060 637 
20 27.7 14.656 22.25 '.)59.0 .117 34H5 
30 26.1 34.602 22.72 '>14.3 .171 4723 
50 21.2 34.295 23.92 399.6 .263 6006 
15 11.2 34.124 24.80 315.4 .353 3532 
100 14.1 34.321 25.65 234.6 .422 3399 
150 12.5 34.660 26.25 177.5 .527 1201 
200 11.6 34.772 26.51 153.3 .612 510 
250 11.0 34.754 26.60 144.3 .689 192 
DENSITY DEPTH OF ACCEL TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SURFACE SURFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
144.3 250 .361 11.00 34.754 
160.0 186 .395 11.84 34.742 
200.0 130 .458 13.14 34.527 
240.0 98 .504 14.35 34.305 
260.0 92 .523 15.12 34.241 
300.0 80 .551 16.66 34.153 
320.0 74 .573 17.46 34.129 
340.0 68 .581 18.41 34.155 
360.0 62 .600 19.35 34.192 
400.0 50 .022 21.23 34.295 
599.1 0 .672 28.80 34.575 
PAGINA 245 DE DATOS 

* MAlATLA~ PROJECTC * 
MElICO-CIATo TLlPAN *MI-B 
CRUC 67-3 ESTAe 16 LAT 22-5C.ON LONG 106-31.2W FECHA 27 AG 67 HORA 0700, 
TIEMPO 1 VISIB 6 ~ I HH': S - TIP C 7 CAN T 6 V lEN T 0-VEL 1 ( .5) OIR 5- 15 BAR 1015 
TERMHUM 27.2 TERMSEC 29.0 ~UMREL 86 OLAS-OIR 5- 15 ALT 1 PER 1 SECCHI 34 
VALORES OBSERVADOS 
PROF TEMP SAL SIGMA-T PRES PIGMENTOS PRIMARIO lOOPLANCTON 
MTR. OEG.C 0100 OSMOT CLO.A FAEO. PRODlJCCION SUPER. OBLICUC 
ATM. MG/",3 MG/"'3-0IA ML/I000M3 
0 27.9 34.589 22.14 25.11 1.37 .25 1722.94 271.04 
7 27.8 34.667 22.23 25.16 
* 
MACRO 
* 19 27.3 34.563 22.31 25.04 271.04 
30 24.7 34.279 22.91 24.61 
41 22.4 34.094 23.44 24.29 
56 20.2 34.078 24.03 24.09 
74 17.5 34.143 24.76 .n.92 
111 14.5 34.689 25.86 24.07 
148 13.0 34.429 25.97 23.75 
200 12.0 34.579 26.28 23.78 
PAGINA 246 DE DATOS 

CRUC 01-3 ESTAC 16 
vAlCf<ES I~rERPOlAOOS A PROFU~DIDAOES ESrA~OAR 
PKlJf- TFMP !)Al SIGMJ\-T ANOM Alf [STAB 
TERMOST D I NA~l 
0 27.9 34.~f9 22.14 569.1 0 
10 27.1 34.b'-t2 22.25 554.4 .056 1060 
20 27.1 34.5.11 22.3") ':149.8 .112 le06 
30 24.1 34.?7Y 2 2 • t) 1 496.1 .164 5615 
SO 21.0 34.0b4 23.<12 409.3 .255 45~0 
15 i7 .4 34.15-1 24. rq 316.3 .341 3898 
100 15.3 34.538 25.5{ 242.0 .417 3125 
150 13.0 34.435 25.9>-1 203.1 .530 817 
200 12 .0 34.5{9 26.2d 114.9 .621 595 
DENS ITY DEPTH OF ACCEl TEMP OF SAL. OF 
SUI{FACE SUKFACE POTENTIAL SURFACE SURFACE 
174.9 ZOO .~ 50 12.00 34.579 
200.0 156 .394 12.8'.) 34.450 
240.0 103 .446 l,).16 34.531 
260.0 94 .466 15.19 34.442 
300.0 80 .1)01 16.93 34.238 
320.0 14 .'l16 11.54 34.153 
140.0 69 .j30 18.32 34.126 
360.0 63 .,43 19.09 34.106 
400.0 53 .':)67 20.64 34.08'l 
569.1 0 .011 27.90 34.589 
PAGINA 241 DE DATCS 

SOLAH RADIATION DATA MAZATLAN PROJECT 
DATOS DE LA HADIACION SOLAR, PHOYBCTO J.lAZATLAN 
Month Day Total energy Average energy Daily average energy 
ly/day ly/min (daylight) ly/min (24 hr) 
Mes DIa EnergIa total Promedio de energIa Promedio diario de energIa 
ly/dIa II/min {luz del dial lxLmin (24 hr} 
April 	 20 67) .919 .467 
21 686 .899 .476 
22 676 .890 .469 
23 691 .904 .480 
24 711 .940 .494 
25 672 .886 .467 
26 692 .879 .481 
27 64J .821 .447 
28 635 .831 .441 
29 649 .833 .451 
30 656 .849 .456 
May 1 689 .875 .478 
2 728 .930 .506 
3 718 .929 .499 
4 711 .895 .494 
7 614 .781 .426 
10 683 .882 .474 
11 702 .886 .488 
12 736 .943 .511 
13 739 .943 .513 
14 729 .926 .506 
15 756 .941 .525 
16 645 .829 .448 
21 517 .654 .359 
22 593 .758 .412 
23 	 .707 .393~6624 71 .596 .327 
25 648 .822 .450 
26 687 .863 .477 
27 708 .901 .442 30 635 .796 .4 1 
31 644 .817 .447 
PAGINA 248 DE DATOS 
SOLAH 1(.\DIATlON i),:..T.rl. :lAZATLAN PHOJLCT 

V.\ TO::> DE LA HADIACION SOLA.H, PHOY!'.CTO MAZATLAN 

Month Day Total energy Average energy Daily average energy 
1y/rlay 1y/min (day1ieht) 1y/min (24 hr) 
Mes Dia i',ner~'Ja total Promedio de energia Promedio diario de energia 
1y/dia 1y/min (luz del dial 1y/min (24 hr) 





























































































































An'lmportant pbue 01 the sclent11lc Una fase importante del trabajo 
work of the IIder-AmerIcIA ~ c1ent11lco de la ComIId6D 1IdenIDeft· 
TulIa ()Mnm..... 18 the pubUcation of cana del Atibl TroDloal es ]a publlcacl6nde los resultados de sua Inveit:1gac1ones.research results. 'lbe Commission pub­ La Comlsl.6n 'pubUca tanto en In2Jal1sbesatudles by Its staff and by co­ como en espano!, los estudlos efeclua·
operatina scientists In Its BItIl.. series, dos por su personal y por clent11lcos 
In both EnglIsh and S~ que cooperan en su serle de BoI••,. 
'lbe Commission also publ1sbes, In La Comisl6n tambl6n pubUca en 
these languages, the Annual Report ,01 estos ldlomas, el Informe Anual de ]aCom1sl6n Interamericana del AtI1nthe Inter·American Tropleal Tuna Com· Tropical. En el Informe Anual, seJ:ri:mission. In the Annual Report are re­ tlc1pa sobre las aceJ.ones de la Com! n;ported the actions of the Commission, una rev1s16n del trabaJo llevado a cabo 
a review of the year's work carried out durante el afto bajo la dlrecc16n de ]a
under the dlrectlon of the CommIssIon, Comisl6n; un registro del personal 
a roater of se1ent11lc staff, and a listlng c1entlflco y una Usta de tOdas las 
of an pubUcations lssued during the pubUcaclones editadas durante el afto 
precedlng calendar year. calendarf.o anterior. 
Los Boletlnes, Informes Anuales yBulletins, Annual Reports, and pa­ artlculos pubUcados por el personal en C pubUshed by the staff In other otras reviStas, se dlstrlbuyen, a base deournils are distributed on an exchange intercamblo, a una Usta Internac10nalto a selected International list of escoglda de organtzac1ones guberna­governmental organizations, offlcla1 U­ mentales, bibUotecas oficla1es y labora· branes and laboratories. Other organ· torios. Otras organizaclones 0 peI'8onas izations or persons may purchase Com· pueden comJ)rar las pubUcaciones de lamJsslon pubUcations at the prices indl· Comlsl6n a los prec10s lndlcados. Lacated. RemIttances must be in advance, remesa debe haceI'8e por adelantado enpayable In U. S. funds to the order of 
• 

d61ares a nombre de la Comlsl6n Inter·
the Inter-American Tropical Tuna Com· americana del At(in Tropical. Los pe­mJsslon. Requests for these pubUca­ didos para estas pubUcaclones, 10 :rntsm.otions, as well as for a llstlng of all pub­ que de la Usta de todas las edtc1ones,Ucatlons, maybe dlrected to The Editor. deben ser dlrlg1dos al Editor. 
Some recent publications In the Las publicaclones recientes en 
BIIII#IitI series are: la serle de Boleti"" son: 
Vol. 12; No.5 -$1.00 
Growth, DlO1'tallty; and exploitation of EnpauBdae, with spec1a1 reference to the 
anchoveta,. C~;, .,IIk""" and the colorado, A.60. "'0, In the eastern PaeUlc 
Oeean, ", WIIIIaIn H. Bayllft. La Jolla, 1967. 
CncImJento. mortaUdad y explotaellln de los EngrauUdae, con referencIa eauecIal a 
Ia anchoveta, c.~;, .",h""" y el colorado, .4.,.... "'0, en el 0c6an0 PaeUlco 
oriental, ,., WUDain H. Baylltf. Loa Jolla, 1967. 
Vol. 12, No.6 -$1.00 
=pJdcal distribution of yellowtln tuna and skipjack catches In the eastern 
Ocean, by quarteI'8 of the year. 1963-1966, ", T. li. Calldna and B. M. Cbatwln. 
La Jolla, 1967. 

DIstrlbucl6n geogrAflca de las capturas del atCin aleta amarilla y del barrilete del 

0c6an0 PacHlco oriental, por trlrilestres del do, 1963-1966. fJor T. P. CaDdns Y B. 

M. Cbatwln. La Jolla, 1967. 
Vol. 12, No.7 $1.00 
DIstribution of skipjack In the Pacific Ocean, based on records of Incidental catches 
by the Japanese 10ngHne tuna fishery, 6, Makoto Peter Miyake. La Jolla, 1968. 
Dlstrlbuci6n del barrllete en el Oceano Pacifico, basada en los reg1stros de la pescajaponesa pal.an2rera de atunes, seg(in las capturas 1nc1dentales, por Makoto Peter 
Miyake. La Jolla, 1968. 
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